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SummaryThis thesis onerns subjets from the development, alibration and sienti� output of the COMISinstrument, whih was launhed in 1987 as part of the R�ontgen observatory in the Kvant moduleof the manned spae station Mir. COMIS is a ollaborative e�ort between the SRON-Laboratoryfor Spae Researh Utreht (the Netherlands), the University of Birmingham (United Kingdom)and the Spae Researh Institute in Mosow (Russia). It brings into pratie oded-mask imagingin X-ray astronomy (at photon energies between 2 and 30 keV). Due to the wide �eld of view(16 � 16 square degrees) and an angular resolution of 20, the instrument is apable of studyingsimultaneously several X-ray soures that are within the observed sky. Thus, it an monitor thebehavior of persistent soures as well as wath the sky for unexpeted events suh as short outburstsof otherwise undetetable soures (e.g. transient soures).Chapter 1 gives a general introdution to the physis and harateristis of bright galati X-ray soures, a disussion of the ontribution that oded mask imaging devies an provide to theunderstanding of these soures and a motivation of the researh disussed in this thesis.A oded-mask imaging devie basially onsists of three omponents: the mask plate (and thepattern of holes in it), the detetor and the reonstrution hard- and software. In part I of thisthesis the development onsiderations and alibration of these omponents are disussed for theCOMIS instrument. This starts in hapter 2 with an overview on all the instruments of the R�ontgenobservatory, indiating the sienti� role of COMIS within the observatory. In hapter 3, the oneptof oded-mask imaging is introdued; an aount is provided of the requirements to the patternof mask holes, the apabilities of the detetor and the reonstrution algorithm, to arrive at anoptimum imaging performane. In hapter 4 the development onsiderations and implementationof the mask and detetor hardware of COMIS are disussed that determine the sienti� apabilityof the instrument. The applied reonstrution hard- and software are presented in hapter 5; newalgorithms are put forward to suppress Poisson noise (this algorithm spei�ally onerns the mask-detetor on�guration as applied in oded-mask systems like COMIS ) and to deal with imperfetionsin the imaging apability of the detetor. These algorithms potentially improve the statistial qualityof the data several times. Finally, in hapter 6, pre- and in-ight alibration items of COMIS aredisussed, as performed by the author, that are ruial in the sienti� analysis of the data, e.g. thespetral response, the point-spread funtion and the dead times of the detetor.Part II deals with sienti� results obtained with COMIS by the author. Apart from the sienti�relevane, these results indiate the potential of observations with a wide-�eld oded-mask imagingdevie. At �rst, in hapter 7, an overview is given of the monitor results of COMIS on 65 pointsoures, deteted between Otober 1988 and February 1992. COMIS has observed in this periodthe X-ray sky for about a total of 150 hours, of whih 80% in 1989. The top-priority target in thisperiod was the galati bulge, to whih 20% of the exposure time was dediated. Four of the souresdeteted are transients, that had not been deteted previously with other instruments. Furthermore,fourteen burst events were observed whih ould be attributed to persistent X-ray soures withinthe galati bulge.Three of the new transient soures are situated within a few degrees of the galati enter. Twoof these were seen to burst more than one. KS1732�273 and KS1741�293 are weak transients,with a peak intensity less than 30 mCrab. They are disussed separately in hapter 8.1



2 SummaryIn hapter 9 the observed spetral variability of the X-ray transient GS2023+338 is disussed.This bright transient and best galati blak hole andidate is shown to exhibit in essene variabilityin two spetral omponents whih are superposed on a power-law spetrum with a onstant index:a low-energy absorption whose variability deays with time and a Compton-reeted omponentwhose relative magnitude deays with time. The deay observed in both omponents is probablydue to a lean-up of environmental material by aretion.In onlusion, it is shown that wide-�eld oded-mask imaging is a valuable tool to monitor the X-raysky. Its apability onveniently �lls the gap between all-sky monitors and narrow-�eld instruments.On the one hand it ompares to an all-sky monitor by the potential of quiker loalization of shortevents and on the other hand it enables the simultaneous study of more than one strong X-raysoure. The term 'seleted-sky monitor' well haraterizes suh an instrument. The results stressthe importane of monitoring the X-ray sky with similar instruments, e.g. the wide-�eld amerasurrently developed at SRON-Utreht for use aboard the Satellite per Astronomia a raggi X (SAX ),an Italian-Duth X-ray observatory whih is due for launh in 1994.



Chapter 1Introdution1.1 Advent of X-ray astronomyPrior to 1962 it was generally thought that elestial soures outside the solar system radiate thesame proportion of their bolometri luminosity in X-rays as the sun does (about 10�7). It thereforeame as a surprise when in that year, during a tentative observation of the moon, the �rst extra-solar X-ray soure was deteted in the onstellation of Sorpius (So X-1, Giaoni et al. 1962) atthe sensitivity level of the early X-ray detetors (� 10�7 erg s�1m�2 in 1�10 keV). Assumingthat So X-1 is a nearby star, it would emit X-rays at a rate 107 to 108 greater than the sun1!This disovery initiated a deade of roket and balloon-borne X-ray measurements of the sky andsubstantial theoretial e�ort to explain the soure of the high X-ray emission in So X-1 and inother subsequently disovered strong elestial X-ray emitters. A major breakthrough ourred in1972 when spae-borne measurements with the �rst X-ray satellite Uhuru showed signs of orbitalmotion in Cen X-3 (Shreier et al. 1972). This on�rmed the suspiion that many suh X-raysoures originate in galati lose binary star systems in whih mass is transferred from a 'normal'star to a ollapsed star; the mass in-fall into the deep gravitation well of the ollapsed star servesto power the energeti X-radiation. In a few other soures the X-rays were found to originatefrom synhrotron emission in the nebulae of young supernova remnants. Although the physialnature of these soures has sine been �rmly established, many questions remain to be answered.These questions predominantly onern the evolutionary history and present status of these binarysystems. In pratie this means that basi system parameters need to be determined, e.g. massesand dimensions. Sine the nineteen sixties a large e�ort has been made to aomplish this.Spae-borne observational work2 started o� in the early seventies with the main purpose to makean arhive of elestial X-ray soures and their X-ray harateristis (with satellites suh as Uhuru,Ariel-V and HEAO-1). In the next deade, more sensitive instrumentation was launhed into spae(e.g. Einstein, EXOSAT, Ginga) whih permitted a more areful temporal and spetral study ofX-ray soures. These studies ontributed onsiderably to the understanding of the environment ofX-ray soures and often provided the neessary data to obtain the basi parameters of suh losebinary star systems. This thesis desribes the appliation of a novel observing tehnique, oded-mask wide-�eld imaging, whih is spei�ally relevant to the investigation of variability in brightX-ray soures, partiularly those soures whih are bright for only a short time (several seonds toweeks).The following hapter introdues the reader to the main physial aspets of high-luminosity om-pat galati X-ray soures and to the observational tehniques applied for studying the variabilityof these soures on time sales of several seonds to weeks.1In 1966 the optial ounterpart of So X-1 was disovered (Sandage et al. 1966, Johnson & Stephenson 1966). Itwas found that this objet emitted 1000 times more power at X-ray wavelengths than at optial wavelengths.2For a review of X-ray astronomy missions, see Bradt et al. 1992.3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION1.2 Bright ompat galati X-ray souresMany galati objets emit X-radiation but the range in luminosity is large, from � 1027 erg s�1for weak oronal emission to � 1038 erg s�1 for the strongest aretion-driven binaries. The latterategory of soures is of primary interest in this thesis and the subsequent disussion will fous onthese soures.A binary star system may ontain a ollapsed star, whih is the end-produt of stellar evolution.This an either be a white dwarf (WD), neutron star (NS) or blak hole (BH). If, by some mehanism,mass is transferred from the 'normal' ompanion star to the ollapsed omponent, this matter willfall into a deep gravitation well and potential energy is transformed into kineti and thermal energy.The energy-transformation is highly eÆient: for a NS the energy produed is equivalent to about10% of the rest mass of the in-falling matter. This energy may again be transformed into radiation,with typial wavelengths in the X-ray regime. The preise mehanisms at work in the transformationof energy and the resulting harateristis of the radiated energy depend on the spei� physialirumstanes in the binary as a whole and on the harateristis of the individual omponents,e.g. the masses Mx and M of the ollapsed objet and ompanion star respetively, the mehanismresponsible for the mass loss of the ompanion star, the mass aretion rate _Mx of the ollapsedobjet, the nature of the ollapsed objet, the magneti �eld strength B of the ollapsed objet,the rotation periods (Px and P) and the orbital period Porb. These parameters are set by theevolutionary history of the binary system.The luminosity of these binaries depends in partiular on _Mx and the radius of the ollapsedobjet (Rx). A simple estimate for the power W of the liberated potential energy an be inferredfrom W = G Mx _MxRx (1.1)A typial mass aretion rate is _Mx � 10�8 M�yr�1 (Savonije 1983), resulting in roughly W = 1038erg/s for a NS and 1035 erg/s for a WD. If all this energy were thermally radiated with a singletemperature at the ollapsed objet's surfae, the maximum of the blak body distribution wouldlie at 7 and 0.04 keV respetively. Therefore, it is expeted that binaries ontaining a WD havea substantially lower hard X-ray luminosity3 than those ontaining a NS or BH. Beause of this,binaries with the latter types of ollapsed objets are generally alled X-ray binaries (XBs). Areent overview of these systems was given by White (1989). Two types of XBs are distinguished,depending on the nature of the ompanion star:High-Mass X-ray Binaries (HMXBs). The ompanion star has a mass of �> 10M� and an earlyspetral type (earlier than �B2). It looses matter predominantly through a wind�the aretionis then designated as 'wind driven'� although in some ases inipient Rohe-lobe overow issuspeted. There is indiret evidene for the presene of an aretion disk in some systems.HMXBs are generally young (�< 107 yr) and if the ollapsed objet is a NS it may possessa magneti �eld strong enough (� 1012 G) to funnel the mass aretion along the �eld linesto the magneti poles. If the magneti and rotation axes are not o-aligned, the X-radiationbeam may periodially sweep through the line of sight, thus reating a pulsating signal to theobserver. The ratio of optial to X-ray ux of HMXBs is �< 1, while the X-ray spetrum is hard(typial kT �> 15 keV).The group may further be subdivided in two groups (eah omprising about half of theHMXBs): super-giant X-ray binaries (the ompanion is of luminosity lass I-II) and Be X-raybinaries (lass III-IV).Low-Mass X-ray Binaries (LMXBs). In these systems the ompanion star has a mass of�< 2M�, is of a late spetral type and looses matter through Rohe-lobe overow. These3hard X-radiation is here de�ned as radiation with photon energies between 1 and 10 keV.



1.2. BRIGHT COMPACT GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES 5systems are generally old and the magneti �eld of a possible NS is weak (B � 108 � 109 G).Due to the high angular momentum of the transferred matter, an aretion disk is formed; thearetion is designated as 'disk driven'. This aretion disk forms a bu�er in the mass trans-fer. To this date, no pulsars have been found among LMXBs, most probably due to their lowmagneti �eld. The X-radiation dominates the optial luminosity (Lx=Lopt � 350 on average).In fat, the optial radiation of the ompanion star may be so weak that the optial radia-tion observed is dominated by reproessed X-radiation from the aretion disk and by X-rayheating of the ompanion star. Luminous LMXBs loated in the galati bulge have not yetbeen identi�ed with optial ounterparts, owing to the strong interstellar absorption in thatdiretion. For those that have an identi�ed ounterpart, the optial spetrum is often a-typialfor a main-sequene star. The X-ray spetrum is relatively soft (typial kT �< 15 keV).The above-mentioned groups are rather well de�ned. Only a few XBs (e.g. GX1+4, 4U1626-67,H2259+035 and Her X-1) are diÆult to lassify, beause they show harateristis of both groups.Van Paradijs (1991) lists 44 HMXBs and 43 LMXBs that have been identi�ed with optial oun-terparts. Other luminous X-ray soures have also been lassi�ed on the basis of their analogy withthose optially identi�ed. The total amount of known XBs is 124.The X-ray intensity of XBs is often persistent, suggesting a ontinuous mass transfer. Some soures,however, "turn on" their X-ray ux for only a short time. These are transient soures, in thesense that their X-ray luminosity remains most of the time below the detetion threshold of theX-ray detetors. This phenomenon is basially attributed to an irregular mass transfer rate. Theobservational aspets of transient soures are disussed in 1.3.6.The luminosity arising from in-falling matter on a ollapsed objet has an upper limit. If themass transfer gives rise to so muh radiation that the radiation pressure balanes the gravitationalattration, no aretion is possible anymore. A simple estimate (i.e. employing spherial symmetry)for the upper limit to the X-ray luminosity and the orresponding mass aretion rate is obtainedby balaning the gravitational fore and the radiation pressure due to Thompson sattering byhydrogen atoms and is alled the Eddington limit:Ledd = 1:3� 1038MxM� erg=s; _Medd = 10�8 MxM� M�=yr (1.2)A ouple of X-ray harateristis of XBs are lear indiators for the NS nature of the ollapsedobjet. These inlude bursts and pulsations (see 1.3). However, suh harateristis are in manyases not found and the nature of the ollapsed omponent remains unertain. Till now, six XBsare suspeted to ontain a BH, on the basis of lower limits to the ollapsed objet's mass. Theorypredits that ollapsed objets more massive than 3 M� will ollapse to form a BH. Objets withlower mass limits in exess of this value are designated as BH andidates (BHC); the andidayrefers to the fat that the theory is not fully seure regarding the existene of BHs. The lower masslimits for these six BHCs have been obtained by the measurement of the radial veloity urve ofDoppler-shifted optial spetral lines (i.e. shifted due to the orbital motion of the ompanion star)and appliation of Kepler's third law.Binaries with a WD as ollapsed objet were �rst reognized in the optial band and are alled at-alysmi variables (CV). Typial for most of these binaries is that they show outburst behaviorin their optial lighturves. These outbursts may be either single or quasi-periodi events, possibleauses omprise thermonulear runaway in the grown envelope of the WD, irregular aretion ratesor aretion disk instabilities. Several sublasses have been reognized (see e.g. C�ordova & Mason1983), inluding lassial novae, dwarf novae and reurrent novae. Most of the CVs emit X-rays ata level of < 1033 ergs/s (0.1-4 keV) during quiesene.



6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONTable 1.1: Types of XB Variability in order of time saleName Typea Time sale On-Time Suggested Origins sRapid variability A �< 10�1� �> 103 � Instabilities inaretionQPO Q 10�2 � 102 � Beat of rotation andrevolution or aretiondisk instabilityPulsation P 10�2 � 103 � NS rotationType II Burst A 101 � 103 100 � 103 Aretion instabilitiesType I Burst A 103-�> 105 100 � 102 Thermonulear ashOrbital P 103 � 107 � Revolution of binarymodulation omponents or matterHard transient A/P 106 � 108 106 Irregular wind and/orbehavior eentri orbit(Ultra-)Soft transient A �> 107 106 Unstable aretionbehaviorFast transient A ? 102 � 104 Magneti surfaebehaviorb ativityLong-term yles A/P 106� �> 108 � Preession or ompanionvariabilitya Type of signal: P = periodi, A = a-periodi, Q = quasi-periodi.bThis type of variability does not apply to XBs, but to stars of late spetral type.1.3 The variability of bright galati X-ray souresThe X-ray ux of ompat galati soures often is very variable. Several types of variability havebeen reognized, based on observational harateristis (i.e. the appearane of the lighturve andsometimes its Fourier spetrum). The relation between these various types of variability and theunderlying physial proesses is reasonably understood, although ertainly not ompletely. Thedesignation of the various types is summarized in Table 1.1. In the following setion they will bedesribed in some detail.1.3.1 Rapid variabilityAperiodi X-ray rapid variability or 'ikering' (see e.g. Van der Klis 1989 or Makishima 1988) isseen in members of all types of XBs (as well as in other types of emitters). The most prominentikering soures are Cyg X-1 and Cir X-1. Rapid variability is haraterized by a power-densityspetrum of the time series whih follows a power law within a restrited range of frequenies:P (�) = A ��q, where � is the frequeny, q the power-law slope and A a normalization onstant.Observed power-law slopes lie roughly between 1 and 2 and are, for eah soure, independent of theX-ray energy onsidered (exept for Cyg X-1, see e.g. Miyamoto & Kitamoto 1989). The lower limitto the frequeny range of the power-law spetrum has for a few soures been deteted at �0.1 Hz,but the LMXB ases in partiular do not show a attening of the power-density spetrum down to�1 mHz (whih is the detetion limit).The amplitude of the rapid variability, expressed in integrated frational rms variation within2{250 mHz, varies between a few perents to �> 20%. Charateristi for LMXB ases is that theamplitude inreases with photon energy and with persistent X-ray luminosity.The physial origin for rapid variability has not been �rmly established yet. However, a model



1.3. THE VARIABILITY OF BRIGHT GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES 7has been proposed for the rapid variability of Cyg X-1, whih inludes the random aretion oflumps of matter with di�erent sizes onto the ollapsed objet (Miyamoto & Kitamoto 1989). Eahareted lump gives rise to a 'shot' in the X-ray intensity, whih shows spetral hardening withtime and thus results in a phase lag in the variability between two di�erent photon-energy ranges.1.3.2 Orbital modulationsMeasured Porb's (from X-ray as well as optial data) range from 0.19 to 235 hr for the LMXBs(Parmar & White 1988) and from 1.4 to several hundred days for the HMXBs (Stella et al. 1986).The di�erene in Porb between both groups is learly related to the di�erent size of the ompanionstars. The X-ray orbital modulation is either found in a periodi Doppler shift of pulse arrival times(see e.g. Rappaport & Joss 1983) or a periodi modulation of the X-ray ux.Some � 30 XBs show orbital modulation in their X-ray ux due to elipses. The shape ofthe X-ray lighturve is determined by the geometry of the X-ray emitting region and that of theelipsing objet(s). The potential X-ray emitting regions inlude the surfae of the ollapsed objet,an aretion disk and an aretion disk orona (ADC, this term refers to both oronae and windssurrounding the aretion disk, the X-rays observed originate from the aretion disk and the NSand are subsequently sattered by the ADC). Elipses may arise from the ompanion star and/oran aretion disk rim.Elipses seen in HMXBs are mostly aused by the ompanion star. The (OB) ompanion ina bright HMXB is usually large with respet to the distane between both omponents, thereforethe probability of an elipse is larger than in LMXBs. The X-ray lighturves often show additionalstruture, due to density variations of wind material in the line of sight (see e.g. White 1989).In LMXBs the geometry is more ompliated beause of the presene of an aretion disk. Twotypes of modulation are typial for LMXBs: dips and smooth (quasi-sinusoidal) variations (see e.g.Parmar & White 1988). The dips (a redution of X-ray ux for a time whih is short with respetto Porbit) are due to a ombination of a small X-ray emitting area (i.e. the inner aretion disk orthe surfae of a NS) and a strutured aretion disk rim. The presene of dips is very sensitive tothe inlination angle. Smooth periodial X-ray variations an be modelled by an ADC as the X-rayemitter (the entral X-ray soure being obsured by an aretion disk) whih is periodially elipsedby the ompanion or a loal thikening of the aretion disk rim.1.3.3 PulsationsSome 40-50 X-ray pulsars have been found to this date, with pulse periods between 0.033 and835 s. About half of these are identi�ed with HMXBs, on the basis of an identi�ation with anoptial ounterpart (see Van Paradijs 1991), the rest is either situated in a supernova remnant ora CV system or is not yet lassi�ed (the latter group probably onsists of HMXBs with no optialounterpart).XB pulsar periods provide a powerful tool to desribe the XB's parameters (see e.g. Rappaport& Joss 1983). If Doppler shifts from orbital motion are deteted in pulse arrival times (from theollapsed objet) as well as in optial spetral lines (from the ompanion star) and elipses are seen,one may infer the inlination angle, M, Mx and R, when applying reasonable assumptions onthe binary's geometry. Van Paradijs (1989) lists seven ases of NS mass estimates thus obtained(inluding one radio pulsar). Remarkably, these are all onsistent with a single mass of Mx =1:4�0:2 M� but it should be noted that the unertainties in the mass determinations are sometimesquite large.Worth mentioning is the potential of period-derivative studies: due to the transfer of angularmomentum to the NS in XBs, the NS is often spun-up. This is expeted if the rotation sense of theNS is the same as that of the orbital motion. The eÆieny of angular momentum transfer is highif the ompanion looses mass through Rohe lobe overow, via an aretion disk. Charateristi formany HMXBs, however, is that the ompanion looses matter via a radiatively-driven wind. This



8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONdegrades the transfer of angular momentum and the pulse period history may show errati hanges.Errati hanges ('glithes') may also arise from hanges in the internal struture of the NS.1.3.4 BurstsX-ray bursts pertain to ux inreases that last for only a very short time. The typial rise timeis � 1 � 10 s and the deay time ranges from seonds to minutes. Two types of bursts have beenreognized (Ho�man et al. 1978): Type I and Type II bursts. Type I bursts are haraterized bya spetral softening during deay. The intervals between these bursts vary from 4 minutes to morethan a day. It is generally aepted that suh bursts are aused by thermonulear ashes on a NSsurfae, indued by the build-up of temperature and pressure in a nulear fuel reservoir of Hydrogenand Helium. Studies of Type I bursts provide a valuable test for onstraining the equation of stateof NS matter, sine the bursts reet physial onditions on the NS surfae, whih in turn relate tothe average mass density of the NS.Currently almost 40 Type-I burst soures have been identi�ed (for a relatively reent list, seeDamen 1990). Most of these soures show a persistent X-ray ux as well, usually with a soft spetrum(kT �5 keV), and are onentrated on the sky towards the galati enter. None of the burstersdeteted so far show X-ray pulsations. These two harateristis learly demonstrate the assoiationof burst soures with the LMXBs. Slightly over 10 soures have been proven to be LMXBs throughidenti�ation of an optial ounterpart.Type II bursts show no spetral softening during deay and have bursts intervals 2 to 3 ordersof magnitude shorter than Type I bursts. Type II bursts have till now only been found in one singlesoure, the 'rapid burster' (X1730-333), and are thought to result from instabilities in an aretiondisk.1.3.5 QPO and their relation to spetral variabilityQuasi-periodi osillations (QPO), as found in LMXBs (see e.g. Van der Klis 1989), are de�nedas broad symmetri peaks in the power spetrum of a time series of the intensity. The entroidfrequeny is between 5 and 60 Hz, the peak width is roughly half the entroid frequeny and therms-amplitude lies between 1 and 10% of the total intensity. The data are always found to be toonoisy to 'see' QPO diretly in the X-ray lighturve itself. Van der Klis lists 8 bright LMXB QPOsoures. Slower QPO, with frequenies down to a fator of � 103 less, have been found in a fewases of HMXBs and BHCs.The QPO behavior in LMXBs seems related to their spetral behavior (Hasinger & Van derKlis 1989). In the sublass of so-alled 'Z-soures' (the 'Z' refers to the pattern traed out by thesoure in olor-olor or olor-intensity diagrams), three spetral states are reognized with eah adi�erent QPO signature. In the hard spetral state high-frequeny QPO (20-45 Hz) our, whihhave been suggested to be due to the interation of lumps of material, in Keplerian motion aroundthe NS, with the magneti �eld of the NS ('beat-frequeny modulated aretion', Alpar & Shaham1985 and Lamb et al. 1985). In a softer state, 6 Hz QPO emerge whih are thought to originatein resonanes within the aretion ow (Lamb 1989). Reent observations of Cyg X-2 (Hasingeret al. 1990) indiate that the hanges of spetral state and QPO behavior might be due to a varyingmass aretion rate whih inuenes the thikness of the aretion disk and its interation with themagnetosphere.1.3.6 Transient behaviorVan Paradijs & Verbunt (1984) de�ne transient soures (in short 'transients') as soures that emitthe bulk of their X-ray emission in rather well-de�ned events, whih last for at least a few days,during whih the X-ray luminosity inreases by at least a fator of 10. In ontrast to these (slow)transients, so-alled 'fast transients' are known (sometimes alled 'high-latitude transients'), whoseon-state lasts typially three orders of magnitude shorter. This di�erene in transient time salepoints at totally di�erent physial proesses.



1.3. THE VARIABILITY OF BRIGHT GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES 9Slow transient soures during outburst show many similarities with persistently bright XBs in theirmajor harateristi features, suh as pulsations or bursts. In fat, the same lassi�ation shemeof low- and high-mass XBs an be applied; the equivalent designations are 'hard' (kT �> 15 keV)and 'soft transients' (kT �< 15 keV) respetively. The important di�erene between persistent andtransient soures is the stability of the mass aretion or transfer.Non-steady aretion in hard X-ray transients is mostly attributed to a ombination of irregularwinds from a fast rotating Be star and the motion of a NS in an eentri orbit (e � 0:1�0:5, see e.g.Priedhorsky & Holt 1987). These two properties provide an environment for irregular mass aretion,whih is sometimes orrelated with Porb. Many hard transients show ux levels at quiesene ofabout a fator 10 lower than during outburst (sometimes this fator is more than 100), whihindiates a low-level aretion ow from the ompanion's wind. Reently, Koyama et al. (1990) havedisovered 7 new probable Be XBs, onentrated in the sky in the Sutum region. These disoveriesare important, sine they imply that the galati population of Be XBs is large (> 1000), whih issupported from an evolutionary point of view (Rappaport & Van den Heuvel 1982).The aretion in soft transients is thought to be due to either an intermittent ow through theinner Lagrangian point or ontinuous Rohe lobe overow mediated by an aretion disk in whihmaterial is stored until it is released by an instability. The ourrene of soft transients with a peakX-ray luminosity exeeding 1037 erg/s is estimated at � 6 yr�1 (Van Paradijs & Verbunt 1984). Theobserved rise time lies between 2 and 10 days, while the typial e-folding deay time is � 1 month.The assoiated optial lighturve, if observed, always deays slower than the X-ray lighturve, witha deay time � 2 times longer (Van Paradijs 1983). The optial emission is due to reproessedX-rays in an aretion disk; during deay, the blak-body temperature of the disk dereases and alarger fration of the total disk luminosity emerges in the visual region of the spetrum. Observedreurrene times, whih are sometimes inferred from outbursts in only the optial band, range from0.5 till 50 years. It has been suggested by White et al. (1984) that mass aretion may beomeunstable if its rate is less than � 5 � 10�10 M�yr�1, whih applies to soft transients. This wouldimply that no persistent LMXBs with a luminosity below a few times 1036 erg/s do exist; this seemssupported by the available observational data. Finally it has been noted that soft transients aresimilar to dwarf novae, the di�erene between both being essentially the nature of the ollapsedobjet (NS versus WD). The list provided by Van Paradijs (1991) (see also Bradt & MClintok1983), overing 20 years of spae-borne X-ray studies, lists 19 bright galati LMXB transients (ofwhih 13 have been optially identi�ed).Besides (slow) hard and soft X-ray transients a third group has been reognized: that of theultra-soft X-ray transients. These are thought to ontain a BH instead of a NS. The X-rayspetrum then only omprises the soft aretion-disk-originated emission; the (harder) thermalbremsstrahlung omponent of the spetrum, otherwise apparent from the regions near to a NS,is missing.We note that the above lassi�ation of slow transients is not strit. This is illustrated by thease of GS2023+338, a transient whih ared in 1989 in the onstellation of Cygnus (see e.g. hapter9): despite its hard X-ray spetrum, the optial ounterpart was shown to be of a late spetral typeand the ompat objet a BHC.Fast transients in general presumably have a ompletely di�erent origin than the slow transients.This is indiated by those that have been found in two surveys: one through Ariel-V data (Pye &MHardy 1983) and the other through HEAO-1 data (Connors et al. 1986). Together these surveysrevealed 35 fast transient events, with on-states lasting between 60 s and 93 h. The number-uxrelations of both surveys are onsistent with a homogeneous spatial distribution, suggesting a nearby(�<100 p) or an extra-galati origin. The frequeny of the events is expeted to be at least �>104yr�1 above 1 mCrab4 (2{20 keV). The identi�ation of these events with known soures of radiationproved to be diÆult due to the bad positional auraies of both surveys. Some of the Ariel-V4One Crab unit is a ommon intensity unit in astrophysial appliations, it refers to the ratio of the intensity of thesoure and the intensity of the Crab soure, as measured with the same type of detetor; the Crab soure has a ux of1.0 mJy at 5.5 keV or 2:4� 10�8 erg s�1m�2 in the 2{10 keV band or 3:5� 10�8 erg s�1m�2 in the 2{30 keV band.



10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONevents were attributed by Pye & MHardy to RS CVn systems (these are thought to exhibit highoronal ativity) while Connors et al. found some of the events in the HEAO-1 survey to be hardares from dMe-dKe stars. It remains essentially an open question what objets are responsible forfast transient events and a monitoring devie with high positional auray is needed to answer thisquestion.1.3.7 Long term yles in XBsPriedhorsky & Holt (1987) have given an overview of long-term yles in X-radiation variation (i.e.yles longer than Porb) of XBs. Di�erent time sales and underlying physial mehanisms apply toHMXBs and LMXBs.Among HMXBs (exluding Be XBs, see 1.3.6), long term yles in X-radiation have been foundfor about 10 soures. The yle period (with various degrees of oherene), Plong, ranges from 5.6to � 165 d, a fator of 5 to 60 larger than Porb. The modulation depth varies between soures from10 to 100%. The explanation is sought in preession of either an aretion disk or a NS.Among LMXBs, long-term yles may arise from variations in the mass transfer rate (althoughthe evidene for this is irumstantial). Amplitudes range up to 100% and time sales are in theorder of a year, whih is muh longer than Porb. The evidene for a periodi nature is not so strong asin HMXBs. There are indiations that long-term yles among LMXBs are only present in medium-luminosity soures (i.e. a luminosity less than 1037 erg s�1) whih often show bursting ativity. Inseveral soures the long time sale lighturve is sawtooth-shaped, i.e. a sharp rise (extending to�0.2 yles) followed by a gradual deay.1.4 Instrumentation for the study of transients and burstersThe previous setion summarized the types of X-ray variability seen in bright galati soures andthe relevane that timing measurements have on developing physial models for these objets. Ofpartiular interest in this thesis are studies on time sales from seonds to weeks, onentrating ontransient and bursting behavior, resulting from either irregularities in the mass aretion rate ontoa ollapsed objet or aring ativity on a neutron or late-type star.The population of burst and transient soures, i.e. their number-ux relation, has remainedrather unlear. Up till now � 40 slow transients have been reognized (Van Paradijs 1991), both hardand (ultra-)soft transients. These transients are mostly bright(�> 100 mCrab), relatively little is known about weak transients. Furthermore, � 40 burst souresare known (Damen 1990) and � 35 fast transients. Presumably many of the short-duration eventsfrom these type of soures have been missed all together. In any ase, the fast transients that havebeen deteted are often loated with a bad auray. One may ask what type of instrument isneeded to �ll this lak of information.The lassial instrument whih is intended for researh in part of the above-mentioned �eld, isthe all-sky monitor (ASM). Conventional ASMs are operative in the 2-10 keV range and intended asan alarm devie for the onset of slow and bright transients (providing the requirement to observe thetransient with a more sensitive instrument) and as a monitoring devie for the long-term variabilityof bright X-ray soures. The ASM instrument is typially either a sanning slit ollimator, a rotationmodulation ollimator or a pinhole amera (see e.g. Holt & Priedhorsky 1987 and Priedhorsky &Holt 1987). Typial harateristis of these instruments are a sensitivity of � 100 mCrab in oneday of observation, an angular resolution of the order of degrees and a duty yle (i.e. the frationof time that eah sky position is overed) between 10�4 and 10�2. Three suessful ASMs haveown up till 19925. The most sensitive ASM was that on board the Ginga satellite (Tsunemi et al.1989), whih sanned every day, during 20 minutes, a 360Æ � 45Æ region of the sky, observing eahsky loation for typially 7 s at a 5� detetion threshold of � 50 mCrab (2{30 keV) at an angular5We do not address here suessful ASMs operating at photon energies above � 15 keV, e.g. BATSE on theCompton observatory and Wath on the Granat observatory.



1.5. MOTIVATION OF THE RESEARCH DISCUSSED IN THIS THESIS 11resolution of 1Æ. Other (non-sanning) types of ASMs are studied (e.g. Holt & Priedhorsky) thatwath the omplete sky simultaneously with similar sensitivities, slightly better angular resolutionsand higher duty yles.It is lear that ASMs fall short in the other �elds of interest mentioned above, i.e. monitoringburst ativity and weak or short transient behavior. This is mainly due to the small duty yle ofonventional ASMs. This point is illustrated by the fat that muh of the knowledge in these �eldshas not been aquired from ASM data, but by fortunate pointed observations with higher-sensitivityinstruments. Furthermore, the loation auray of ASMs is insuÆient to loate events withoutthe help of other instruments. However, the requirement of large sky overage, inherent to ASMs,remains mandatory for observing burst and short transient events, sine these events take plaeunexpetedly.Further harateristis of the burst and weak transient soures may be utilized to put onstraintson the de�nition of an optimum instrument for their study. Most importantly, one may ask whetherit is essential that the whole sky should be monitored. The answer is negative regarding the XBsand slow transients: they are mainly loated along the galati plane (see e.g. Van Paradijs 1991).Bursters are even more onentrated, towards the galati enter (see e.g. Damen 1990). Therefore,to make a study of these soures it is most eÆient to onentrate the observations on this part of thesky. The situation is di�erent for the fast transients, with their isotropi sky distribution. However,an instrument with a somewhat limited sky overage ould still make a worthwhile ontribution tothe study of these soures, provided that the soure loation auray is better than 1 arminute,to enable identi�ation with ounterparts in other spetral regimes.Given the above requirements, a good alternative to an ASM is a wide-�eld oded-mask amera.This instrument prinipally has the potential of a higher duty yle and angular resolution, andindiretly provides better sensitivity and temporal resolution. Coded-mask ameras are partiularlysuited for monitoring seleted parts of the sky, suh as for instane the galati enter and galatiplane regions. Their use on the galati enter is spei�ally worthwhile sine they do not su�er fromsoure-onfusion problems, in ontrast to onventional ASMs. One ould designate a oded-maskamera as 'seleted-sky monitor'. It ompares to an ASM (as de�ned by Holt & Priedhorsky 1987)by stressing temporal and angular resolution at the expense of sky overage.1.5 Motivation of the researh disussed in this thesisThe SRON-Laboratory for Spae Researh in Utreht, in ollaboration with the Shool of Physisand Spae Researh of the University of Birmingham (UK) and on invitation by the Spae ResearhInstitute (IKI) of Mosow in 1981, has developed and built an X-ray wide-�eld oded-mask amera,to be part of an X-ray observatory on the Soviet manned spae station Mir. The sienti� aims ofthe utilization of this instrument, alled the COded-Mask Imaging Spetrometer (COMIS 6), havebeen desribed briey in the previous setion, i.e. the monitoring of X-ray soures (partiularlytransients and bursters) situated in the galati bulge and plane. The omplete X-ray observatorywas launhed and oupled to Mir (in the Kvant module) in April 1987. Sine then, it has ompleteda large number of observations on an intermittent basis.COMIS is the �rst wide-field oded-mask amera ever launhed7. Therefore, it also serves asan important pilot experiment regarding the 'hands-on' data handling for suh a type of instrument.This is non-trivial: the diret output of a oded-mask amera is not an image of the sky. To arriveat suh an image, the raw data needs to be deoded. Computer hardware and software for thisdeoding proess onstitute essential parts of the instrument. These parts are not inorporatedin the spae segment but are loated on earth at eah of the ollaborating institutes. Sine the6The instrument is in the literature mostly referred to as TTM, whih is the Russian abbreviation for shadow maskamera. This name will also be used in part II of this thesis.7i.e. with a �eld of view in exess of 10 � 10 square degrees. In 1985, the XRT oded mask amera was launhedwith Spaelab-2 on an eight day long mission (Skinner et al. 1987). It had a �eld of view of 6� 6 square degrees andits optial design was di�erent to that of COMIS.
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Part I
COMIS/TTMInstrument Desription&Calibration



.

Photograph of the COMIS detetor (top) and its eletronis (bottom). Clearly visible is the supportstruture grid in front of the entrane window (see Chapter 4).



Chapter 2The Mir-Kvant module and the R�ontgenobservatoryThe Mir-Kvant module and the R::ontgen observatoryAbstrat { An overview is given of the four X-ray instruments that are ontained in the R�ontgenobservatory, indiating the sienti� role of COMIS (the subjet of this thesis) within the observatory.Furthermore, the basi priniples of operations of R�ontgen are disussed as well as a short historyof observations.2.1 IntrodutionIn the early 1980's the Spae Researh Institute (IKI) in Mosow took the initiative to develop andbuild a sienti� module with astrophysial experiments, to be attahed to the Saljut-7 mannedspae station. A ollaboration was formed with institutes from four west-European ountries (theNetherlands, United Kingdom, Germany and Switzerland) and the European Spae Ageny. Thisresulted in �ve experiments. Four of these over the medium and high X-ray regime part of theeletromagneti spetrum between 2 and 800 keV. This group of experiments was given the name'R�ontgen observatory'. The �fth experiment, GLAZAR, measures at UV wavelengths.In reality, the sienti� module was attahed to the �rst of a new generation of spae stations,Mir, and given the name Kvant. Doking of the module took plae on April 12th 1987, about oneyear after the launh of Mir. Fig. 2.1 shows the general layout of Kvant in utaway.2.2 The R�ontgen observatoryThe R::ontgen observatory2.2.1 Payload desriptionAll four X-ray instruments of the R�ontgen observatory are rigidly �xed to Kvant and point towardsthe same point in the sky. In order to move from one target to another, the entire spae station hasto be re-oriented. This is aomplished by the use of gyrosopi ywheels. Kvant is provided with6 of these, two in eah of three mutually perpendiular planes. To supply the neessary amount ofeletri power to the gyros, a third blanket of solar ells was installed.The X-ray instruments over X-ray energies between 2 and 800 keV (or wavelengths between1:6 � 10�2 and 6.2 �A). Eah of the instruments overs a omplementary part of this range, exeptfor SIRENE-2 (see below). In the following, a brief desription of eah instrument is given:1. COMIS (COded Mask Imaging Spetrometer, Brinkman et al. 1985) has a useful energy rangeof 2-30 keV, with a spetral resolution of 18% full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) at 6 keV.It is the only imaging instrument of the observatory with a wide �eld of view (FOV) of 7:8�7:817
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Figure 2.1: General layout of the Kvant module in utaway (from Beatty 1987)square degrees (FWHM of the olleting area) and an angular resolution of 20. The detetor(a proportional ounter) has a geometri area of 655 m2. The data-paking provides a timeresolution of 1.0 s. Furthermore, the COMIS instrument blok inludes a star sensor thatprovides the pointing information for all instruments of the observatory. COMIS was builtby the SRON-Laboratory for Spae Researh in Utreht (the Netherlands) and the Shool ofPhysis and Spae Researh of the University of Birmingham (UK). The design and the analysisof data of this instrument is the subjet of this thesis.2. HEXE (High Energy X-Ray Experiment, see Reppin et al. 1985) is a joint projet of theMax Plank Institut f�ur Extraterrestrishe Physik at Garhing and the University of T�ubingen(Germany). It is a follow-up in a series of HEXE detetors that have own in balloon ights. Itonsists of a 750 m2 geometri area NaI/CsI phoswih detetor that operates at X-ray energiesof 15-200 keV with an energy resolution of 30% (FWHM) at 60 keV (Mony et al. 1989). ItsFOV is de�ned by two honeyomb shaped ollimators, eah with a 1:6�1:6 square degrees FOV(FWHM). Eah ollimator an be tilted by 2:Æ3 to allow for a measurement of the bakgroundat 2 minute intervals. The instrument an be used at time resolutions of 0.3 or 25 ms; thelatter is used most frequently.3. SIRENE-2, a high pressure gas sintillation proportional ounter (GSPC), has a useful sensi-tivity in the same energy range as COMIS and partly HEXE : 2-100 keV. It was built by ESAat ESTEC in Noordwijk (the Netherlands) (Smith 1985). Its spetral resolution is better thanthe other two instruments, e.g. 10.5% (FWHM) at 6 keV. This is oupled to an e�etive areaof 170 m2 at 6 keV. Two telemetry modes provide a time resolution of 1.25 and 2.50 ms. TheFOV is 2:Æ3 FWHM.4. Pulsar X-1 is the Soviet ontribution to the payload of the R�ontgen observatory, built at theSpae Researh Institute (IKI) in Mosow (Sunyaev et al. 1987). It is sensitive to X-ray energiesfrom 50 to 800 keV, the X-ray photons are deteted with four 20 m diameter NaI/CsI phoswih



2.3. SHORT HISTORY OF R �ONTGEN OPERATIONS, UP TO FEBRUARY 1992 19detetors. The FOV is 3Æ FWHM and the time resolution 5 to 10 s.Both SIRENE-2 and Pulsar X-1 depend for bakground measurements on the roking mode of thespae station (see 2.2.2).The R�ontgen observatory is furthermore equipped with the 'Burs' system, that takes are of thetelemetry ontrol and alloation to all X-ray instruments, and 'Spetr-3 ', an on-board quik-lookfaility to monitor the time-variability of the X-ray uxes deteted in the experiments. Finally, apower-supply �lter blok is present.2.2.2 Some basi priniples of operationsMir 's orbit is about 350 km above the earth at an inlination angle of 57Æ. Several items assoiatedwith this orbit have impat on the programming of observations with R�ontgen:� During the 112 hour orbit, the station may ross the South Atlanti Anomaly (SAA). All X-rayexperiments are then turned o� to prevent damage by high uxes of energeti partiles andphotons, present in this magneti belt.� Ground ontat is only available during a limited part of the orbit, either with a ground stationin the former USSR or with a ommuniations ship.� Observations are usually done in day light, to aquire enough power from the solar panels.Furthermore, the orientation of the Mir in spae must ensure an optimal orientation of thesolar panels with respet to the sun.The preise onstraints that determine the observation's programming are not publily available;however, pratial experiene during the �rst three years of operations (based on the data of 128operational days of COMIS ) has shown that:� The e�etive useful observing time per orbit an be as high as half an hour; on average itamounts to 20 minutes.� Out of 16 orbits per day, at most 7 to 8 are used for operating R�ontgen, the average is about4 to 5 orbits per observing day.� Due to the multi-purpose use of the manned station, interferene with R�ontgen observationsis likely. This an result in prolonged periods of inativity of R�ontgen.As disussed above, the Pulsar X-1 and SIRENE-2 experiments an only do a bakground mea-surement by slewing the entire station, so that both instruments will be pointed away from theX-ray soure being studied. Therefore, the 'roking' mode has been introdued. In this mode thestation is roked at time intervals of 4 minutes between two attitudes 4 to 12Æ apart. One attitudeoinides with the position of the target X-ray soure to enable the measurement of the ux of thatsoure (plus bakground), the other attitude enables a bakground measurement on "empty" sky.The typial slewing time between the two attitudes is 100 s. The roking mode is only used whenobservations with Pulsar X-1 or SIRENE-2 have priority, the mode is inonvenient for COMIS andHEXE. In pratie about one out of �ve observations is done in roking mode.2.3 Short history of R�ontgen operations, up to February 1992Short history of R::ontgen operations, up to February 1992Operations with the X-ray instruments aboard Kvant started in June 1987. Within a shorttime it was lear that two of them did not funtion properly. COMIS and SIRENE-2 enounteredproblems with the high-voltage ontrol, ie. the detetor gas gain was found to be unstable, thusdeteriorating the spetral resolution of the instruments. The problems with COMIS beame moreserious by the end of August 1987 when no sienti� data ould be extrated anymore from thisinstrument.
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Figure 2.2: Histogram of observation frequeny of COMIS through almost 5 years of operation(updated to February 1992)The problem with COMIS ould be traed to the malfuntioning of a single eletroni omponent(the high-voltage onverter). Despite the fat that COMIS was not built to be repaired in-ight,the Soviets o�ered to arry out an exhange with the ight spare detetor during an extra vehiularativity (EVA). Thus a repair program was initiated that involved refurbishing and testing the spareight detetor in Utreht, the design of repair tools in Utreht, the onstrution of these tools inBirmingham, the set-up of repair proedures at the osmonaut training enter in Mosow and thetraining of the osmonauts aboard Mir for the neessary EVA-proedures. A �rst repair attemptwas made on June 30th 1988, but ould not be ompleted. This was ahieved during a seond EVAon Otober 20th. Observations started the next day and showed the repair to be a omplete suess.Unfortunately, the star sensor experiened also a malfuntion, in Marh 1988. A repair attempton Otober 20th failed. Although the Mir station was better stabilized than antiipated and COMISould at as a substitute star sensor most of the time, working at X-ray instead of visual wavelengths,the absene of the star-sensor data ompliated the X-ray analysis onsiderably. In partiular, ifno aurate pointing information an be provided by COMIS (when there are less then two X-raysoures deteted), the unertainty in the response of the other instruments is large.During all this time HEXE and Pulsar X-1 funtioned without muh trouble.In November 1989, observations with Kvant were stopped temporarily beause the Mir stationwas reon�gured with two additional modules, Kvant-2 and Kristall. The on-board ativity assoi-ated with this hange of the station's on�guration lasted almost a full year. An attempt was donein Otober 1990 to restart the observations again. However, it was soon reognized that slewing therevised station ost too muh energy: instead of only using the gyrosopi ywheels, rokets wereneessary to aid the re-orientation of the station. This situation was solved in about a years time
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Chapter 3X-ray wide-�eld amera imagingoneptAbstrat { The onept of oded-mask imaging, as applied to X-ray wide-�eld imaging, is reviewed.The three prinipal omponents of a oded-mask imager (mask, detetor and reonstrution) aredisussed and requirements are introdued to arrive at an optimum imaging apability.3.1 Introdution: multiplexing tehniques as alternative to fous-ing tehniquesIn the energy range under onsideration (2�30 keV) it is only partly possible to make use of tradi-tional methods to image the sky. Fousing of X-rays is tehnially feasible for photon energies upto about 10 keV through grazing inidene reetion (Ashenbah 1985). This method an providea very good angular resolution, i.e. down to 0.500 whih is the value proposed for AXAF (van Spey-broek 1987). The sensitivity is optimized through the use of nested grazing inidene mirrors. The�eld of view (FOV) is limited by the grazing inidene to about 1Æ, but an be enlarged by using aspeial on�guration of the mirrors ('Lobster-eye' telesopes, Ashenbah 1985).An alternative lass of imaging tehniques employs straight line ray optis that o�er the op-portunity to image at higher photon energies and over larger FOV's. These tehniques have oneommon signature: the diretion of the inoming rays is, before detetion, enoded; the image ofthe sky has to be reonstruted by deoding the observation afterwards. It is apparent that thismethod of produing sky images is a two-step proedure, in ontrast to the diret or one-step imag-ing proedure of fousing tehniques. These alternative tehniques are referred to as multiplexingtehniques.Multiplexing tehniques an be divided in two lasses: those based on temporal multiplexingand those on spatial multiplexing (Caroli et al. 1987). A straightforward example of temporalmultiplexing is the sanning ollimator: when the diretion of a ollimator is moved aross a partof the sky whih ontains an X-ray point soure, the number of ounts per seond that is detetedas a funtion of time has a triangular shape. The position of the maximum of the triangle is set bythe position of the soure along the sanning diretion and the height of the triangle is set by theux of the soure. A seond san along another diretion ompletes the two-dimensional positiondetermination of the soure. More sans may be neessary if the soure is extended or when thereare more soures in the FOV of the ollimator. The Large Area Counter (LAC) of the Japanese X-ray satellite Ginga (Makino et al. 1987 and Turner et al. 1989) is a reent example of an instrumentemploying a ollimator. Another obvious example of time multiplexing is the overing of an X-raysoure by the moving moon.A more omplex but popular devie that is based on time multiplexing was introdued by Mertz(1968) and further desribed by Shnopper et al. (1968): the rotation modulation ollimator (RMC).RMCs are often used as all-sky monitor. Several RMCs have own, for instane in Ariel-V (Sanford23



24 CHAPTER 3. X-RAY WIDE-FIELD CAMERA IMAGING CONCEPT1975), SAS-3 (Mayer 1972) and Hakuho (Kondo et al. 1981) and in several balloon experiments(see e.g. Theinhardt et al. 1984). The most reent example is the Granat observatory whih arries4 RMCs (Brandt et al. 1990). In its basi form an RMC has the disadvantage of being insensitiveto short term (with respet to the rotation period of the aperture) utuations of X-ray intensity,beause the temporal information must be used for reonstruting the position of soures. However,tehniques to irumvent this problem have been developed (Lund 1985).Temporal multiplexing tehniques in priniple do not need a position-sensitive detetor, ontraryto spatial multiplexing tehniques. Spatial multiplexing tehniques an be divided in two sublasses:in the �rst sublass two or more ollimator grids, widely separated, are plaed in front of a detetor,and in the seond sublass one or more arrays of opaque and transparent elements are plaed there.Instruments of the former lass are alled 'Fourier transform imagers' (Makishima et al. 1978 andPalmer & Prine 1987). These instruments reord a number of omponents of the Fourier transformof the observed sky, and the observed sky an be reonstruted by inverse Fourier transform in away that is ommon in radio astronomy ('CLEAN' algorithm).Instruments of the seond sublass are alled 'oded-mask systems'. COMIS belongs to thissublass. In the following hapter, a short review is given on the imaging onept of oded-masksystems, dealing separately with eah important omponent of suh a system. This inludes require-ments to arrive at an optimum imaging apability of the whole system.3.2 Basi onept of oded-mask imagingA oded-mask amera, intended to image the sky in the photon energy band E1 to E2, basiallyonsists of:� a oded mask, i.e. a plate with areas that are transparent or opaque to photons in the energyrange E1 to E2. The transparent and opaque areas, or shortly 'mask elements', all have anequal size and are distributed in a pre-determined pattern, whih is plaed on a regular grid.The form of a mask element may be arbitrary.� a position-sensitive detetor, whose spatial resolution is suÆiently mathed to the mask-pattern grid size and whih is sensitive to photons with energies between E1 and E2.The priniple of the amera is straightforward (Fig. 3.1): photons from a ertain diretion in thesky projet the mask on the detetor; this projetion has the same oding as the mask pattern, butis shifted relative to the entral position over a distane uniquely orrespondent to the diretion ofthe photons. The detetor aumulates the sum of a number of shifted mask patterns. Eah shiftenodes the position and its strength enodes the intensity of the sky at that position. It is learthat eah part of the detetor may detet photons inident from any position within the observedsky. After a ertain illumination period, the aumulated detetor image may be deoded to a skyimage by determining the strength of every possible shifted mask pattern.Proper performane of a oded-mask amera requires that every sky position is enoded on thedetetor in a unique way. This an be stated in terms of the autoorrelation funtion of the maskpattern: this should onsist of a single peak and at side-lobes. This puts demands on the type ofmask pattern and on the way its (shifted) projetions are deteted.An important di�erene to diret-imaging systems is the fat that Poisson noise from any sourein the observed sky is, in priniple, indued at any other position in the reonstruted sky.The imaging quality of the amera is determined by the type of mask pattern, the optial designof the amera, the spatial response of the detetor and the deoding (or reonstrution) method.These items will be disussed in the remainder of this hapter.3.3 Mask patternIn view of the imaging quality, one would want the mask pattern to satisfy the following onditions:
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Figure 3.1: Basi onept of oded-mask imaging. Two point soures illuminate a position-sensitivedetetor through a mask. The detetor thus reords two projetions of the mask pattern. The shiftof eah projetion enodes the position of the orresponding point soure in the sky; the 'strength'of eah projetion enodes the intensity of the point soure1) the autoorrelation funtion of the mask pattern should be a single peak with perfetly atside-lobes;2) the signal-to-noise ratio of a oded sky soure should be optimum.In the early days of multiplex imaging, two types of mask patterns were proposed: a pattern ofFresnel zones (Mertz & Young 1961) and the random pinhole pattern (Dike 1968 and Ables 1968).While a amera with a Fresnel zone plate was never applied in X-ray astronomy (exept for solarstudies in the early 1970's), onepts based on the random pinhole pattern have. The randompinhole pattern was proposed as an extension of a pinhole amera. The pinhole amera has idealimaging properties with respet to the �rst ondition (in fat it is a diret-imaging system), butdelivers a poor signal-to-noise ratio, sine the sensitive area is severely restrited by the size of thepinhole. The sensitivity may be inreased by enlarging the pinhole, but at the expense of angularresolution. The idea behind the random pinhole amera is to inrease the open area of the plate,while preserving the angular resolution, by plaing many dupliate pinholes at random in the plate.The random harater is neessary to meet the �rst ondition as losely as possible.Both Fresnel zone and random pinhole mask patterns are not ideal with respet to the �rstondition, the patterns possess autoorrelation funtions whose sidelobes are not perfetly at.Later work onentrated on �nding patterns, based on the idea of the random pinhole pattern, thatdo have at side-lobes. Ideal patterns were found that are based on yli di�erene sets (Gunson& Polyhronopulos 1976).A yli di�erene set D, haraterized by the parameters n, k and z, is a olletion of k integernumbers fI1; I2; :::; Ikg with values 0 � Ii < n, suh that for any J 6= 0 (mod n) the ongruene



26 CHAPTER 3. X-RAY WIDE-FIELD CAMERA IMAGING CONCEPTIi� Ij = J (mod n) has exatly z solution pairs (Ii; Ij) within D (Baumert 1971). An example ofa yli di�erene set D with n = 7, k = 4 and z = 2 is the olletion f0; 1; 2; 4g. Cyli di�erenesets an be represented by a binary sequene ai (i = 0; :::; n � 1) with ai = 1 if i is a member of Dand ai = 0 otherwise. In the above example ai is given by 1110100. ai in turn an stand for thedisretized mask pattern, assigning a transparent element to ai = 1 and an opaque one to ai = 0.The yli autoorrelation l of ai is (Baumert 1971):l = n�1Xi=0 aia mod (i+l;n) = ( k if mod(l; n) = 0z = k(k�1)n�1 if mod(l; n) 6= 0 (3:1)i.e. a single peak on a at bakground. A mask pattern based on ai onsequently satis�es ondition1. ai has the harateristi that every di�erene i� j between a pair of ai; aj = 1 is equally sampledand therefore these arrays are also alled Uniformly Redundant Arrays (URA, Fenimore & Cannon1978).From the autoorrelation it an be antiipated that it is advantageous with respet to ondition 2to have a di�erene between k and z that is as large as possible, for k determines the signal and zthe bakground level (and its noise)1. The maximum di�erene is reahed if n = 4t� 1, k = 2t� 1and z = t � 1 if t is integer. These yli di�erene sets are alled Hadamard di�erene sets (Hall1967 and Baumert 1971) and an be lassi�ed in at least three types, aording to the value of n:1) Quadrati residue sets: n is prime (the members of this set are given by the squares, modulon, of the �rst (n + 1)=2 integers);2) Twin prime sets: n = p(p + 2) for integer p, p and p + 2 being prime;3) Pseudo-noise sets: n = 2m � 1 (m > 1 is integer).Some Hadamard di�erene sets may belong to more than one lass, the existene of a set with avalue for n given by a lass is guaranteed. The above example is a quadrati residue set as well as apseudo-noise set. Charateristi for Hadamard sets is that k = (n� 1)=2, i.e. for large n the maskpattern is about half open. The yli autoorrelation then is:l = ( n�12 if mod(l; n) = 0n�34 if mod(l; n) 6= 0Another olletion of yli di�erene sets are the so-alled Singer sets, that are haraterizedby n = (tm+1�1)=(t�1), k = (tm�1)=(t�1) and z = (tm�1�1)=(t�1), where t is a prime power.The equivalent mask pattern will have smaller open frations than those based on Hadamard sets;for t� 1 the open fration approximates 1=t.A way to onstrut a pseudo-noise Hadamard set is the following (Peterson 1961): if p(0); :::; p(m � 1)are the fators of an irreduible polynomial of order m (p(i) is 0 or 1) then ai is de�ned by a shiftregister algorithm:ai+m = m�1Xj=0 p(j)ai+j (i = 0; :::; 2m � 2) (mod 2) (3.2)The �rst m values of this reursive relation, a0; :::; am�1, an be hosen arbitrarily: a di�erent hoiemerely results in a yli shift of ai.If n an be fatorized in a produt of two integers (n = p � q), it is possible to onstrut atwo-dimensional array ai;j (i = 0; :::; p � 1; j = 0; :::; q � 1) from the URA ai (i = 0; :::n � 1).The mask pattern thus arranged is alled the 'basi pattern'. The ordering of ai in two dimensionsshould be suh, that the autoorrelation harateristi (Eq. 3.1) is preserved. This means that in asuitable extension of the basi p � q pattern, any p � q setion should be orthogonal to any otherp� q setion. A harateristi of a URA ai is that any array asi , formed from ai by applying a ylishift to its elements (asi = a mod (i+s;n)), is again a URA whih is orthogonal to ai. Therefore, the1The argument followed here to meet ondition 2 is simpli�ed. In fat, the optimum open fration of the maskpattern is also dependent on spei� onditions onerning the observed sky. See e.g. Skinner (1984).
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Figure 3.2: Shemati diagram, showing two methods of onstruting a two-dimensional array froma one-dimensional URA, without loosing the autoorrelation property (Eq. 3.1): ordering by rows(left) and ordering along diagonals (right). The numbers indiate the element index of the one-dimensional array. The squares indiate the basi pattern (ontaining the array one). In thesetwo examples p = 7, q = 9 and n = 63. The elements of the expansion to a 2 � 2 mosai of thebasi pattern are ordered in the same manner as the basi pattern. The last row and olumn of theexpanded array are omitted, to avoid the autoorrelation to have more than one peakautoorrelation harateristi of the expanded ai;j is ful�lled if every p� q setion is a yli shift ofthe basi pattern. Two examples of valid ordering methods are shown in Fig. 3.2: ordering by rows(Miyamoto 1977) and ordering along extended diagonals (Protor et al. 1979). In the latter ase pand q should not have a ommon divisor (they should be mutually prime), otherwise one is not ableto �ll the basi pattern ompletely. Other valid orderings are possible.The pseudo-noise arrays have the onvenient property that they an easily be wrapped in almosta square of n� 1: if m is even, n an be written as n = 2m � 1 = (2m2 � 1)(2m2 + 1), so that p andq only di�er by 2.A problem that is enountered in the manufaturing of a two-dimensional mask plate for X-rayenergies involves an opaque mask element that is ompletely surrounded by transparent elements.In the X-ray regime it is neessary to keep transparent elements ompletely open, beause the use ofany support material at open mask elements soon results in too muh absorption of photons. Thus,an isolated opaque mask element will not have any support. Two methods may be applied to solvethis problem:1) Choose a mask pattern where no isolated opaque elements our. Suh patterns are alled'self-supporting'.2) Inlude a support grid in the mask plate.Generally the seond option is hosen, beause every opaque element is then supported ompletelyalong its sides while in the �rst option opaque elements might still be only weakly supported at someof its orners. This does not a�et the ideal autoorrelation harateristi, beause the pattern isnot altered and remains two-valued. However, the open area will be dereased somewhat, resultingin less sensitive area.The autoorrelation harateristi remains valid only if the oding is performed by the use ofa omplete yle of a basi pattern. As soon as the oding is partial, noise will emerge in theside-lobes of the autoorrelation funtion. This noise an be interpreted as false peaks and thusdeteriorates the imaging quality. In order to be able to reord for every position in the observed
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Figure 3.3: Shemati drawings of the two types of 'optimum' on�gurations disussed in the text.The left on�guration is alled 'yli'. Note the ollimator, plaed on top of the detetor, neessaryto on�ne the FOV to that part of the sky in whih every position will be oded by one full basipattern. From Hammersley (1986)sky a full basi pattern, one needs a speial optial on�guration of mask and detetor (see nextsetion). Sometimes also a mask is needed that onsists of more than 1 basi pattern. How suh amosai mask is onstruted has been disussed above (see Fig. 3.2).3.4 Optial designThe optial design of a oded-mask amera is de�ned by the sizes of the mask, the mask elementsand the detetor, the number of basi patterns used in the mask, the distane between mask anddetetor and the size and plae of an optional ollimator. Apart from the imaging quality, the designdetermines the angular resolution and the FOV (the latter is usually expressed in the full-width athalf maximum, FWHM, of the olleting area aross the observed sky).3.4.1 Optimum and simple on�gurationsAs onluded in 3.3, for ideal imaging properties it is neessary to reord for every position in theobserved sky a omplete yle of the basi pattern. This an be aomplished by on�guring themask and detetor in one of the following two ways2 :1) The mask onsists of one p � q basi pattern, while the detetor has a size of(2p � 1) � (2q � 1) mask elements (Fig. 3.3, right). By the implementation of a ollimatorin front of the detetor, the observed sky is restrited to those positions in the sky from wherethe mask is ompletely projeted on the detetor.2) The mask onsists of a mosai of almost 2 � 2 yles of the basi pattern ((2p � 1) � (2q � 1)mask elements), while the detetor is as large as one basi pattern (Fig. 3.3, left). A ollimatoris implemented, to restrit the observed sky, as seen from any position on the detetor, to that2Other on�gurations an be thought of (Protor et al. 1979) that are extensions of the two mentioned here.
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Figure 3.4: Shemati drawing of the 'simple' on�guration. The sizes of the mask and detetorare equal. Note that instead of a ollimator, as in the optimum on�gurations, a shielding is used.The shielding prevents photons not modulated by the mask pattern to reah the detetor. FromHammersley et al. (1992)part of the sky seen through one omplete yle of the basi pattern. This type of on�gurationoften is alled 'yli' beause of the nature of the mask.In both types the ollimator gives a pyramidial-to-zero response funtion to the olleting detetorarea over the observed sky and its use may be oupled to the need for a support struture for theentrane window of the detetor (Gunson & Polyhronopulos 1976). In pratie the hoie betweenboth types may depend on whih of the omponents is restrited most in size by exterior onditions:the mask or the detetor. However, in astronomial appliations, the argument of preservation ofthe olleting area prevails and the hoie is usually for the yli type.The above types of mask/detetor on�gurations are alled 'optimum systems' (Protor et al.1979) in the sense that the imaging property is optimum. An alternative on�guration is the 'simplesystem'3. In this system the need for full oding is relaxed. The detetor has the same size as themask, whih onsists of one basi pattern (see Fig. 3.4). No ollimator is then needed on the detetor;instead a shielding is used to prevent photons that do not pass the mask from entering the detetor.In a simple system only the on-axis position is oded with the full basi pattern, the remainder of theFOV is partially oded. Obviously, the o�-axis soures will ause false peaks in the reonstrution.However, as will be disussed later on, this oding noise an be eliminated to a large extent in thedata-proessing, provided not too many soures are ontained in the observed part of the sky.If one assumes for the moment that oding noise is not relevant, the question arises how thesimple system ompares to the yli system. In order to do this omparison, it seems fair to imposeon both systems the same FOV and sensitivity. This means that both have a detetor of equal3Reently, also the designation 'box system' has beome popular in the literature on this subjet.
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Figure 3.5: Shemati graphs for the omparison between the yli and the simple system, asdesribed in the text. Plotted are the varianes aross the reonstruted sky, due to (a) the bak-ground and (b) an o�-axis point soure. Drawn urves refer to the yli system and dashed urvesto the simple system. Sky positions and varianes are given in arbitrary units. Some omments onboth �gures: a. Sine both systems have the same sensitivity and FOV, the illumination by thesky bakground per detetor element is the same. For an o�-axis position, the reonstrution inthe yli system involves all bakground photons, while that in the simple system only involves thephotons not obsured by the shielding from that position. The variane due to the Poisson noise ofbakground photons is therefore less in the simple system (exept for the on-axis position). b. In asimple system an o�-axis soure only illuminates part of the detetor, while in an yli system thetotal detetor is illuminated. In both ases, the total number of deteted photons from this soure isthe same. Reonstruting for another o�-axis position in the simple system, only part (potentiallyeven none) of the soure photons give rise to Poisson noise. In the yli system all soure photonsgive rise to Poisson noisesize, but in the yli system the 2�2 mosai mask is two times loser to the detetor than inthe simple system, with an appropriate adjustment of the ollimator's dimensions. Therefore, theangular resolution in the yli system is two times worse in eah dimension than in ase of thesimple system. Most important in the omparison is the following di�erene between the yli andthe simple system, onerning the reonstrution of the ux from an arbitrary diretion within theobserved sky: in the yli system all deteted photons on the omplete detetor may potentiallyome from that diretion, while in the simple system only photons from the setion of the detetornot obsured by the shielding are relevant. Therefore, Poisson noise will a�et the reonstrutionin the yli system stronger than in the simple system. This is spei�ed graphially in Fig. 3.5.Thus, regarding the Poisson noise, the simple system is superior in sensitivity to the yli system(exept for the on-axis position where both systems have equal properties). This onlusion is inagreement with the �ndings of Sims et al. (1980), who have studied the performane of both systemsvia omputer simulations.



3.5. DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS 313.4.2 Angular resolutionThe angular resolution is given by the angle subtended by a mask element as seen from the detetor.If the mask elements are square shaped, with a size of sm�sm mm2, and the distane between maskand detetor is F mm, the angular resolution � (FWHM) along eah axis at an o�-axis angle � inthe observed sky is equal to:�x;y = artan sm os2(�x;y)F ! rad (3.3)The os2-fator is due to projetion e�ets.3.4.3 Field of viewThe size of the FOV is of the order of the angle that the mask subtends as seen from the detetoralong eah axis. Its preise value depends on the harateristis of an optional ollimator. If the maskand detetor are square and r is the ratio of the one-dimensional detetor size to the mask-detetorseparation, the FOV for a simple system is given by:
tot = 2� � 8 arsin 1p2(1 + r2)! sr (3.4)(Sims 1981). The same equation also applies to an optimum system, provided r is interpreted asthe ratio of the horizontal ollimator grid ell size to the ell height.3.5 Detetor requirementsThe detetor should make a proper reording of the projeted mask pattern. Therefore, it shouldmeet a number of requirements with respet to its spatial response.3.5.1 Spatial resolutionInherent to any detetor system is a limited spatial resolution: the position of a deteted photon isinuened by noise, emerging from various physial and eletroni proesses in the detetor system.In general the spatial noise may be modeled by a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution funtionP (x; y), desribing the probability per unit area that the position of a ount is measured within(x� :::x + dx; y � :::y + dy) from the true position:P (x; y)dx dy � e� x22�2x e� y22�2y dx dy (3.5)with �x and �y the standard deviations along x and y.The projetion of a mask hole is a square blok funtion with a base size of sm � sm. Theonvolution (or 'smearing') of this funtion with the Gaussian spatial detetor resolution auses thesharp edges of the blok funtion to be smoothed and, if the smearing dominates, the mask-holeprojetion beomes substantially larger than the mask hole. Fig. 3.6.a presents the FWHM of theonvolution in one dimension, as a funtion of the FWHM of the Gaussian smearing. If the smearingis omparatively small, the extent of the mask-hole projetion is not a�eted. Only if the FWHMof the spatial resolution is larger than about half the size of a mask hole, the projetion will beomeseriously degraded.Several parameters will be a�eted by the �nite detetor resolution. The angular resolution isone; it is de�ned by the ratio of FWHM of the mask-hole projetion and the mask-detetor distaneF . One the FWHM is degraded by the detetor resolution, the angular resolution will also bedegraded. As seen above, this will not happen as long as the detetor resolution (FWHM) is limitedto half the size of a mask hole.
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Figure 3.6: Results on three parameters of modeling a non-ideal spatial detetor resolution by aGauss funtion, as a funtion of the FWHM of the Gauss funtion in units of one mask-elementsize (MES): a. the FWHM of the deteted mask-hole projetion; b. the signal-to-noise ratio, SNR,of the measured intensity; . the required sampling rate presribed by the sampling theorem. Theinstability in the latter urve is due to the fat that the Fourier transform of the mask-hole projetionis a sin-funtionIn how far the position of the edge of a mask-hole projetion an be derived, determines thesoure loation auray (SLA) of the imaging system. The limited spatial detetor resolution willsmooth this edge and limit the SLA aording to the proportionality:SLAx;y � �x;yF SNR rad (3.6)with SNR the ratio of the signal (the number of photons from the soure through the open maskhole) to the noise (as is present in signal and bakground). For a justi�ation of the dependene ofSLA on SNR the reader is referred to setion 5.7.



3.5. DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS 33Finally, the �nite detetor resolution limits the sensitivity of the imaging system. Beause of thebroadening of the mask-hole response, generally speaking, the ux extends over a larger portion ofthe detetor and therefore meets a larger bakground. The assoiated SNR deterioration is indiatedin Fig. 3.6.b. Deterioration of the sensitivity by the limited spatial resolution of the detetor dependsfurthermore on the spei� harateristis of the detetor. For instane, in a proportional ounternot only utuations along the x; y-plane exist, but also along the optial axis due to optial depthe�ets. This introdues an exponential smearing funtion on top of the lateral Gaussian spread.This e�et will be desribed in setion 6.5.2.3.5.2 Sampling rateThe detetor data will usually be disretized by digital enoding, introduing a pseudo sampling ofthe ontinuous data. The disretization interval should be hosen suh that no information is lost.This an be illustrated as follows: imagine the detetor resolution is in�nite. If the detetor datawere to be sampled at intervals equal to the size of a mask element, the projetion of that elementmay be spread in up to four detetor bins. This would potentially degrade the SNR by a fator two.The appropriate sampling rate may be inferred from the sampling theorem (see e.g.Braewell 1986, hapter 10), whih states that a funtion whose Fourier transform is zero for fre-quenies � > � is fully spei�ed by values spaed at equal intervals not exeeding 12��1 . If the�nite detetor resolution is inluded, the Fourier transform of the funtion under onsideration(one-dimensional) is given by a sin-funtion multiplied by a Gaussian. This transform never re-mains zero beyond a ertain frequeny. However, a onvenient ut-o� frequeny � may be de�nedby requiring that P % of all the power is taken into aount. Fig. 3.6. shows the values of thesampling rate for P = 99% as a funtion of the detetor resolution (FWHM) and provides a toolfor inferring the neessary sampling rate.3.5.3 Flat-�eld response of the detetorA deviation from ideal atness of the spatial response of the detetor results in a redution of theimaging quality of the amera as a whole. Several types of deviations are probable. Some of them areskethed in Fig. 3.7 for the one-dimensional ase, inluding linear as well as non-linear deviations.The main impat of these deviations is, that they broaden the point spread funtion (PSF) inthe reonstrution proess: for one part of the detetor the mask pattern will math the reordeddetetor at a di�erent shift than for another part of the detetor; ombining all mathes results ina broadened PSF. Fig. 3.7.b shows suh PSF's for the types of deviations shown in Fig. 3.7.a. Thisbroadening of the PSF degrades the sensitivity of the amera. In a simple-type amera, the PSFnot only broadens, but may also beome asymmetrial sine often only part of the detetor is usedin the reonstrution of a partiular soure. Therefore, only part of the deviation plays a role in thereonstruted image. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.7.b.The degradation in sensitivity may be kept within reasonable limits, if the absolute di�erenesbetween reorded and true position do not exeed typially half the size of a mask element in therespetive diretions (this riterium is argued in 3.5.1).3.5.4 Tolerane on relative positioning and alignment of the detetor body andmaskThe tolerane for the parallelism between mask plane and detetor plane an be very liberal: thesale of the projetion is not a�eted by more than 1% as long as both planes are parallel within 8Æ.Of more importane is a possible misalignment angle between mask and detetor about theoptial axis. If the projeted mask pattern is rotated with respet to the detetor x; y-plane, sensitivearea may be lost beause parts of the projetion fall outside the detetor area (see Fig. 3.8). In ase
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Figure 3.7: a. Three one-dimensional examples of a non-ideal spatial response of the detetor.Plotted is the reorded position of any photon against its true position, both expressed in frationsof the detetor size. An ideal detetor would have a 1:1 response. b. Shematially, the resultingbroadening of the PSF in the reonstruted image. The arrows indiate the enter positions of thePSF for an ideal detetor (not shown). Numbers in b orrespond to the spatial responses indiatedin a. The third plot in b shows for the �rst response the PSF if only half of the detetor is used inthe reonstrution. The sinusoidal response (3) results in a PSF with the form of the derivative ofarsinof a square shaped detetor and mask, the fration of lost sensitive area amounts to12 �1 + os�� 1sin� �2 tan� (0Æ < � < 90Æ) (3.7)with � the misalignment angle. This loss an be overome if the sensitive detetor area is slightlylarger than the area of the mask.The imaging proess is very sensitive to a non-zero misalignment angle (see e.g. Charalambous
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Figure 3.8: If the mask is rotated with respet to the detetor about the optial axis, parts ofthe mask-pattern projetion are lost (the grey areas). This problem an be overome if the usablesensitive area of the detetor is larger than the mask projetionet al. 1984). The point spread funtion (PSF) in the reonstruted sky will be onsiderably broadenedif � exeeds roughly artan(0.5 sm=dl), with dl the length of the detetor. A post-observationorretion may largely resolve this problem, provided � is known: the detetor image may berotated over ��, bak to the referene of the mask pattern. However, a slight PSF broadening,inherent to this proedure, will be introdued (see 5.5). � an be easily alibrated by optimizingthe PSF as a funtion of the rotation angle �� applied to the data. The value for � thus found,will generally apply to all data during the instrument's life time, provided the tolerane on theinstrument sti�ness is strit.3.6 Reonstrution methodsCoded-mask imaging is basially a two-step proedure. After the aumulation of spatially odeddetetor data, the seond step involves the deoding of this data, in other words the reonstru-tion of the observed part of the sky4. Sine a powerful omputer is needed for the reonstrutionproess, this is usually done o�-line (partiularly if the number of mask elements is large). Severalreonstrution algorithms are in use. The hoie for a ertain algorithm depends on the spei�aim (e.g. searh for detetions of unexpeted events or timing analysis of a restrited part of thesky), the available omputer memory and the type of instrument on�guration. Several types ofalgorithms may in fat be subsequently used on the same set of detetor data. This setion gives ashort resume of various algorithms. For learness the disussion is illustrated with one-dimensionalexamples and spae is disretized in steps of a size equal to that of a mask element; the onlusions4In literature, a number of verbs are used for the same ation: deode, reonstrut and deonvolve.
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Figure 3.9: Shemati sketh of the formalism used in the text for the detetion proess in a. anoptimum on�guration and b. a simple on�guration. The basi mask pattern here onsists of 4elementsdo not basially di�er for two dimensions and smaller steps.The basi problem to be solved onerns the following. Let the one-dimensional vetor ~d desribethe detetor (in units of ounts per detetor-element area), ~s the sky (in ounts per mask elementarea) and ~b the detetor bakground (this inludes all ux whih is not modulated by the maskpattern, in ounts per detetor element area). Suppose the detetor elements are as large as a maskelement. The detetion proess an then be desribed by:~d = C~s+~b (3.8)where C is a matrix whose rows ontain yli shifts of the basi mask pattern (see Fig. 3.9). Anelement of C is 1 if it orresponds to an open mask element and 0 otherwise. In the ase of anoptimum system with a basi mask pattern of n elements, ~d, ~s and ~b ontain n elements and C n�nelements. In the ase of a simple system with a mask of n elements, ~d and ~b ontain n elements, thesky vetor ~s ontains 2n�1 elements and the matrix C ontains (2n�1)�n elements (see Fig. 3.9).The problem to be solved is to reonstrut ~s out of this set of linear equations. Although ~b isunknown also, one is in priniple not interested in it. An approximation for ~b is: ~b is homogeneousover the detetor plane, i.e.~b = b ~i (3.9)where ~i is the unity vetor (onsisting of only ones), b is now a single unknown salar.3.6.1 Linear methodsInversion. This is a straightforward method to �nd ~s from Eq. 3.8: multiply ~d with the inverse of



3.6. RECONSTRUCTION METHODS 37C, C�1, yielding:C�1~d = ~s + bC�1~i (3.10)Obviously C should be non-singular. This is not the ase for a simple system, sine C is not square.However, even if C is non-singular, the possibility exists that entries of C�1 are so large that theterm bC�1~i dominates the reonstrution. This will happen if rows of C are almost dependenton other rows, meaning that hange of a few elements in a row might make it linearly dependenton other rows. C is then said to be 'ill-onditioned'. Fenimore and Cannon (1978) have shownthat this is quite a ommon feature, espeially for random mask patterns. This makes inversion anunfavorable reonstrution method.Cross orrelation. This is another obvious method for the reonstrution, ross orrelating the de-tetor image ~d with the mask pattern via a multipliation with a matrix. The mask pattern may begiven by C, but in pratie a modi�ed matrix is used: the so-alled reonstrution matrix M. M isonstruted in suh a way, that M~d evaluates diretly ~s and anels ontributions from ~b. Fenimoreand Cannon (1978) introdued this method and alled it 'balaned ross orrelation'. Spei�ally,M is de�ned as5:M = (1 + 	)CT �	U (3.11)where CT is the transposed6 of C and U is the unity matrix (onsisting of only 1's and having thesame dimensions as CT ). 	 is a onstant and is determined from an analysis of the predited rossorrelation value: a predition of the reonstrution an be easily evaluated if one assumes thatthe mask pattern is based on a yli di�erene set and the amera on�guration is optimum. Theexpeted value of the ross orrelation is then (using the autoorrelation value, Eq. 3.1, for ylidi�erene sets):M~d = M(C~s + b~i)= (1 + 	)(k � z)~s + "f(1 + 	)z �	kgXi si + f(1 + 	)k �	ng b#~i (3.12)Apart from a saled value of ~s, whih is the desired answer, the result also inludes a bias term (the~i-term). It is not possible to eliminate this bias by a single value of 	. Rather, the Pi si fator orthe b fator an be aneled separately. Caneling the Pi si fator involves a value 	 of	1 = zk � z= k � 1n� k ; (3.13)aneling the b-fator involves 	 to be7	2 = kn� k (3.14)Sine k=n is the open fration, t, of the mask pattern, 	2 an be written as:	2 = t1� t (3.15)	1 approximates 	2 if k >> 1. The reonstrution value then redues to:M~d = k~s (3.16)5An alternative desription of M is: Mij = 1 if Cji = 1 and Mij = �	 if Cji = 0.6CT instead ofC is used to make this formulation appliable to the simple system; for the optimum systemCT = C.7An interesting harateristi of the reonstruted sky is the sum of the reonstruted values. In ase 	 = 	1 thisisPM~d = kPi si + nb, i.e. the sum of all deteted ounts. If 	 = 	2 this sum is equal to 0.



38 CHAPTER 3. X-RAY WIDE-FIELD CAMERA IMAGING CONCEPTNormalizing M results in:M=k = n=kn� k �CT � knU� (3.17)In the ase of a simple system, Eq. 3.12 would also apply if the 'hard' zeros in C (i.e. zeros thatdo not arise from zero ai-values, see Fig. 3.9) were replaed by ylially shifted ai's. The result ofEq. 3.16 would then imply: (M~d)i = (M~d) mod (i+n;2n�1); this is a onsequene of the fat that 2n�1unknowns are to be determined from a set of only n linear equations, whih is under-determinedin general. In this formulation a soure at position i auses a false peak of the same strength atposition mod(i + n; 2n� 1). If the 'hard' zeros in C are not replaed, this does not apply diretly,but an interdependene in the solution for the reonstrution remains. This interdependene is notso strong: one real peak will ause many small ghost peaks rather than a single false peak whih isjust as strong as the real peak. It is then possible to �nd a unique solution for ~s as long as it doesnot have more non-zero values than n. This searh is aomplished by testing reonstruted peakson their authentiity, the reonstrution proess is then neessarily iterative. A detailed disussionof the ross orrelation for a simple system is given in hapter 5.Photon tagging (or URA-tagging). This reonstrution method is very similar to ross orrelationand has been introdued by Fenimore (1987). It involves bak-projeting every deteted photonthrough the mask, towards a partiular (possibly all) position in the sky �eld from whih it ouldoriginate. If a losed mask element is 'enountered' in the bak-projetion, the photon is aumulatedin the bakground ontribution. If it 'enounters' an open mask element, it is aumulated inthe soure ontribution for that position in the sky. One all photons have been proessed, thesubtration of the bakground from the soure ontributions (after proper normalization) ompletesthe reonstrution. It is lear that this method is advantageous, in terms of omputation timerelative to a ross orrelation, if the number of deteted photons is very small with respet to thenumber of mask elements. The advantage may also hold if only a restrited part of the observedsky needs to be reonstruted. This latter situation may be appliable if all point soures in the skyhave already been found in an analysis of the same data (e.g. by a total ross orrelation) and oneintends to analyze eah point soure in more detail, i.e. extrat spetra and/or lighturves. Skinner& Nottingham (1992) improved the method by extending it, taking into aount imperfetions ofthe detetor (limited spatial resolution, 'dead spots' et.), the support grid of the mask plate and atelesope motion.Wiener �ltering. Sims et al. (1980), Sims (1981) and Willingale et al. (1984) introdued Wiener�ltering for use as a reonstrution method of oded-mask-system images. This �ltering an beregarded as a weighted ross orrelation (Sims 1981), weighing the Fourier transform omponentsof the detetor image with the inverse power density of the mask pattern. Thus, utuations inthe modulation transfer funtion8 of the mask pattern are smoothed. If SN (!) is the ratio of thesignal power density (due to spatial utuations by sky soures) to the noise power density at spatialfrequeny !, C(!) the Fourier transform of the mask pattern, the Wiener �lter W (!) is de�ned as:W (!) = C(!)jC(!)j2 + SN (!)�1 (3.18)Beause SN is not known before the reonstrution is ompleted, a frequeny-independent expressionis used for it.It is lear that Wiener �ltering is espeially helpful if the mask pattern is not ideal, whih is thease for random and Fresnel zone patterns. However, ideal patterns suh as those based on ylidi�erene sets are haraterized by at modulation transfer funtions (all spatial frequenies areequally present for URA-patterns, whih is apparent from the de�nition of URAs, see 3.3). Sims8The modulation transfer funtion is de�ned as the square root of the Fourier power spetrum.



3.6. RECONSTRUCTION METHODS 39et al. (1980) on�rmed this via omputer simulations and found this also to be the ase if an idealpattern is used in partial oding, suh as in a simple system.3.6.2 Iterative methods, Maximum Entropy MethodA separate lass of reonstrution methods are formed by the iterative methods. These try to solvethe sky vetor ~s from Eq. 3.8 by an iterative searh for the solution that is most onsistent withthe detetor data. Three of suh methods have been investigated for use in oded-mask imaging.One of these is the maximum entropy method (MEM) and was introdued in this �eld of workby Willingale (1979). Despite the good results that an be obtained with this method, a majordrawbak is the large amount of omputer e�ort required, as ompared to linear methods suh asross orrelation. Another method, iterative removal of soures (IROS), does not have thisdisadvantage. IROS is in fat an extension of the ross orrelation method and was introduedby Hammersley (1986) as a proedure to eliminate problems due to inomplete oding (also alled'missing data') in simple systems.In this setion MEM will shortly be addressed. IROS will be detailed in hapter 5.MEM has gained widespread favor in di�erent areas as a tool to restore degraded data. Introdutionsto the theory behind MEM as applied to image restoration an be found in Frieden (1972) and Daniell(1984), while a review is given by Narayan & Nityananda (1986). Examples of appliations of MEMare given by Gull and Daniell (1978), Bryan and Skilling (1980) and Willingale (1981), while theappliation spei�ally to images from oded-mask systems are desribed by Sims et al. (1980) andWillingale et al. (1984). Here, a summary of the priniples of MEM is presented.MEM involves �nding the one solution with the least amount of information from the set pre-sribed by:F (~s) � �2 � �2expeted = 0 (3.19)with �2 = NdXi=1 (di � bdi(~s))2�2i (3.20)where bdi(~s) is a predition of the data in the detetor domain, Nd the number of detetor elements,�2i the variane in the measured value of di and �2expeted is usually equal to Nd. The amount ofinformation is measured through the entropy S. The minimum amount of information is equivalentto the maximum entropy. Regarding a 'orret' measure for the entropy, there is some onfusion inthe literature (Willingale et al. 1984). Ponman (1984) argues that a single orret expression for Sdoes not exist. In view of the urrent basi disussion of MEM, assume S is straightforwardly givenby: S = � NsXi=1 pi log(pi) (3.21)with pi = siPNsl=1 slwhere Ns is the number of sky elements in ~s. pi represents the probability that a given photonhas arrived from sky element i rather than another. Finding the maximum of S within the set ofsolutions de�ned by Eq. 3.19 involves the solution of the Lagrange multiplier � from:�S�sk = ��F (~s)�sk (3.22)



40 Chapteror, using Eq. 3.8:sk = e�PNsi=1 si log siPNsi=1 si �2�PNsi=1 siPNdi=1 (bdi(~s)�di)ik�2i � (3.23)under Eq. 3.19. Unfortunately Eq. 3.23 is transendental in ~s and an only be solved using aniterative searh algorithm.Bryan and Skilling (1980) have shown that are should be taken in using Eq. 3.19 as a de�nitionfor allowable solutions. They showed that the use of Eq. 3.19, to �t the variane of the residualsbdi � di to the expeted value, may atually resolve a MEM solution whose residuals do not follow aGaussian distribution. This may manifest itself as uxes of on�ned sky soures that are not fullyreovered and a biased bakground level. They proposed the use of another statistial de�nition ofallowable solutions. Reent disussion of MEM, as applied on data of the Hubble Spae Telesope(see e.g. Weir 1991) indiates that this problem is non-trivial and generally not yet fully solved.These disussions also make lear that no straightforward reipe exists yet to extrat estimates forthe ux auray from MEM solutions. However, MEM solutions do seem to provide a powerfultool to reognize extended strutures.Regarding the omputational e�ort involved in solving Eq. 3.23 in relation to the ross orrelationdisussed in setion 3.6.2: for every iteration two onvolutions need to be alulated. The �rstonvolution is neessary to evaluate bdi for a given sky ~s (via Eq. 3.8). The seond one needs to bedone to onvolve the di�erene between predited detetor and measured detetor bdi � di with theinstrument response C. Therefore, every iteration will roughly take two times as muh omputingas a ross orrelation. Sims et al. (1980) reports a total disadvantage in omputational e�ort ofMEM relative to ross orrelation of about a fator 20. It should be noted that Sims et al. usedMEM in simulations that did not take into aount the response of a window support struture onthe detetor (see hapters 4 and 5). Although MEM was not atually employed by the author, it issuspeted that, due to this ompliation, the quoted fator of 20 beomes onsiderably higher.ReferenesAbles, J.G.: 1968, Pro. Astron. So. Australia 1, 172Ashenbah, B: 1985, Rep. Prog. Phys. 48, 579Baumert, L.D.: 1971, "Leture Notes in Mathematis No. 182: Cyli Di�erene Sets" (Berlin:Springer)Braewell, R.N.: 1986, "The Fourier Transform and its Appliations" (New York: MGraw-Hill),2nd ed.Brandt, S., Lund, N., Rao, R.: 1990, Adv. Sp. Res. 10, (2)239Bryan, R.K., Skilling, J.: 1980, Mon. Not. R. Astron. So. 191, 69Caroli, E., Stephen, J.B., Di Coo, G., Natalui, L., Spizzihino, A.: 1987, Sp. S. Rev. 45, 349Charalambous, P.M., Dean, A.J., Stephen, J.B., Young, N.G.S.: 1984, Appl. Opt. 23, 4118Daniell, G.J.: 1984, Nu. Instr. Meth. Phys. Res. 221, 67Dike, R.H.: 1968, Astrophys. J. Lett. 153, L101Fenimore, E.E., Cannon, T.M.: 1978, Appl. Opt. 17, 337Fenimore, E.E.: 1987, Appl. Opt. 26, 2760Frieden, B.R.: 1972, J. Opt. So. Ameria 62, 511Gull, S.F., Daniell, G.J.: 1978, Nature 272, 686Gunson, J., Polyhronopulos, B.: 1976, Mon. Not. R. Astron. So. 177, 485Hall, M.: 1967, "Combinational Theory" (Waltham: Blaisdell)Hammersley, A.P.: 1986, "The Reonstrution of Coded-mask Data under Conditions Realisti toX-Ray Astronomy Observations", Ph.D. Thesis, University of BirminghamHammersley, A., Ponman, T., Skinner, G.K.: 1992, Nu. Instr. Meth. Phys. Res. A311, 585Kondo, I, Inoue, H., Koyama, K. et al.: 1981, Spae Si. Instrum. 5, 211
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Chapter 4COMIS design aspets and hardwareCOMIS design aspets and hardwareAbstrat { The design aspets and hardware of COMIS whih are of prime importane to thesienti� apabilities of the instrument are disussed. The desription given in this hapter is usedin the disussions in hapters 5 and 6.4.1 IntrodutionIn this hapter, design aspets and hardware of COMIS are disussed whih have a main impat onthe sienti� apabilities of the instrument. It forms an introdution to the investigations desribedin hapters 5 and 6. The author has emphasized the disussion to that of the internal detetoron�guration and the timing harateristis of the proessing eletronis, sine these items play animportant role in the in-ight alibration of the instrument performed by the author and disussedin hapter 6.4.2 Optial designThe optial design of COMIS was governed by the requirement to optimize the instrument withrespet to the angular resolution, given a proposed useful detetor area of 30 � 30 m2. Optimiza-tion of the angular resolution involved minimizing the ratio of mask element size to mask-detetorseparation. The minimum mask element size was restrited by the ething tehnique for the maskplate to 1 mm in eah dimension. The resolution of the position readout of the detetor shouldof ourse math this resolution. To ahieve a mask-detetor separation as large as possible withinthe Kvant module, the instrument ould best be plaed tangent to the inner ylindrial wall of themodule (see Fig. 4.1) with the pointing diretion perpendiular to the symmetry axis of the module.In this way, an instrument slightly longer than 2 m ould be aommodated.A trade-o� between an optimum and a simple on�guration for the mask/detetor ombinationfavored the hoie for a simple system. An optimum system, with a mask 4 times as large asthe detetor, would only �t in the module at great expense of the angular resolution, due to thesubstantially dereased mask-detetor separation. Furthermore, it would be tehnially diÆult toonstrut a ollimator grid for an optimum system with a grid ell size as small as 1�1 mm2. Sinethe imaging quality of simple systems is not inferior to that of optimum systems (exept perhapsfor the imaging of extended soures, see 5.2.4), arguments for improved resolution and sensitivityprevailed.The geometrial harateristis of COMIS are given in Table 4.1. Fig. 4.2 gives a on�gurationsketh of COMIS, indiating the main parts of the instrument that will be desribed in some detailin the remainder of this hapter.The telesope body, serving as a ollimator shield against X-rays that do not pass through themask plate, is made up of three 44 m diameter tubular setions whih are onneted by speial43
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Figure 4.1: Cross setion of the sienti� Kvant module, perpendiular to the module axis, show-ing the optimum positioning of COMIS to obtain the highest angular resolution (given externalonditions)lamping rings and O-ring seals to form a rigid, air-tight tube 1.8 m long. The same lamps and ringsare used to attah the detetor (with its eletronis) and the Command and Data Managing System(CDMS) eletronis box at one end and the mask assembly and the star sensor (SS) TV amera at theother end of the body. Three kinemati mounts on the body at as a mehanial interfae betweenthe body and the module. A foil, made of 6 �m thik Kapton with an Aluminum oating, is plaedin front of the mask for environmental protetion and thermal stabilization. The detetor with itseletronis was onstruted at the SRON-Laboratory for Spae Researh Utreht (Netherlands) andall other omponents at the Shool of Physis and Spae Researh of the University of Birmingham(UK). Table 4.1: Geometri Charateristis of COMISMask Area 255 � 257 mm2Detetor Area 256 � 256 mm2Distane Mask-Detetor 1846 mmNumber of Mask Elements 255 � 257 (1� 1 mm2 in size)Field of View (FWZR) 15:8 � 15:8 square degreesAngular Resolution On-Axis 1.86 arminutes
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Figure 4.2: Con�guration sketh, indiating the plaements of the main parts of COMIS omponents(not on sale). The viewing diretion of the telesope is towards the -Y instrumental oordinatediretion4.3 MaskThe mask pattern is based on a single pseudo-noise array, whih was onstruted using the irreduibleprimitive polynomial (see setion 3.3)X16 + X5 + X3 + X2 + 1 (4.1)The 216 � 1 elements of this array are wrapped on a 255 � 257 matrix, ordered along extendeddiagonals (see setion 3.3). This pattern has 32,768 open against 32,767 losed elements and isshown in Fig. 4.3. Some interesting features of the mask pattern are worth mentioning:1. It is symmetrial with respet to the 129th row;
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Figure 4.3: The mask pattern used in COMIS , in instrumental oordinates. Note the symmetrywith respet to the 129th row2. The 129th row is ompletely �lled with opaque mask elements;3. Every row, exept the 129th, is in itself a pseudo noise array of order 8 with 128 transparentand 127 opaque elements.The mask elements were given a size of 1� 1 mm2, thus reating a oded area of 255 � 257 mm2.The mask plate is physially manufatured from 0.1 mm stainless steel, plated on both sideswith 5 �m Gold. The mask pattern, as well as a mask pattern support grid, was ethed in thisplate. The support grid is de�ned by bars 0.1 mm wide, regularly spaed at intervals of 1 mm alongboth dimensions. The open fration of the mask plate is 41% (measured pre-ight).The transpareny of the losed mask area is less than 1% for photons of 18 keV or less andgradually inreases via 12% at 24 keV to 30% at 30 keV. The impat of this on the oding eÆienyas a funtion of photon energy is spei�ed in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Throughput of the oding by the mask plate (dash-dotted urve) and the Berylliumentrane window (dashed) of the COMIS detetor versus photon energy. The solid urve representsthe total absorption eÆieny in the Xenon gas layers of both detetor halves. The energy range isplotted larger than the energy readout range of the detetor (2-30 keV), sine the limited spetralresolution will ause photons outside the 2-30 keV range to be deteted within this range. Severaledges may be notied in the absorption urve of the gas layers: the L (at � 5 keV) and K (34.6 keV)absorption edges of Xenon and the inlusion of the deepest detetor half beyond � 8:6 keV (due toa software AC riterium, see setion 4.4.2).The throughput of the entrane window limits the sensitivity at the low end of the energy band, whilethe absorption eÆieny falls o� at high energies. These two harateristis are most important tothe total sensitivity of the detetor and provide an optimum in the sensitivity between about 5 and10 keV. The throughput of the mask is determined by its open fration (41%) and the emergingtranspareny of the mask plate material beyond roughly 20 keV. Shown is the e�et on the oding,as it is observed on the detetor. Although more photons an pass through the mask plate beyond20 keV, these will not ontribute to a stronger oding. In fat they will degrade the oding, beausethey derease the ontrast between projeted open and losed mask elements. On top of that, thePoisson noise of the extra photons will result in a supplemental degradation of the sensitivity of theinstrument



48 CHAPTER 4. COMIS DESIGN ASPECTS AND HARDWARE4.4 DetetorThe design of the detetor, a multi-wire (position-sensitive) proportional ounter, was based on thefollowing requirement spei�ation:1. sensitive area � 500 m2;2. e�etive energy band 2-30 keV;3. spatial resolution in both diretions �0.5 mm for 2-10 keV;4. spetral resolution 18% at 6 keV and better than 20% at 22 keV;5. no performane degradation for ount rates up to 1000 /s;6. optimum bakground rejetion.Comprehensive desriptions of the detetor and its eletronis may be found in Van Beek et al.(1984) and Mels et al. (1988). In this setion a desription is given, whih fouses primarily onaspets related to the analysis of the sienti� data.The ounter body, made of stainless steel, has a ylindrial shape of 498mm diameter and 92mmheight. At the front, a square (256�256 mm2 in size1 and 200 �m thik) Beryllium entrane windowis glued to the bottom of a stainless steel support struture. The throughput of this window is givenin Fig. 4.4. The struture supports the window against the gas pressure in the ounter. It onsistsof 16 � 16 square holes of 14:5 � 14:5 mm2 surrounded by walls 1.6 mm thik and 21.8 mm high.At the bak of the ounter body the detetor-eletronis box is attahed. The omplete detetorweighs about 120 kg.4.4.1 Internal ounter on�gurationFig. 4.5 shows a shemati drawing of the ounter interior. The ounter is �lled with a mixture ofXe (95% weight) and CO2 (5%) at a pressure of 1.12 bar at 20ÆC. Five wire grids are plaed inthe ounter, all 288 � 288 mm2 in size. One of them (K1) divides the ounter in the atual photonounter (50 mm deep) and the anti-oinidene (AC) ounter used for bakground rejetion (20 mmdeep). The photon ounter itself is also divided into two equal volumes by the anode grid A1. Eahvolume onsists of a 'drift' and an 'ative' region, both regions being separated by the sense gridsS1 and S2. The detetor operates at a gas gain of 1:5�104, whih is the optimal value for obtainingthe spei�ed position resolution. Field orretion plates keep the eletrial �eld homogeneous; slightinhomogeneities at the edge of the wire grids are kept outside the sensitive area (this area is on�nedto within the edges of the entrane window). For in-ight alibration purposes, the window supportstruture ontains �ve Fe55/6 keV radioative soures at di�erent positions (total ountrate 7.74 /son Marh 31st 1988) and one Cd109/22 keV soure (0.28 /s).All wires are oriented along the X-axis of the detetor oordinate system, exept for the wires inthe top sense grid S1 that are oriented along the Z-axis. Both sense grids onsist of 480 wires andare used for the determination of the positions of deteted photons. The diameter of these wireswas made as large as possible (within the mehanial toleranes for the stress on them and the wireframe) to minimize the eletrial �eld near the wires in order to avoid seondary pulses aused bythe aeleration of positive ions. The trade-o� value was 50 �m. The pith was hosen to be 0.6mm, similar in magnitude to the size of the eletron louds, so that binning e�ets in the positionreadout would be kept to a minimum. The interonnetion sheme of the sense grid wires is givenin Fig. 4.6. Eah sense grid is divided into 12 'oarse setions' of 24 mm width. The signals ofthese oarse setions indiate the rough position of the photon absorption. Every oarse setion issubsequently divided into four '�ne setions'. The equivalent �ne setions of all oarse setions areinteronneted. The signals of these �ne setions will omplete the information that is neessary todetermine the position of the photon absorption at the required resolution. The priniples of theposition-determination algorithm may be found in Van Beek et al. (1984).The anode grid A1 onsists of 96 wires. The diameter and pith of the wires as well as the high1For symmetry reasons of the detetor design, its size was not exatly mathed to that of the mask pattern. Thissmall mismath has negligible onsequenes as regards to the oding noise (see setion 3.6.1)
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Figure 4.5: Shemati diagram of the internal struture of the detetor. Note that all grid wires areoriented along the same diretion, exept for those in the upper sense grid S1. From: Mels et al.1988voltage were balaned to obtain simultaneously the desired gas gain, a homogeneous eletrial �eldnear the wires, an optimum detetor performane and the required live time of the detetor. Toobtain the required gas gain (see above), the eletrial �eld near the anode wires must reah a ertainvalue. This may be ahieved either by adjusting the high voltage applied to the wires or adjustingtheir diameter. The high voltage value was limited to below about 4000 V to avoid damage to theeletrial iruitry and the diameter of the wires was restrited to a lower limit in order to guaranteeenough life time over the damaging inuene of high energy partiles. The trade-o� value is 20 �m.The pith of the anode wires determines the eletrial �eld in the ative region. If it inreases, theeletrial �eld dereases. This will limit the prodution of unwanted UV photons. However, withan inreasing pith, the eletrial �eld beomes less homogeneous. This is undesirable, beause itresults in a inhomogeneous detetor response. Too large a pith value also results in a degradeddetetor performane at high ounting rates. Hene, the atual hoie of the pith value is a trade-o�: 3 mm. All the anode wires are interonneted exept for six, i.e. three at eah edge of the grid,whih are separately interonneted. These latter six wires de�ne the 'edge anode' and are used forbakground rejetion; they are loated outside the sensitive area of the detetor. The anode signalis used for the determination of the photon energy.The detetor geometry introdues some obstales for the photons to be absorbed in the detetorgas. First of ourse there is the window support struture. For normal inidene photons, thestruture will blok 18% of all photons before they an enter the detetor. For photons that areinident at a non-zero o�-axis angle this bloking will be more beause of the shadowing by the
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Figure 4.6: Interonnetion diagram of the sense grid wires. From: Mels et al. 1988support bars.Furthermore, the wires in all grids will obstrut a ertain perentage of all photons from 'trav-elling' any deeper in the detetor. Both sense grids S1 and S2 blok 8.3% of the photons, while theanode frame A1 only bloks 0.6%. Fig. 4.4 presents the total Xe absorption eÆieny for photonsthat have entered the detetor, taking also into aount the bloking by the wire grids. It is notedthat the bloking is of no inuene on low energy photons, sine only a negligible fration of thesephotons an penetrate as deep as the �rst grid.4.4.2 Proessing eletronisThe output of the detetor, fed to the detetor eletronis, onsists of 35 signals: 24 from the oarsesetions, 8 from the �ne setions and 1 from the anode, the edge anode and the AC ounter anodeA2 respetively. It is onvenient to make a distintion between two parts of the eletronis: the'front-end eletronis', whih inorporate single-signal-proessing (e.g. pre- and shaping ampli�ers,linear gate strethers and analogue-to-digital onverters), and 'proessing eletronis', whih entailthe proessing of ombined signals. It is beyond the sope of the urrent desription to give fulldetails of the eletronis. Only aspets related to the response and dead times are highlighted in viewof their impat on the data analysis. This means that emphasis is given here to the desription of theproessing eletronis. The proessing eletronis an be operated in two modes: the 'normal' andthe 'bakup' mode. The bakup mode is intended for hekout purposes; in this mode the detetorsignals are diretly routed to the telemetry, disarding all on-board proessing. The bakup modehas only been used a few times in ight and will not be addressed here anymore.



4.4. DETECTOR 51Event proessing. If, due to a detetor event, the anode signal exeeds a ertain threshold, de�nedby a low level disriminator (LLD), the event is proessed by the eletronis. The proessing ofevents is ontrolled by logi and a miroproessor (the latter is redundant). A ow diagram isgiven in Fig. 4.7, while some harateristi times are given in Table 4.2. Provided the busy ip-op (whih is part of the logi) is reset, the event is aepted for further proessing. It is hekedwhether within a ertain time interval the LLD of the edge anode signal or of the A2 signal, or thehigh level disriminator (HLD) of the anode signal were also triggered. If so, the event is rejetedand the busy ip-op and front-end eletronis are reset, ready to proess the next event (this isalled hardware AC, sine the proessor was not involved; all possible subsequent AC situationsare heked by the proessor). If there is no hardware AC situation the proessor is interruptedto perform an input routine, whih involves reading all signals. This inludes ommanding ananalogue-to-digital onverter (ADC) to onvert the signals from the �ne setions of the sense gridsand the anode; all signals from the oarse setions involve single bit LLD-settings. Apart fromreading, the input routine also heks the presene of invalid oarse setion ombinations. Invalidonditions inlude:1. two oarse setions are set that are not adjaent;2. more than two oarse setions are set;3. only one oarse setion is set at the edge of the S1 frame (note that no hardware AC ours inthe X diretion).If an event is found to be invalid in the input routine, the front-end eletronis and busy ip-opare reset and the input routine returns the proessor to its original task. If the event was valid, allreadings are put in a bu�er, whih an store up to three events, and subsequently a reset is applied.However, if the bu�er beomes full with this event, no reset will take plae. It is then left to theevent-proessing routine (see below) to reset, after it has read an event from the full bu�er.If the proessor is not busy with the input routine, it is ontinuously sampling the bu�er for datainput. If present, the event-proessing routine is started. This routine reads the data from thebu�er and starts to analyze it, i.e. alulate the X- and Z-position of the event in units of 0.375mm, alulate in what detetor plane (above or below the anode frame A1) the event is deteted,rebin the ADC-readout of the anode signal from 1024 to 32 hannels (see Table 6.1) and format theoutput that is o�ered to the CDMS eletronis. The event-proessing routine also performs a �nalhek on the validity of the event, i.e. if an event is found to be absorbed in the lower detetor plane,while its anode signal is lower than rebinned ADC hannel 19 (equivalent to 8.6 keV), it is labeledinvalid. This AC will introdue minor losses of valid events (up to 1-2% of all absorbed photons),in partiular at photon energies of about 4.8 keV (just below the L absorption edge of Xenon) andbetween 7 keV and 8.6 keV. However, this hek did improve the AC eÆieny so dramatially, thatit ompensates for the losses. Finally, every 8 s the event-proessing routine reads and resets �vehardware rate meters (RM, also referred to as 'salers'), that are plaed at various stages in thedata handling (see Fig. 4.7):RM1: monitors the number of events that set the LLD of the anode signal;RM2: monitors the number of events that set the LLD of the AC ounter, the edge anode and/orthe HLD of the anode signal. This ounter therefore provides a measure of the environmentalbakground;RM3: monitors the number of events that are aepted for proessing by the proessing eletronis(i.e. when the busy ip-op is not set);RM4: monitors the number of events that are o�ered to the miroproessor, i.e. have no hardwareAC;RM5: monitors the number of events that are o�ered to the CDMS. These are all proessed validevents.It takes the eletronis 1790 �s to fully proess a valid event. Thus, the maximum valid event ratethat an be handled by the proessor, in ase there are no invalid events, is 560 events/s. The inputbu�er for three events ensures that the proessing rate responds better to Poissonian event-rateutuations at mean rates below 1500 events/s (see Fig. 4.8).
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Figure 4.7: Shemati diagram of the triggering sequene of the detetor eletronis by an event. Ifthe A1 LLD is set, it triggers the logi, provided the gate is open. The triggered logi will lose thegate via a busy ip-op. Furthermore, the logi heks whether the A2 LLD, edge A1 LLD or A1HLD are set. If so, the event is disarded and the logi will reset the busy ip-op (via (1)).The event-proessing routine runs independent of the other omponents shown, but an be in-terrupted to let the miroproessor run the input/store routine. For further details of the eventhandling, see text.All numbers between parentheses indiate inidents in the event handling that reset the busy ip-op, so that the gate is opened and the front-end eletronis (not shown in this diagram) reset. Thetimes of these inidents are spei�ed in Table 4.2.Finally, the positions of all rate meters (RM) are shown
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Figure 4.8: Rate response of detetor eletronis to valid events, in ase no bu�er is present (dottedurve), in ase a bu�er is present for 1 event (dotted-dashed), for 3 events (dashed) or for 100events (solid). The model used to simulate responses is based on the time harateristis indiatedin Table 4.2 (without the ourrene of invalid events) and inludes Poisson noise on the inomingrate. Note the minor di�erene of the 3-event-bu�er as ompared to the 100-event-bu�er, provingthat the 3-event-bu�er is large enough to ompensate for most of the Poisson utuationsEletroni eÆieny losses. Several e�ets in the front-end and proessing eletronis ause eÆienylosses:1. Live time of the eletronis. During a fration of the time, the eletronis will be busy withthe reading and proessing of events. At these times the busy ip-op is set and no additionalevents, valid or invalid, an be dealt with. The live time fration an be read on an 8 s basis bythe ratio of the ontents of RM3 to RM1. It will be stronger proportional to the valid event ratethan to the invalid event rate, beause the reading and proessing of valid events takes moretime than that of invalid events.2. Pile-up e�ets. Generally speaking, pile-up ours if the signals of two events are too loselyspaed in time, i.e. if a photon or partile hits the detetor when the detetor and its front-endeletronis have not yet reovered from a previous hit by either a photon or partile. Reoverytimes are longer for partile hits than for photon hits. In hapter 6 in-ight measurements of thesereovery times are assessed. The eletronis dead time is not long enough to avoid this situation.In most ases the result will be an AC situation, sine the 'merged' events usually violate one ofthe AC riteria. Therefore, a very limited number of merged events will be aepted. Moreoverthese events will mostly be labeled with the wrong position and energy information (this an bethought of as eletroni sattering of events). See further in hapter 6.



54 Chapter4.5 Star sensorThe star sensor (SS) system onsists of a TV amera mounted on the telesope body and eletronisthat is situated in the CDMS eletronis box. The TV amera has a FOV of 3:9 � 4:2 squaredegrees and is sensitive to stars down to about 9th magnitude (depending on the spetral type ofthe star). At preset intervals (about 2 minutes) the amera is swithed to a alibration mode toenable orretions on distortions of the sale of the image. In the normal operation of the SS thepositions of six stars will be inluded in eah telemetry frame. With these positions it is possibleto dedue the diretion of the SS axis with an auray better than 10. Due to the rigidity of theattahment of the SS, it is neessary to hek the alignment between the X-ray telesope and theSS axis only one, by observing X-ray soures with aurately known positions.To avoid damage to the TV amera by bright objets like the sun, the moon and the earth, abright-objet-sensor is plaed on the mask assembly to monitor the intensity of the sky and alarmthe eletronis of the SS to lose the shutter if the intensity beomes to high. Bright objets mustbe kept more than 40Æ from the SS axis. Apart from this measure, the TV amera is also equippedwith a ba�e.The information of the SS is important for the analysis of the X-ray telesope sine it providesthe means to orret photon positions for attitude drifts of the spae station. Of ourse the SS alsoprovides the pointing diretion of the Kvant module, the latter information is however less importantfor COMIS, owing to its imaging apability. It is possible to determine the pointing diretion fromthe X-ray data alone if more than two X-ray soures with known positions are deteted in the FOV.This ondition is pratially always satis�ed when observing the galati plane, beause of the largeFOV of COMIS.4.6 CDMS and telemetryThe Command and Data Managing System ats as an interfae between the various COMIS om-ponents and the module. It ontrols the SS operations, monitors the state of the detetor, sup-plies voltages to various detetor omponents from the eletrial soure of the spae station, om-bines/reformats housekeeping data, SS data and X-ray data and feeds it to the telemetry system.Furthermore, the CDMS ontains 1 Mbyte of read/write bulk memory to store any X-ray data (upto 293,552 events) that an not be handled by the rate of the real-time telemetry. This data maybe down-loaded when the detetor is not operating. A full desription of the CDMS may be foundin Al-Emam (1987).The CDMS software reformats all data every seond into minor frames (MIFs) of 400 bytes, ofwhih 364 bytes are reserved for X-ray data. Eah X-ray event is labeled with 10 bits X-position,10 bits Z-position, 5 bits energy and 1 bit detetor-plane identi�ation. Thus a MIF an ontain upto 112 events. Time information is added by the CDMS at the start, the enter and the end of aMIF with an auray of 0.1 s. Eight telemetry hannels of 3200 bps are open for all experimentsof the Kvant module. The COMIS experiment is allowed to use up to three of these hannels. Inpratie only one or two are used, thus enabling a diret telemetry overage of 112 or 224 events s�1.Additional overage may be obtained if the ontents of the bulk memory are down-loaded.ReferenesAl-Emam, O.: 1987, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Birmingham.Mels, W.A., Lowes, P., Buurmans, H.B., Brinkman, A.C., Naber, A.P., Rook, A., Zandee, W.: 1988,Nu. Instr. Meth. Phys. Res. A273, 689Van Beek, H.F., Mels, W.A., Brinkman, A.C.: 1984, IEEE Trans. Nul. S. NS-31, 45
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Table 4.2: A summary of the most harateristi times in the proessing owaInidentb Condition Reset? Elapsed Time (�s)1 Hardware AC y TL + 102 Invalid X oarse y TL + 136setion ombination3 Invalid Z oarse y TL + 202setion ombination4 Event stored in bu�er if bu�er is not full TL + 5705 Event read from bu�er if bu�er was full TP + 4006 Invalid ombination of n TP + 800det.plane/anode signal7 Event aepted and n TP + 1220o�ered to CDMSaMost of these inidents trigger a reset, exept for the last two.bThe inident numbers whih give rise to a reset (all exept the last two) are indiated in Fig. 4.7.TL is time when logi is triggered by an event; TP is time when miroproessor starts proessing an event by readingit from the bu�er.
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Chapter 5Formalism and implementation ofreonstrution tehniqueAbstrat { The formalism and implementation of the reonstrution tehnique, as applied to datafrom COMIS, is disussed. The basis of the reonstrution tehnique, the ross orrelation, isdesribed, employing a by the author developed mathematial formulation whih is partiularlysuitable to simple-on�guration oded-mask ameras. New tehniques are introdued to suppressPoisson noise in suh a amera (potentially by up to a fator of about 2) and to deal with ompli-ations arising from the non-ideal harater of the detetor.5.1 Introdution; hoie of reonstrution methodAn essential part of a oded-mask amera system entails the omputer hardware and software forthe reonstrution of the observed parts of the sky from the oded detetor data. As mentionedin hapter 3, this is usually done o�-line, some time after the atual observation. COMIS is noexeption to this rule. This hapter deals with the details of the reonstrution proess for COMIS,i.e. some spei�ations of the hardware and the atual algorithm implemented in the software.In setion 3.6 a number of reonstrution algorithms were reviewed that are ommonly used.As was mentioned there, the hoie for a partiular algorithm depends on the aim of the reon-strution and the available omputing power. Regarding the latter, partiular are must be takennot to let the standard reonstrution take more time than the typial duration of an observation,sine otherwise the handling of the inoming data stream beomes too umbersome. In view of theavailable omputing power for COMIS, it was deided to use the ross orrelation as the reonstru-tion method, aided by several optimizing proedures. Although MEM may give better results forextended soures, it was disarded on the basis of exessive proessing time.In setion 3.6.1 the ross-orrelation tehnique was disussed in a general ontext. Here the ross-orrelation tehnique is detailed for the ase that the optial design is of the 'simple' type (see 3.4). Inorder to explain the formalism of the reonstrution problem, a disrete version of the mathematialdesription is hosen. This means that the distributions representing the detetor and sky dataare binned in arrays. The basi approah for implementation of the ross-orrelation tehnique,spei�ally in the ase of a simple-type oded-mask amera, has been elaborated by Hammersley(1986). This approah is reviewed in setion 5.2, employing a new mathematial formulation whihis partiularly useful for simple-on�guration oded-mask systems. Subsequently, two setions dealwith two additional tehniques to optimize the statistial quality of the reonstruted image. Thisinludes a new tehnique to suppress Poisson noise, introdued in setion 5.4. Setion 5.5 desribesproedures to ombine observations with di�erent pointing diretions and/or orientations. Here, anew algorithm is introdued to ombine ux varianes in suh a way that aount is taken of theredistribution ation neessary in ombining two images. Assessment of the ompliations arisingfrom the non-ideal harater of the imaging onept is started in setion 5.6 with a disussion of the57
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of notation, used in desription of ross-orrelation tehnique. A soure isloated in sky element i with a ux of si ts/me, projeting part of the physial mask (with elementsin Ci) on part of the detetor plane (with elements of Di)detetor binning and its inuene on the imaging of a point soure. In setion 5.7 the ompliationsof non-ideal photon-detetors are onsidered and new tehniques are introdued to deal with these.Finally, setion 5.8 summarizes the atual hardware and software implementation for the data-analysis of the COMIS instrument, whih was partly arried out by the author.Various stages in the reonstrution are illustrated with the aid of a simulated observation; theseillustrations are ontained in an appendix to this hapter.5.2 Cross-orrelation tehnique for an 'ideal' detetor in a simplesystemThe 'ideal' detetor is de�ned as a detetor with unlimited spatial resolution, 100% quantum eÆ-ieny and free of any obsuring elements. It is assumed that the detetor is read out in elementsequal in size to the mask elements and with the same total area (i.e. the simple system). Usingthis detetor, the basi onepts of the ross-orrelation tehnique, as employed for COMIS, aredesribed. The arguments followed herein are based on the expeted form of the sky, as explainedin 5.2.2. To avoid at this stage ompliations due to maskholes being projeted on more than onedetetor element, all sky point soures are assumed to be loated in the enter of a sky element.



5.2. CROSS-CORRELATIONTECHNIQUE FOR AN 'IDEAL' DETECTOR IN A SIMPLE SYSTEM595.2.1 NotationTwo-dimensional arrays are spei�ed by bold apitals1. An element of suh an array will be spei�edby a small letter with a single subsript. Several array names are used throughout this hapter.They are de�ned as follows:D: Represents the detetor, i.e. di is the number of ounts per detetor element (abbreviated asts/de) in the ith element of the detetor.C: Represents the aperture funtion of the physial mask (ignoring the mask support grid). It is atwo-valued array: i = 1 if the ith element of the mask is transparent and i = 0 if it is opaque.S: Represents the part of the sky to whih the detetor is exposed. si is the ux from the sky inthe ith element, in units of ounts per mask element (abbreviated as ts/me).M: Represents the array used for ross orrelation with the detetor (see 5.2.3). It is alled the'reonstrution array'.R: Represents the reonstruted part of the sky, for units see S.A supersript indiates a setion of an array assoiated with a point soure loated in that skyelement; for instane, a point soure in sky element i projets a setion of the mask represented byCi, onto a setion of the detetor represented by Di (see Fig. 5.1). The setions Ci and Di uniquelyorrespond to i.In the forthoming disussion the ross-orrelation operation between two arrays is often used.Expressing this operation in a mathematially exat way would involve a omplex expression forpartiularly the index range. Sine the exat ranges are not ruial in the urrent ontext, thisomplexity is avoided by employing a symboli notation: the ross orrelation between e.g. D andM is denoted by the summation Pj dkjmkj . The indies of d and m have no literal meaning here,but it is indiated by the supersript k that both are uniquely related for the urrent point of theross orrelation. For illustration purposes, we give the exat expression for the ross orrelation,in the one-dimensional ase:Xj dkjmkj � minimum of Nd and Nd+Nm�kXj=maximum of 1 and Nd�k+1 djmj+k�Ndwhere Nd and Nm are the total number of elements in D and M respetively and indies are ountedfrom 1 onward.5.2.2 Exposure of the detetorThe sky portion to whih the detetor is exposed, is modeled by N point soures in sky elementsp(1):::p(N) and with intensities sp(1):::sp(N) ts/me. S is assumed to be zero in all other elements.The ith point soure projets a setion Cp(i) of the mask on a setion Dp(i) of the detetor. Allelements dp(i)j of this projetion paired with a transparent mask element in Cp(i) then aumulatesp(i) ounts from this soure. Detetor elements paired with an opaque mask element and detetorelements whih are not a member of Dp(i) will not 'see' this soure.The point soures are superimposed on an isotropi (di�use) sky bakground of � ts/sr/de (thissky-omponent is expliitly left out of S; although the sky bakground is stritly speaking part ofthe sky, the imaging of it is not of primary interest here). The number of sky-bakground ountsreeived by eah detetor element depends on the solid angle of the sky viewed from this element andthe open fration t of the mask plate. Sine the whole mask is visible from any detetor position,the open fration t to the sky is onstant aross the detetor. If FOVj is the �eld of view (in sr)seen from detetor element j, this element will thus on average reeive FOVjt� ts/de from the skybakground.Apart from sky radiation modulated by the mask, the detetor is also exposed to a homogeneousinternal 'detetor bakground' (a bakground indued by e.g. osmi rays) of b ts/de.1The notation used in this hapter is slightly di�erent from the one employed in hapter 3.



60CHAPTER 5. FORMALISM AND IMPLEMENTATIONOF RECONSTRUCTIONTECHNIQUEIn onlusion, the exposed detetor is desribed by:dj = b + FOVjt� + NXi=1 p(i)j sp(i) ts=de (5.1)The solid angle FOVj viewed by eah detetor element through the whole mask dereases from theenter towards the edge of the detetor due to projetion e�ets. In this ideal ase, however, it isassumed that the sky bakground FOVjt� remains onstant aross the whole detetor (true within1% for total �eld of views up to 10Æ�10Æ). Consequently, the sky-bakground term an be inludedin b (Eq. 5.1).5.2.3 Cross orrelationThe purpose of the ross orrelation (symbol
) between the detetor array D and the reonstrutionarray M is to obtain a reonstruted sky that is equal to the real sky with respet to point soures,i.e. R � D
M = S. This ondition presribes the value of M. The following disussion onerns aderivation of this value, proeeding from the expeted detetor illumination (Eq. 5.1). This will nowbe done in more detail than in setion 3.6.1 and spei�ally for a simple type system. The desriptionalso indiates how the ross-orrelation algorithm is implemented in the COMIS software.Using the exposure of the detetor (Eq. 5.1), appliation of the ross-orrelation for sky elementk rk = Xj2Dk dkjmkj (5.2)yieldsrk = Xj2Dk  b +Xi p(i)j sp(i)!mkj= b Xj2Dkmkj +Xi sp(i) Xj2Dk p(i)j mkj ts (5.3)The index k may address any element in R. p(i)j is a mask element mapped by point soure i ontoa detetor element dj . For k 6= p(i), the elements mkj and p(i)j have only in ommon that both aremapped onto the same detetor element dkj , i.e. for that position of the sky there is 'no orrelation'between the measured detetor array and the mask pattern. Depending on the sky oordinates kand p(i), some or even all values of j 2 Dk may address a non-existing element p(i)j , sine theprojetions of the mask from sky oordinates k and p(i) on the detetor, Dk and Dp(i), overlap onlypartially or even not at all. For those detetor elements outside Dp(i) but inside Dk, p(i)j is de�nedto be 0.The ross orrelation is now split in an 'open' and 'losed' omponent, R[o℄ andR[℄ respetively2,and de�ne the following arrays: M[o℄, with opaque elements assigned a value 0 and transparentelements a value 1 and the 'reversed' version M[℄: 0 for transparent elements and 1 for opaqueelements. The two omponents of the ross orrelations then are:R[o℄ = D
M[o℄ ; (5.4)yieldingrk[o℄ = b Xj2Dkmkj [o℄ +Xi sp(i) Xj2Dk p(i)j mkj [o℄ ts; (5.5)2In literature these are sometimes referred to as 'soure' and 'bakground' omponent respetively.



5.2. CROSS-CORRELATIONTECHNIQUE FOR AN 'IDEAL' DETECTOR IN A SIMPLE SYSTEM61and R[℄ = D
M[℄ ; (5.6)yieldingrk[℄ = b Xj2Dkmkj [℄ +Xi sp(i) Xj2Dk p(i)j mkj [℄ ts: (5.7)If there is a point soure in sky element k (p(i) = k for a ertain i), Eq. 5.5 ontains a termskPj kjmkj [o℄ in whih both kj and mkj [o℄ are either 1 for a transparent or 0 for an opaque maskelement in the assoiated setion of the mask. This implies that Pj kjmkj [o℄ is equal to nk[o℄, thenumber of transparent mask elements in the setion of the mask de�ned by k. This term is 0 inEq. 5.7, sine the 0's and 1's are reversed in mkj [℄. Eqs. 5.5 and 5.7 then yield:rk[o℄ = bnk[o℄ + sknk[o℄ + Xi;p(i)6=k sp(i) Xj2Dk p(i)j mkj [o℄ ts (5.8)and (if nk[℄ is the number of opaque mask elements in the mask setion de�ned by k)rk[℄ = bnk[℄ + Xi;p(i)6=k sp(i) Xj2Dk p(i)j mkj [℄ ts (5.9)To eliminate the bakground terms and hange to ts/me as unit, both omponents of the rossorrelation are �rst normalized, through division by the number of mask elements assoiated witheah of them, and subsequently the normalized 'losed' omponent is subtrated from the normalized'open' omponent. The value for the ross orrelation thus beomes:rk = rk[o℄nk[o℄ � rk[℄nk[℄ ts=me (5.10)yielding (by substitution of Eqs. 5.8 and 5.9)rk = sk + Xi;p(i)6=k sp(i) Xj2Dk p(i)j  mkj [o℄nk[o℄ � mkj [℄nk[℄ ! ts=me (5.11)At the same time the variane in the ount statistis (Poissonian) of rk, Vp[rk℄, an be derived fromrk[o℄ and rk[℄, whih are expressed in ounts:Vp[rk℄ = rk[o℄(nk[o℄)2 + rk[℄(nk[℄)2 (ts=me)2 (5.12)The value of this variane is further disussed in 5.2.4.From Eqs. 5.4, 5.6 and 5.10 a diret de�nition of the reonstrution array M may be inferred:mkj = mkj [o℄nk[o℄ � mkj [℄nk[℄ (5.13)or mkj = kj � tktk (1� tk)nk (5.14)



62CHAPTER 5. FORMALISM AND IMPLEMENTATIONOF RECONSTRUCTIONTECHNIQUEwith nk = nk[o℄ +nk[℄ and tk = nk[o℄=nk (the open fration of the mask pattern)3. The reonstru-tion is then given by Eq. 5.2 and the variane byVp[rk℄ = Xj dkj �mkj�2 (5.15)Although Eqs. 5.2 and 5.15 are more diret expressions for the ross orrelation value and itsvariane, in the remaining disussion Eqs. 5.10 and 5.12 will be used instead, beause they givemore insight and in fat represent the struture of the ross-orrelation algorithm implemented inthe COMIS -software (see setion 5.8).In Eq. 5.11 it is shown that a de�nition for M is obtained whih satis�es rk = sk, apart from aresidual term. On average this residual term is 0 sineXj2Dk  mkj [o℄nk[o℄ � mkj [℄nk[℄ ! = 0 (5.16)and p(i)j is not orrelated with the terms of this sum. The value of the residual term is dependenton point soures at positions di�erent from sky element k whih nevertheless illuminate a ertainsubsetion of Dk. This ross-talk introdues so-alled 'oding noise' in rk. Coding noise is notstohasti but deterministi in nature: if the soure on�guration within the observed sky is known,the value of the residual term an be determined for every k. In pratie, the soure on�guration isnot known before a reonstrution is atually arried out. One therefore faes the noise-like behaviorof the residual term during the initial phase of the reonstrution proedure. A method to suppressthis oding noise is outlined in setion 5.3.Coding noise is inevitable in the ase of inomplete oding whih is an inherent property of thesimple-type oded-mask amera (see setion 3.4).5.2.4 Error in the reonstruted skyPonman and Hammersley (see Hammersley 1986) have derived an expression for the variane ateah position in the reonstruted sky for a simple-type oded-mask amera. This expression in-ludes Poisson noise due to ounts modulated by the mask and due to detetor-bakground ounts.Furthermore, it inludes oding noise. The expression is quite omplex: it onsists of 15 terms.In order to get some insight into the essene of this expression it is useful to onsider a simpli�edversion, by applying the following onstraints:1.) There is only one soure with an intensity of s ts/me, at the enter of the observed sky (say insky element p).2.) There is a homogeneous bakground of b ts/de.3.) The open fration of the mask is assumed to be independent of the setion of the mask onsid-ered: tk = nk[o℄nk = t with nk = nk[o℄ + nk[℄.4.) The total number of mask elements, n, as well as nt, is � 1.5.) The holes in the mask are randomly distributed, not in a pseudo-random manner suh as forURA mask patterns (see hapter 3).The variane in rk (ux in ts/me) is then given by:V [rk℄ = iz}|{s2nk + iiz }| {s(1� t)nk + iiiz }| {bt(1� t)nk (5.17)3If tk is assumed to be independent of k (say equal to t), Eq. 5.14 may be rewritten as:M = 1t (1� t)nfC� tUgwhih is equivalent to Eq. 3.17 for an optimum system.



5.2. CROSS-CORRELATIONTECHNIQUE FOR AN 'IDEAL' DETECTOR IN A SIMPLE SYSTEM63The origin of these three terms an be evaluated in a straightforward way:(i) This is the variane of the residual term in Eq. 5.11 (oding noise):s Xj2Dk pj  mkj [o℄nk[o℄ � mkj [℄nk[℄ ! (5.18)When reonstruting sky element k, it is unknown what the soure on�guration in the sky is.Therefore, the fator pj in the residual term of rk is unknown. However, it is known that thisfator is either 0 or 1, with a probability of 1� t and t respetively. Its mean value thereforeis t with a variane of t(1� t). The variane Vm[rk℄ in the residual term beomes:Vm[rk℄ = s2t(1� t) Xj2Dk  mkj [o℄nk[o℄ � mkj [℄nk[℄ !2= s2t(1� t) Xj2Dk0� mkj [o℄nk[o℄ !2 +  mkj [℄nk[℄ !21A= s2t(1� t)� 1nk[o℄ + 1nk[℄�= s2nk (5.19)Note that this variane is independent of the open fration t.(ii) and (iii) These are the varianes due to the Poisson noise from the soure s and the bakgroundb respetively. They an be derived from Eqs. 5.8, 5.9 and 5.12:Vp[rk℄ = b nk[o℄(nk[o℄)2 + nk[℄(nk[℄)2!+ s Xj2Dk pj  mkj [o℄(nk[o℄)2 + mkj [℄(nk[℄)2!= b� 1nk[o℄ + 1nk[℄�+ s nktt(nk[o℄)2 + nkt(1� t)(nk[℄)2 != bnkt(1� t) + snk(1� t) (5.20)The ratio in variane due to oding noise and Poisson noise, assuming b = 0, equals Vm[rk℄Vp[rk℄ = s(1�t).This shows that oding noise dominates Poisson noise if s > 11�t ts/me.The �rst and last onstraint imposed above, whose non-validity in pratie inuene the varianemost importantly, are relaxed in what follows:General soure on�guration. Consider �rst the ase of a soure that is o�-axis instead of on-axis.In the summations ontained in the derivations of Eqs. 5.19 and 5.20, only terms belonging to bothDk and Dp will ontribute non-zero values. The number of these terms is the number of maskelements nk;p ontained in this ross setion. Eq. 5.17 now beomes:V [rk℄ =  s2nk + s(1� t)nk! nk;pnk + bt(1� t)nk (5.21)Consider now the ase with more than one soure in the observed sky. The value of the reonstrutionis linearly dependent on the inident ux s of any soure. The reonstrution of two skies is thereforethe superposition of their individual reonstrutions. The variane does not follow this superpositionpriniple sine the oding-noise variane, Vm[rk℄, is not linear in s. However, it has been shown thatthe superposition may be applied when the number of soures is muh smaller than n (Hammersley1986). We an therefore expand V [rk℄ to:V [rk℄ = Xi;p(i)6=k( s2p(i)nk + sp(i)(1� t)nk! np(i);knk )+ bt(1� t)nk (5.22)



64CHAPTER 5. FORMALISM AND IMPLEMENTATIONOF RECONSTRUCTIONTECHNIQUE(no soure is assumed to be situated in sky element k).If the number of soures approahes n, their imaging will be seriously degraded. This is obvious froma mathematial point of view: to extrat more parameters than there are numbers in the detetordata is an under-determined problem. This impliates for example that the imaging of an extendedsoure with a simple-on�guration oded-mask amera might be troublesome if its size is more thana quarter of the FOV.The size of an extended soure, whih an be imaged with a simple-on�guration oded-maskamera, may further be limited in speial irumstanes: for instane, the pattern used for COMISprohibits the imaging of soures that �ll homogeneously a row in the observed sky. This resultsfrom the third harateristi mentioned in setion 4.3, that eah row of the mask pattern has thesame number of transparent and opaque elements. This illustrates that, for exeptional ases, theimaging of soures as small as just 1256 th of the FOV may break down.Error for a URA mask pattern. Eq. 5.19 is valid for a mask where the holes are distributed atrandom. As mentioned in hapter 3, the basi harateristi of URA mask patterns is that the yliross orrelation has a single peak with at sidelobes. The reonstrution via ross orrelation of anobserved part of the sky, for whih every sky position is oded by the full mask pattern, is thereforenot disturbed by mask noise. This is for example the ase for any position in the fully odedobserved sky of an optimum-type oded-mask amera. In a simple-type oded-mask amera onlythe on-axis sky position is fully oded, so the oding-noise variane on-axis due to a point soureon-axis is zero instead of s2n (n total number of mask elements) for a random mask pattern. In fat,the oding-noise variane for a URA pattern sales with the fration of the full pattern whih is notovered in the ross orrelation of sky element k. This fration represents missing ode. Eq. 5.19beomes:Vm[rk℄ =  1� nkn ! s2nk (5.23)Eq. 5.23 demonstrates the improvement in the oding-noise variane in ase of a URA pattern, asompared to a random pattern.5.3 Suppression of oding noise: Iterative Removal Of Soures(IROS)The residual term in Eq. 5.11 gave rise to oding noise (whose variane is desribed by Eq. 5.19or 5.23), sine it is not a priori known whether point soures at positions other than that of thereonstrution element k illuminate the detetor, i.e. the fator sp(i)p(i)j (j 2 Dk) is unknown.However, after an initial ross orrelation a fair amount of information is available with respetto the stronger soures, whih inuene the residual the most. Now, a proedure is onsidered tosuppress the oding noise after suh an initial ross orrelation.The priniple of the proedure is as follows: �rst, from the initial ross orrelation a number,say N , of strong point soures well above the oding-noise level is determined at sky elementsp(1); :::; p(N) with estimated intensities of sp(1)[e℄; :::; sp(N)[e℄. Next, the detetor exposure to thesepoint soures is simulated:dj [simulated℄ = NXi=1 p(i)j sp(i)[e℄ (5.24)Then, this simulated detetor array is subtrated from the observed detetor array, desribed byEq. 5.1:dj [subtrated℄ = dj [observed℄� dj[simulated℄



5.3. SUPPRESSION OF CODING NOISE: ITERATIVE REMOVAL OF SOURCES (IROS) 65= b + NXi=1 p(i)j �sp(i) � sp(i)[e℄� (5.25)Subsequently, dj [subtrated℄ is ross orrelated with M. The residual term in the resulting ross-orrelation value (Eq. 5.11) has beome smaller, provided the estimates sp(i)[e℄ were good.The auray of the estimates may be improved by repeating the same proedure. It is thenneessary to also inlude the subtration of soures with negative uxes in ase sp(i)[e℄ was overesti-mated (> sp(i)), whih results in a negative soure intensity in the ross orrelation of the 'subtrateddetetor'. The proedure is repeated until no (positive nor negative) signi�ant exess with respetto the expeted Poisson noise is left at the soure loations. Furthermore, one has to take aountof the possibility that after one iteration of this proedure, other (weaker) soures, besides thosealready found, may appear at a signi�ant level. These have to be taken into onsideration, so asto optimize the oding-noise suppression. This iterative proedure was developed by Hammersley(1986) and Hammersley et al. (1992) and is alled 'iterative removal of soures' (IROS).IROS is very eÆient in suppressing the oding noise to an aeptable level; few iterations areneessary to aomplish this. In order to demonstrate this, it is illustrative to onsider the errors thatare left over after a single iteration. For this, Eq. 5.22 is used for the noise variane. Consider onesoure, say no. : if � = sp() � sp()[e℄, the ontribution from this residue to the ross orrelationof the subtrated detetor is:� Xj2Dk p()j  mkj [o℄nk[o℄ � mkj [℄nk[℄ ! (5.26)� is not 0, sine the estimate sp()[e℄ was inuened by the oding and Poisson noise of the otherN � 1 soures and the Poisson noise of the bakground. The expeted variane in � is given by:V [�℄ = Xi 6=  s2p(i)np() + sp(i)(1� t)np()! np(i);p()np() + bt(1� t)np() (5.27)with np(i);p() the number of mask elements projeted in the ommon part of the detetor (illuminatedby soure i as well as soure ). The variane in the new residual term due to soure no.  at skyelement k is (< �2 >= V [�℄):V [�℄nk nk;p()nk (5.28)In fat, the variane at k is due not only to soure , but to all N soures, so that it is desribedby: NX=1 nk;p()nk 8<:Xi 6=  s2p(i)np() + sp(i)(1� t)np()! np(i);p()np() + bt(1� t)np()9=; =nk (5.29)This expression desribes the oding-noise variane at k in the reonstrution of the subtrateddetetor array, due to the residues sp(i) � sp(i)[e℄ of all N subtrated soures. To omplete thevariane expression at k, the Poisson noise had to be added, whih is given by:NX=1 sp()nk(1� t) nk;p()nk !+ bnkt(1� t) (5.30)It is instrutive to onsider the upper limit of the variane derived in this way. This limit maybe determined by plaing all N soures at the enter of the observed sky. The omplete varianeexpression then redues to:V [rk[subtrated℄℄ < �N � 1n � PNi=1 s2p(i)nk + �1 + N � 1n � PNi=1 sp(i)nk(1� t) ++�1 + Nn � bnkt(1� t) (5.31)



66CHAPTER 5. FORMALISM AND IMPLEMENTATIONOF RECONSTRUCTIONTECHNIQUEThe fat that the atual oding-noise variane will be smaller for a URA pattern does not interferewith the upper-limit estimate in Eq. 5.31.Analysis of Eq. 5.31 shows that the total oding-noise variane is redued to at most (N � 1)=ntimes its original value, the point-soure-indued Poisson-noise variane is inreased to at most1 + (N � 1)=n times its original value and the bakground Poisson-noise variane is inreased toat most 1 + N=n times its original value. In onlusion, if the number of soures N is small withrespet to the number of mask elements n, the oding-noise variane is pratially eliminated andthe Poisson-noise variane remains onstant. The eÆieny of IROS is large, no more than one oroasionally two iterations (in ase extra point soures are found after the �rst iteration) are neededfor an adequate suppression of the oding noise.5.4 Suppression of Poisson noise: weighing detetor subsetionsIn wide-�eld-imaging appliations, the simple-type oded-mask amera presents a major advantagewith respet to the optimum-oded amera. As was shown in setion 3.4.1, Poisson-noise levelsare smaller in the former type of amera beause only a setion of the omplete detetor is usedfor the oding of every sky position. Thus, fewer bakground ounts inuene the noise level inthe reonstrution. In fat, this harateristi of the simple-type amera may be used to suppressthe level of Poisson noise even further, thus utilizing the simple-type harateristi to the most. Itinvolves the weighing of detetor setions during the reonstrution. For the COMIS instrumentthis proedure may in some ases result in a suppression of Poisson noise by a fator of 2 in standarddeviation. In the following, we introdue this proedure for a simpli�ed ase.Consider an observed sky with one o�-axis point soure with intensity s ts/me in sky elementi, whih projets ni mask elements onto the detetor. Besides the soure ounts, the detetoralso detets a bakground of b ts/de. Suppose it is required to reonstrut a sky position k,not oinident with the point soure (k 6= i); the relevant setion of the detetor onsists of nkelements. Assume that part of the projetion of the mask by the point soure is ontained in thedetetor setion relevant for the reonstrution of sky position k, with nk;i elements overlapping.The detetor setion used in the reonstrution of k may be thought of as two parts: that part,whih is not illuminated by s (nk � nk;i elements) and the remainder (nk;i elements), see Fig. 5.2.The expeted ontributions from these parts to the Poisson variane of the reonstrution are (againassuming tk = t to be onstant):Vk;1 = bnkt(1� t) nk � nk;ink (5.32)and Vk;2 = s + b=tnk(1� t) nk;ink (5.33)respetively. These ombine to:Vn = bnkt(1� t) + snk(1� t) nk;ink (5.34)(see also Eq. 5.22). However, one may also proeed di�erently by ross orrelating on the two partsseparately, yielding rk;1 (from the detetor part with nk � nk;i elements):rk;1 = rk;1[o℄nk[o℄ � nk;i[o℄ � rk;1[℄nk[℄� nk;i[℄ (5.35)and rk;2 (from the part with nk;i elements):rk;2 = rk;2[o℄nk;i[o℄ � rk;2[℄nk;i[℄ (5.36)
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Figure 5.2: A soure at sky element i illuminates ni detetor elements. Assume that another skyelement k needs to be reonstruted. The assoiated detetor an be thought to onsist of twosetions: a setion that oinides with the illumination by the soure (with nk;i detetor elementsoverlapping) and the remainder (nk � nk;i elements)The varianes of the two parts beome:Vk;1 = b(nk � nk;i)t(1� t) (5.37)and Vk;2 = s + b=tnk;i(1� t) (5.38)The two estimates of the reonstruted sky, rk;1 and rk;2, an then be ombined by alulating theirweighted mean as follows:rk = rk;1Vk;1 + rk;2Vk;21Vk;1 + 1Vk;2 (5.39)with a varianeVw = 11Vk;1 + 1Vk;2 (5.40)Substitution of (5.37) and (5.38) yields:Vw = bnkt(1� t)  1� nk;i=nk1 + b=ts!�1 (5.41)The ratio of Vn to Vw an be expressed as:VnVw = 1 +K1(1�K1) K221 + K2 (5.42)



68CHAPTER 5. FORMALISM AND IMPLEMENTATIONOF RECONSTRUCTIONTECHNIQUEwith K1 = nk;ink and K2 = sb=t . It is lear that always Vw < Vn.This illustration shows that it is worthwhile in the reonstrution of any position to onsiderdividing the detetor plane in several setions in whih the ount density is onstant, ross orrelatingevery detetor setion separately and weight averaging the results with the inverse Poisson-noisevariane. Here, this proedure is referred to as WA. In ase there is more than one point sourein the observed sky, the value for the ombined Poisson variane also leads to the same result ofe�etively suppressing the Poisson noise. The amount of noise suppression is dependent on thedynami range of the ount densities of the detetor setions seleted in the proedure, whih isgiven by K2 in the above example. In the ase of COMIS the maximum value of K2 (de�ned by theountrate of the strongest point soures and that of the bakground) is about 10. For a partiularvalue of K2, the maximum suppression is obtained for a sky position where K1 = 12 . This leads toa maximum suppression fator for the Poisson-noise standard deviation of about 2 for COMIS.Like in IROS, one needs to know the soure loations in the observed sky, before a WA proedurean be arried out4. Again, the positions of the strongest soures in the observed sky are alreadyobvious from an initial ross orrelation. Sine they ontribute most strongly to the Poisson noise,together with the ontributions of the sky and detetor bakground, they largely determine the moste�etive subdivision of the detetor plane.5.5 Combining reonstruted sky images of di�erent observationsTo improve the sensitivity for a partiular part of the sky, it is often required to ombine obser-vations with di�erent pointing diretions and/or orientations that have overlapping sky overage.Combination of observations is also required if an observation omprises a stak of short exposureswith slightly di�erent pointing diretions and/or orientations. The latter ondition is typial forCOMIS, where a one-day observation on a single target is subdivided by elipses and transitionsthrough the South Atlanti Anomaly (see hapter 2). During these interruptions the attitude of theMir station shifts signi�antly with respet to the angular resolution.The ombination of di�erent observations may be done in the detetor plane as long as thee�etive area for eah position in the observed sky is not substantially a�eted. Also, there shouldnot be any hange in the roll angle about the optial axis, sine this requires rotation of photonpositions in the detetor plane about a enter that is dependent on the diretion of the photon whihis not known.When a ombination is not possible in the detetor plane, it should be done in the sky plane.For this, one selets one of the images as a base frame. The oordinates of all elements in thesubsidiary image have to be transformed to this base frame. Suh a transformation is in priniplethree-dimensional, sine an image represents a projetion of part of the elestial sphere on the plane,tangent to the sphere and perpendiular to the optial axis. Skinner et al. (1987) have desribedthis transformation. For small FOVs this transformation an be redued to simple plane geometry,whih involves a rotation sueeded by a translation:~p = (R)~p0 + ~t (5.43)with (R) =  os� � sin�sin� os� ! (5.44)where ~p is the two-dimensional position of the enter of a bin from the subsidiary frame in the baseframe, ~p0 its position in the subsidiary frame, ~t a translation vetor and � the rotation angle fromthe base frame to the subsidiary frame.Redistribution. The oordinate transformation indiates where eah subsidiary bin rk[s℄ is situatedwith respet to the base grid. The next task is to redistribute eah subsidiary bin on the base4Unlike in IROS, estimates of the soure intensities are not needed in WA.
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Figure 5.3: An example of a subsidiary grid (dashed lines) projeted on the base grid, at an angleunequal to a multiple of 90Æ. Eah subsidiary bin has a di�erent redistribution on the referenegrid. This redistribution an be quite omplex, i.e. involving long alulationsgrid. One does not know from where within the subsidiary bin the ux rk[s℄ originated. Theredistribution therefore needs to be done proportional to the fration of the subsidiary bin overedby the appropriate base bins. It is assumed here that all base and subsidiary bins are square andequal in size (see Fig. 5.3). Thus, a possible hange of the angular size of sky bins aross the observedsky is negleted (see setion 3.4.2).The alulation of the redistribution frations beomes rather omplex and CPU-time-onsumingif the angle between both grids di�ers from a multiple of �=2. Two methods have therefore beenproposed to speed up the redistribution alulation at the expense of some auray:1. Over-sampling of subsidiary bins (Hammersley 1986). Eah subsidiary bin is divided in nequally sized sub-bins. The position of the enter of eah sub-bin with respet to the base gridis alulated and the 1nth part of the bin value is assigned to the appropriate base bin. Thenumber of alulations is proportional to n and the auray of this redistribution is of theorder of 1=n.2. Disregard of the orientation of the subsidiary-bin edges with respet to the base grid (Patterson1990). The edges of the subsidiary bin are assumed to be parallel to the base grid. The alu-lation of the redistribution frations is then done through a alulation of the retangular areasof the subsidiary bin overed by the four possible base bins. The auray of this redistributionis of the order of12 �1 + os�� 1sin� �2 tan� (5.45)(see setion 3.5.4), with � the atual angle modulo �=2 between subsidiary and base grid.The hoie for one of these approximate methods or the exat method for the alulation of theredistribution is obviously a trade-o� between the auray and the alulation time required.
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Figure 5.4: An example of a projetion of an open mask element on the detetor grid, if the latterhas the same size as the mask elements. �x;y de�ne the redistribution of the mask element on thedetetor gridWe introdue the algorithm for the ombination of the uxes, given the redistribution frations.Consider a base bin i, whih overs frations �i;k1,...,�i;kn of the subsidiary bins k1; :::; kn, whoseux values are rk1[s℄; :::; rkn[s℄ and varianes are �2k1[s℄; :::; �2kn[s℄. If ri[b℄ is the ux value of the basebin and �2i [b℄ its variane, then the uxes of the subsidiary bins are ombined with it, after weighingwith the assoiated redistribution fration divided by the variane, following:ri[sum℄ = ri[b℄=�2i [b℄ + �i;k1rk1[s℄=�2k1[s℄ + �i;k2rk2[s℄=�2k2[s℄ + :::1=�2i [b℄ + �i;k1=�2k1[s℄ + �i;k2=�2k2[s℄ + ::: (5.46)The variane in ri[sum℄ is:�2i [sum℄ = 1=�2i [b℄ + �2i;k1=�2k1[s℄ + �2i;k2=�2k2[s℄ + :::(1=�2i [b℄ + �i;k1=�2k1[s℄ + �i;k2=�2k2[s℄ + :::)2 (5.47)Thus the ombined ux estimate is always better than eah of the ontributions. It is noted thatin the expression for �2i [sum℄ aount has been taken of the derease in variane of the subsidiaryimage by the redistribution proess.5.6 Detetor binning; �nely-sampled balaned orrelationUntil here, it has been assumed that eah mask element is projeted in exatly one detetor element.In other words, eah sky point soure was loated in the enter of a sky element. In pratie, this ismostly not true. A point soure an be loated anywhere in a sky bin or may even possess a �niteextent.If a point soure is loated at an arbitrary position within a sky bin, the projetion of everyopen mask element on the grid of the detetor is as depited in Fig. 5.4. Generally, eah mask hole



5.7. COMPLICATIONS IN NON-IDEAL SITUATIONS 71projetion is sampled by four detetor elements whih over the following frations of a mask element:O1 = �x�y, O2 = �x(1��y), O3 = (1��x)�y and O4 = (1��x)(1��y). The reonstrution of thepoint soure will also be divided in four sky bins, eah bin saled to the frations just mentioned,beause the same splitting will our for every projeted mask hole. In the worst ase the highestfrational value is only 0:25 (if �x = �y = 0:50). This reasoning does not apply to noise peaks inthe reonstruted sky away from the soure position. A di�erent phasing of the detetor binningwill not alter the noise harateristis in the reonstruted sky at non-soure positions.The phasing of the detetor binning may be optimized with respet to the soure position, inorder to aumulate most of the ux in a single bin, so that the soure is 'lifted' as far as possibleabove the noise. Clearly, this phasing is di�erent for eah soure and an be applied only if thesoure positions are known beforehand. During an initial reonstrution this information is notavailable and an optimum bin phasing is not possible: identi�ation of the soures needs to bedone �rst. However, one may suppress the inuene of a bad bin phasing by arrying out the rossorrelation with a step size smaller than the mask-element size. This was �rst proposed by Fenimore& Cannon (1981) and is referred to as '�nely-sampled balaned orrelation'. If s is the step size,in units of a mask-element size (s < 1), �x and �y will at most be s, instead of 1, and the worstbin phasing (�x = �y = s2) implies a frational value for the highest soure bin of (1� s2)2 whih isalways better than 0.25. The lower limit for s is of ourse governed by the resolution of the detetorposition readout. For COMIS this lower limit is 0.375 and, when taken as the step size of the rossorrelation, results in a worst ase frational value of 0.66 for the highest soure bin.Some important points should be noted:� a substantial enlargement of the omputational e�ort of the ross orrelation is involved whenthe step size of the ross orrelation is dereased. For instane, in the ase of COMIS a stepsize of 0.375 instead of 1 mm involves a fator of � 7 more CPU-time and memory usage(when using fast Fourier transforms, array lengths must be equal to a power of 2; thus, thedisadvantage may be even larger, see setion 5.8). It may be worthwhile to onsider the usageof slightly larger steps, at the expense of some sensitivity (atually a step size of 0.5 mmis used, implying a worst ase point soure overage by the highest bin of 0.56 of the totalpoint-soure ux, while the inrease of omputational e�ort is 'only' a fator of 4);� one should be aware that, when using �nely-sampled balaned orrelation, in a reonstrutedsky the bins are no longer statistially independent; are should be taken when estimatingauraies of point-soure uxes and positions.5.7 Compliations in non-ideal situations5.7.1 E�et of window support struture on reonstrutionAs desribed in hapter 4, inoming photons are not only bloked by the amera shielding but alsoby bars of the detetor entrane-window support struture. The detetor elements whih are undersuh a bar or in its shadow for a sky element k will not 'see' a potential soure at k. A orretestimate of the intensity of suh a potential soure in the kth sky element of the reonstrutioninvolves therefore a revision of the ative area: the normalization performed in Eq. 5.9 by dividingrk[o℄ by nk[o℄ and rk[℄ by nk[℄ must be modi�ed to divisions by ak[o℄ and ak[℄ respetively, whereak[o℄ is the number of unobsured detetor elements 'seen' from k through transparent maskelements and ak[℄ the number of unobsured detetor elements behind opaque mask elements.In priniple, one wants the ross orrelations rk[o℄ and rk[℄ only to be performed on the detetorsubsetion that is not obsured by the window support struture, as seen from sky position k. Theexlusion of ounts in the obsured detetor parts would result in a smaller Poisson-noise level. Toatually do this, a di�erent subsetion would have to be used for every point in the reonstrutedsky (disregarding the shadowing by the telesope shielding). However, this proedure implies alot more omputer e�ort, i.e. apart from detetor area seletion per reonstrution element, theross orrelations will also have to be alulated diretly and not via the fast Fourier transform



72CHAPTER 5. FORMALISM AND IMPLEMENTATIONOF RECONSTRUCTIONTECHNIQUE(for details, see setion 5.8). The e�ort would then exeed the level of aeptability for the ratio ofproessing time to observation time. Also, the �nite detetor resolution and the photon-penetratione�et (see 6.5) ause photons from k to be deteted in the shadows of the support bars as seen fromk. Therefore, there is a ertain bene�t in using the omplete detetor plane for the reonstrutionof sky element k. Detetor-area seletion is therefore not applied.Two problems arise from the new normalization. The �rst onerns the sky bakground term inEq. 5.1, whih was onveniently inluded in the b-term. This inlusion is no longer justi�ed, sinethe support struture will strongly modulate the illumination by the sky bakground: the �eld ofview, as seen from eah detetor element (FOVj), now strongly varies aross the detetor plane.Fig. 5.5 illustrates how FOVj, as seen from three harateristi detetor positions, may be restrited.The illustration shows that FOVj ranges from 0 sr to about one quarter of the full FOV (in the2-dimensional ase). Furthermore, the number of mask elements that are projeted on a detetorelement by the di�use sky bakground no longer equals that of the total mask; the total mask anno longer be viewed from every position on the detetor. Thus, the mask open fration in the skybakground term of Eq. 5.1 depends on j. tj is de�ned as the open fration of that part of the maskwhih an be viewed from detetor position j.The seond problem is that the detetor bakground term will give an additional non-zero termin the equation for the reonstrution, sine, due to the di�erent normalization, b is not 100%subtrated anymore (the summation over the detetor bakground terms in Eqs. 5.8 and 5.9 stillresult in bnk[o℄ and bnk[℄ beause b is homogeneous over the whole detetor, inluding positionsunder the support struture or in its shadow).Applying the normalization ak[o℄ and ak[℄ to rk[o℄ and rk[℄ respetively and applying the rossorrelations to the omplete detetor, rk now beomes (ompare with Eq. 5.11):rk = sk + b nk[o℄ak[o℄ � nk[℄ak[℄!+ � Xj2Dk FOVjtj  mkj [o℄ak[o℄ � mkj [℄ak[℄ !++ Xi;p(i)6=k sp(i)Xj p(i)j  mkj [o℄ak[o℄ � mkj [℄ak[℄ ! (5.48)Note that a potential soure in k is still normalized orretly (see sk term) and that the sky bak-ground term looks very similar to the residue term for point soures (the last term of Eq. 5.48).The oding noise now omprises three terms, related to point soures, sky bakground and detetorbakground.The extra residue terms, introdued by inlusion of the support struture, an be suppressedin a manner similar to that for the point soures. In fat this is more straightforward sine b and� are usually fairly well known for a partiular instrument from independent in-ight alibrationmeasurements on empty sky �elds (i.e. without any ompat X-ray soures in the observed sky).Furthermore, � is fairly onstant, onsidering the predominant extra-galati ontribution, andthe detetor bakground is usually orrelated in a well-known fashion with the partile bakgroundenvironment aptured by the earth's magneti �eld (see hapter 6). The suppression may be ahievedby subtration of the detetor bakground and the support-struture-modulated sky bakground(see e.g. Covault et al. 1991); here this proedure is referred to as BASUB. The subtration an beperformed diretly on the detetor data before any reonstrution proedure is employed5.The dimensions of the window support struture for the COMIS detetor (see 4.3) give rise tovalues for ak[o; ℄ that di�er onsiderably from nk[o; ℄. The bloking by the struture amounts to18% for an on-axis point soure and inreases towards the edge of the observed sky to 48% perilluminated support grid ell (the exat value depends on the preise loation of the illuminationwith respet to the support struture). If BASUB is not applied, alulations show that the ratio Rof the oding-noise variane, introdued by the bakground terms in Eq. 5.48, to the Poisson-noisevariane indued by eah of the bakground omponents is roughly given by:R = 3:4 � 10�6 Bd T (5.49)5However, the extration of Poisson-noise varianes from the original data must be aounted for.
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Figure 5.5: Sketh of how the FOV, as seen from three harateristi detetor positions, is restrited.In the �rst position, right next to a detetor entrane-window support struture bar, the FOV isstrongly limited, on the one side by the support bar and on the other side by the nearest partof the telesope shielding. At the third position the limitation by the shielding is not so strong,sine it is relatively far away. Finally, at the seond position where the FOV is only limited bythe shielding, the FOV is largest. Although this sketh is no truthful representation of COMIS, itorretly illustrates viewing onditions in this instrumentfor the detetor bakground andR = 8:5� 10�7 Bs T (5.50)for the sky bakground (Bd and Bs are the detetor and sky bakground respetively in ts/s,normalized to the whole COMIS detetor). T is the observation time in s. In hapter 6 in-ightmeasurements of Bd and Bs are desribed. These have resulted in nominal values of 19 ts/s and23 ts/s per whole detetor respetively, for the total energy band of COMIS. Thus, the odingnoise from the bakground, due to the support struture, is dominated by the detetor-bakgroundontribution and beomes signi�ant if the observation time exeeds roughly 104 s. As mentionedin hapter 2, typial observation times are 103 s. Therefore, BASUB is only worthwhile if data setsare ombined (e.g. all data of one day of observations on the same target). It should be noted thatin this riterium no Poisson noise due to point soures in the observed sky is onsidered.In setion 5.4, WA was introdued as a tool to suppress the Poisson noise. The essene of thismethod is to divide the detetor-plane in a number of setions with onstant ount-density, ross-



74CHAPTER 5. FORMALISM AND IMPLEMENTATIONOF RECONSTRUCTIONTECHNIQUEorrelate eah setion and averaging the results by weighing with the inverse Poisson variane. Ifa support struture has to be taken into aount, a problem arises with respet to the number ofalulations needed. In order to explain this problem it is neessary to disuss in more depth thealulation of ak[o℄ and ak[℄. When no support struture is present, the equivalent entities nk[o℄ andnk[℄ may be found by ross-orrelating M[o℄ and M[℄ with the unity matrix of the same dimensions(the latter representing the ative detetor plane). This alulation may be done relatively fast bythe use of fast Fourier transforms (FFTs, see 5.8). This does not apply to the alulation of ak[o℄and ak[℄ sine the shadowing by the support struture yields for every k another ative setionof the detetor plane. Therefore, the values of both annot be alulated via ross-orrelations ofM[o℄ and M[℄ with a unique matrix and the use of FFTs is impossible. Instead, one is fored toompute the number of open and losed 'ative' mask elements diretly by alulating for every kthe position on the detetor of the projetion of every open and losed mask element. This requiresa lot more omputing time (i.e. �50 hours CPU-time on the COMIS data-analysis system) thanthe alulation of nk[o℄ and nk[℄. However, ak[o℄ and ak[℄ only need to be alulated one and ansubsequently be applied to an arbitrary observation.In ase a WA proedure is used, the latter onlusion does not apply. The 'ative number'of open and losed mask elements in the ross orrelation of every detetor part then depends onthat partiular part, whih is set by the point soures in the observation under onsideration andis in priniple di�erent for every observation. Thus, one would have to alulate ak[o℄ and ak[℄again for every observation and detetor part separately. If WA is used in onjuntion with thereonstrution of the omplete observed sky, one is onfronted with a tremendous omputationale�ort whih is prohibitively large. By hoosing to reonstrut only small parts of the observed sky(e.g. to reonstrut only the point soures found so far, to reah a better signal-to-noise ratio),inlusion of the WA proedure is feasible.The problem enountered in using WA during the reonstrution of the omplete observed skyan be irumvented at the expense of some ative detetor area: one might onsider using onlythose parts of the detetor that are exposed to the omplete observed sky, in other words, those partsthat will never lie in the shadow of the support struture as seen from any possible sky-position6(see Fig. 5.6). In that ase, the alulation of ak[o℄ and ak[℄ beomes just as straightforward asthat of nk[o℄ and nk[℄ beause the ative detetor area is not restrited by the support struture(but will still have to be done for every di�erent observation). In the ase of COMIS this meansthat 35% of the detetor area is not used. For a potential on-axis soure this exludes 35% of thephotons. This perentage dereases for o�-axis soures and is zero for a soure at the edge of theobserved sky. It is a trade-o� between the alulated loss of photons and the estimated amount ofPoisson-noise suppression whether the appliation of this simpli�ed WA (SWA) is fruitful in termsof better statistis on large parts of the observed sky as ompared to disarding SWA all together.5.7.2 Derivation of uxes and positions of point soures in a reonstruted skyIf it were not for the �nite spatial resolution of the detetor, uxes of point soures would be simplygiven by the value of the reonstruted sky in the pixel where the soure is loated. In this ase,the soure is always on�ned to one pixel (although this may involve hanging the phase of theross orrelation, see setion 5.6). The point-soure position is then given by the enter of this pixel.However, the spatial resolution usually is �nite and ompliates the derivation of the point-soure uxand position sine the soure will be 'smeared' over several neighboring pixels in the reonstrutedsky. This smearing is desribed by the point spread funtion (PSF). In its ontinuous form, the PSFis haraterized by the normalized funtion f(x�x0; y�y0) whih spei�es per unit area the frationof the point-soure ux ontained in the in�nitesimal area (x�x0:::x�x0 + dx; y�y0:::y�y0 + dy),when the point soure is loated at position (x0; y0). In this ontinuous form the point-soure image6The two problems mentioned earlier, onerning the inuene of the detetor and sky bakground on the reon-strution when there is a support struture, do not apply anymore then; BASUB, the subtration of the bakgroundsin the detetor plane, is therefore not neessary.
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Figure 5.6: This sketh shows the longest shadows that an be thrown by di�erent support windowbars. The detetor areas outside the shaded regions will never lie in the shadow of a bar for anypossible sky position and may be used in a simpli�ed weight averaging proedure (SWA)is given by:�(x; y) = s f(x� x0; y � y0) + l ux=area (5.51)where s is the total point-soure ux and aounting for a onstant bakground level l. Atually,the PSF will be integrated on a regular grid with bin-sizes �x��y and sampled at (xi; yi), yieldinga reonstruted sky of:�i = �(xi; yi) = s f b(xi; yi) + L ux (5.52)where L = l �x �y andf b(xi; yi) = Z xi+ 12�xxi� 12�x Z yi+ 12�yyi� 12�y f(x� x0; y � y0)dx dy (5.53)The extration of the point-soure ux and position, given the PSF, may be obtained by applyinga maximum-likelihood method on the appropriate part of the reonstruted sky. This involvesminimizing the S-statisti (Lampton et al. 1976)S = NXi=1 (ri � �i)2�2i ; (5.54)



76CHAPTER 5. FORMALISM AND IMPLEMENTATIONOF RECONSTRUCTIONTECHNIQUEleaving free simultaneously s, x0, y0 and L (N is the number of pixels in the appropriate part ofthe sky, ri the observed value of the reonstruted sky at element i and �2i its variane). If themodel �i is onsistent with the data ri and the deviations ri��i�i are independent and approximatelyGaussian distributed with a zero mean (see e.g. Bevington 1969), the minimum value Smin is asample from the probability distribution of Pearson's �2-statisti for N�Np degrees of freedom (Npis the number of parameters for whih a solution is searhed and is 4 in this ase). The model isregarded to be disrepant with the data if the integrated probability� � Z 1Smin f(�2N�Np)d�2 (5.55)is smaller than a ertain threshold value, where f(�2N�p) is the probability distribution of �2 forN � Np degrees of freedom. Lampton et al. argue that a threshold value of 10% is a reasonableompromise between seurity of onlusions and sensitivity toward deteting false models.Given a orret model, errors on all parameters with a ertain on�dene level P% may bedetermined. The P% on�dene-level region in parameter spae is onditioned by the ontour(Lampton et al. 1976):S = Smin + �2Np(P ) (5.56)with �2 distributed for a number of freedoms equal to the number of parameters Np. For a simulta-neous �t of all four parameters, a on�dene level of 68% is equivalent with �24(68%) = 4:7. Often,so-alled '1-sigma' errors are quoted, beause they are easier to infer. For a parameter with a �ttedvalue of p the 1-sigma error �p is de�ned by:S(p + �p) = S(p) + 1:00 (5.57)For the four parameters onsidered here, working out Eq. 5.57 (to the seond order Taylor expansion)and inluding Eqs. 5.52 and 5.54 results in:�2s = 1P (fbi )2�2i (5.58)�2x0 = 1s2P ��fb�x �2i�2i (5.59)�2y0 = 1s2P ��fb�y �2i�2i (5.60)�2L = 1P 1�2i (5.61)These 1-sigma errors indiate the auray of estimating all parameters separately at a 68% on�-dene level, or simultaneously at a on�dene level of 21%.Typial for the PSF of COMIS is that it depends on photon energy, on o�-axis angle and,slightly, on time. A treatment of the PSF is given in setion 6.5.5.8 Implementation of the reonstrution tehnique in the om-puter5.8.1 Computer hardwareThe omputer hardware, used for the proessing of the COMIS data, onsists of the following mainomponents:



5.8. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RECONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE IN THE COMPUTER77� A Data General MV/15000 miniomputer. This multi-user system has a nominal speed of0.5 Mops (million oating-point operations per seond) and a memory size of 16 Mbyte, ofwhih about 4 Mbyte is reserved for network proesses and the operating system. All COMISsoftware runs on this omputer.� An Analogi AP500 array proessor, whih is oupled to the MV/15000 system. This mahinehas a nominal speed of 9 Mops and a memory size of 4 Mbyte. It has an interfae to theMV/15000 system, that allows transfer rates of about 100 Kbyte/s.� A disk with a apaity of 600 Mbyte. The average IO transfer rate between the disk and theMV/15000 memory is about 100 Kbyte/s.5.8.2 Standard reonstrution algorithm for the total observed skyThe raw data (before any reonstrution) onsists of a detetor image hosen within a partiularphoton-energy range and time interval (i.e. a fration or the whole of an observation). This imagehas a resolution between 0:375 � 0:375 mm2 (the readout resolution of the detetor eletronis, seehapter 4) and 1� 1 mm2 (the size of all mask elements). At �rst, an initial ross-orrelation pro-edure is applied to the data. This involves three steps. The �rst one involves the most demandingalulation: the ross orrelations aording to Eqs. 5.4 and 5.6. In order to speed up these alu-lations, they are arried out with the aid of fast Fourier transforms (FFTs, see e.g. Braewell 1986,hapter 18), utilizing the ross-orrelation theorem:R[o℄ = F�1 ( F(D) F(M[o℄) ) (5.62)(F represents the disrete Fourier transform and value the omplex onjugate of value). Anal-ogously the ross orrelation R[℄ is omputed. The FFT-algorithm nominally performs n2 log2 nmultipliations (n being the total number of elements of the arrays involved) and n log2 n additions,if n is a power of 2. The alulation desribed by Eq. 5.62 thus involves n(1 + 32 log2 n) multi-pliations and 3n log2 n additions. A diret alulation of the ross orrelation would require n2multipliations and additions. Thus, the redution in the number of alulations is onsiderable: ifn = 512 � 512, the advantage in the number of multipliations is about a fator 104. Hammersley(1986) investigated several other algorithms to speed up the alulation but found that the use ofFFTs provides the fastest method. Furthermore, he optimized the well-known FFT algorithm byminimizing the memory usage and restriting some of the alulations, gaining another fator ofabout 4 in speed (see Skinner et al. 1987). This routine is employed in the ross-orrelation softwaredeveloped for the MV/15000 system.The best performane is ahieved if the alulation is done in the array proessor (in this mahinestandard FFT-routines have been provided by the manufaturer). However, the speed of the totalproedure is heavily onstrained by the IO speed between the main system and the array proessor.In addition, the memory size of the array proessor is limited. In pratie, this means that omplete(i.e. for the whole observed sky) ross orrelations are best done ompletely on the MV/15000system if a step size smaller than 1 mm is used; otherwise the use of the array proessor is mosteÆient.The seond step in the ross-orrelation proedure pertains to the division of the 'open' and 'losed'ross orrelations, rk[o℄ and rk[℄, by their respetive ative areas, ak[o℄ and ak[℄. The alulationof ak[o℄ and ak[℄ is again very demanding (� 50 hours CPU-time, see 5.7.1), but may onvenientlybe alulated prior to partiular observations sine they are onstants (provided no SWA is done).The resulting arrays are then stored on disk and an be applied to an arbitrary observation.The �nal step of the ross-orrelation proedure onerns the subtration of the 'losed' from the'open' omponent, to arrive at the reonstruted sky (Eq. 5.10), and the addition of both ompo-nents, to determine the variane of the Poisson noise (Eq. 5.12).



78CHAPTER 5. FORMALISM AND IMPLEMENTATIONOF RECONSTRUCTIONTECHNIQUEA typial single-user elapse time for a omplete ross orrelation with a step size of 1 mm is 3 minuteson the array proessor. If a step size of 0.5 mm is utilized in the ross orrelation, the proedure isdone ompletely in the MV/15000 system and takes about 25 minutes single-user elapse time.The initial ross orrelation is as a standard followed by an IROS proedure. IROS also inorporatesBASUB, desribed in 5.7.1 (this annot be done earlier, sine the Poisson-noise variane array mustbe inferred from the original detetor data in the initial ross orrelation). The omplete IROSproedure (see setion 5.3) entails:1. a searh for strong signi�ant point soures in the initially reonstruted sky and an estimate ofpositions and uxes of these soures (via a �t with the expeted PSF). The signi�ane thresholdis de�ned with respet to the loal rms-value in the initially reonstruted sky. If no soure isfound, IROS is terminated;2. a simulation of the illumination of the detetor by these soures, followed by a subtration of thissimulated data from the real data. In priniple, the simulated illumination of the detetor wouldnot only involve the alulation of the projeted mask onto the detetor (inluding the shadowingby the window support struture), but also onvolution with the PSF ontributions solely fromthe detetor (this inludes the detetor spatial resolution and the photon-penetration e�et, seesetion 6.5). This onvolution would be rather time-onsuming, beause the PSF depends on theposition of the point soure in the sky. However, the proedure is simpli�ed by assuming thateah 'smeared' point soure (in the reonstruted sky) onsist of a number of ideal point soures.The detetor illumination an then be alulated without onvolutions. One should bear in mindthat IROS beomes then slightly less eÆient sine the alulated detetor image is not fullyrepresentative anymore. This is due to the fat that shadowing by the support struture is nowdi�erent from a single (smeared) point soure. However, this irumstane was found to be ofnegligible inuene relative to other soures of noise.At this point, also BASUB (see setion 5.7.1) an be arried out. The intensities of thebakground omponents are determined beforehand from an independent in-ight alibration;3. the ross orrelation of the 'subtrated detetor' (omitting the alulation of the Poisson-noisevariane estimate);4. a hek on residues in the newly reonstruted sky at the positions of the loated soures and asearh for additional soures that might introdue signi�ant oding noise. If residues and othersoures are present, a next iteration is started (turning bak to the proedure in 2, but skippingsubtration of bakground levels);5. a hek on the spatial harateristis of the residue detetor data. If IROS has been a ompletesuess, this response should be at and the total number of residue ounts should be zero, bothof ourse within the statistial auraies ditated by the Poisson noise. If this is not the ase,this may arise from the presene of an extended X-ray soure that went unnotied in the searhfor point soures, or atual bakground levels that deviate from the expeted values. If the latterours, an estimate of the orretion to the assumed bakground levels may be determined fromthe residue detetor by extrating the strengths of the typial spatial responses of the detetorto both detetor bakground (homogeneous) and sky bakground (modulated by the supportstruture). Subsequently, these orretions an be applied to the residue detetor. If an extendedX-ray soure gives rise to an unexpeted residue detetor, a separate analysis of the detetor datais needed to give lues to the harateristis of this soure;6. the reovery of all the point-soure ux values, that have been subtrated from the detetordata, in the last reonstruted sky. The resulting sky array is the solution of the IROSproedure.Usually 1 or sometimes 2 iterations are neessary to omplete IROS, implying 1 or 2 more rossorrelations. However, these ross orrelations do not need as muh alulations and IO as the initialross orrelation, beause no varianes need to be alulated in IROS (the original variane arrayremains valid).Whether the SWA proedure (see 5.7.1) will be applied, this is deided after the initial rossorrelation by estimating the gain in sensitivity that this proedure may potentially result in for the



Referenes 79urrent observation. If this gain turns out to be worthwhile, all ross orrelations are substitutedby the SWA proedure and BASUB is disarded.5.8.3 Reonstrution for seleted parts of the observed skyOne a reonstrution and analysis of the whole observed sky in a onveniently wide energy bandand time interval has been performed, one is in priniple familiar with all signi�ant point souresin that observed sky. A logial next step is a more detailed investigation of these soures, i.e. atemporal and spetral study. In order to do so, the data is divided in separate time and energy binsand reonstrutions are performed on eah of them. The di�erene with the proedure disussedin the previous setion is that only small parts of the observed sky need to be reonstruted, i.e.those parts in the immediate neighborhood of the point soures7. This di�erene is important sineit implies another ross-orrelation algorithm. The use of FFTs is no longer ruial (in terms ofomputer run times) and relevant (the use of FFTs automatially involves a reonstrution of thetotal observed sky); diret orrelation has now beome appropriate.IROS may remain mandatory in this ase beause the uxes of all soures will hange relatively,depending on their individual spetra and timing behavior. Thus, it also remains neessary toreonstrut every point soure, although one might only be interested in one of them. However,owing to the smaller amount of ounts involved in seleting part of the data of an observation, theratio of the oding-noise variane to the Poisson-noise variane will be substantially less than thatfor the whole observation and may beome negligible. In this ase one might onsider omittingIROS.In onlusion, the algorithm that is used in the reonstrution of seleted parts of the observedsky if the point soure distribution is known, basially looks like the proedure for the total observedsky outlined in the previous setion, exept for the following items:� the ross orrelation is performed diretly on small parts of the observed sky and may inludea WA proedure (depending on the estimated gain in signal-to-noise ratio) to be appliedon detetor subsetions that are de�ned by the soure distribution found from the previousreonstrution of the total observed sky.� in ase the data is split in energy bands, the bakground spetra should be taken into aountin their subtration from the detetor data;� no searh for point soures is neessary.ReferenesBraewell, R.N.: 1986, "The Fourier Transform and its Appliations" (New York: MGraw-Hill),2nd ed.Bevington, P.R.: 1969, "Data Redution and Error Analysis for the Physial Sienes"(New York: MGraw-Hill)Covault, C.E., Grindlay, J.E., Manandhar, R.P., Braga, J.: 1991, IEEE Trans. Nul. S. NS-38,591Fenimore, E.E., Cannon, T.M.: 1981, Appl. Opt. 20, 1858Hammersley, A.P.: 1986, "The Reonstrution of Coded-mask Data under Conditions Realisti toX-Ray Astronomy Observations", Ph.D. Thesis, University of BirminghamHammersley, A., Ponman, T., Skinner, G.: 1992, Nu. Instr. Meth. Phys. Res. A311, 585Lampton, M., Margon, B., Bowyer, S.: 1976, Astrophys. J. 208, 177Patterson, T.G.: 1990, "A Study of the Galati Bulge, Large Magellani Cloud and Cygnus Re-gion with a Simple Con�guration Coded-mask X-Ray Telesope", Ph.D. Thesis, University ofBirmingham7The reonstrution annot be restrited only to the exat positions of the point soures, sine the full PSF has tobe reovered.



80 ChapterSkinner, G.K, Ponman, T.J., Hammersley, A.P., Eyles, C.J.: 1987, Astrophys. Sp. S. 136, 337Appendix 5.A. Illustration of the reonstrution algorithm with asimulated observationIn this Appendix, the various aspets of the reonstrution algorithm, as disussed in hapter 5, areillustrated with the aid of a simulated observation. The results are displayed in Figs. 5.A.a through5.A.k.The basis of the simulated observation is:� the COMIS instrument (see hapter 4), whih onsists of a 256 � 256 mm2 detetor and a255� 257 mm2 mask plate with mask elements 1� 1 mm2 in size. The detetor bins are equalin size to the mask elements; thus, the reonstruted sky onsists of 510 � 512 elements;� a simulated observation of 1000 s on a part of the sky whih ontains 2 point soures withintensities s1 = 2:0�10�2 ts/s/me and s2 = 1:2�10�4 ts/s/me and loated at the enters ofsky elements (x; y) = (127; 257) and (191; 257) respetively (x- and y�oordinates are ountedfrom 1 onward). Aounting for the e�etive area of COMIS (see hapter 6), these intensitiesorrespond to 1 Crab and 6 mCrab respetively over the total energy passband of COMIS(2-30 keV).Apart from point soures, a sky bakground of 23 ts/s and a detetor bakground of 19 ts/sper whole detetor is assumed. These are the nominal values for COMIS (see hapter 6).The results will now be disussed and visualized by Figs. 5.A.a{k. Figures 5.A.a through 5.A.e referto an ideal detetor (i.e. without an entrane-window support struture and any smearing e�ets).a. This plot shows the illuminated detetor, averaged over all olumns (both soures illuminate thedetetor in the range y = 1� 255). Clearly distinguishable are two regions: one is illuminatedonly by bakground (0.63 ts/de on average), the other is also illuminated by soure 1 as wellas soure 2 (10.69 ts/de on average). The region whih is only subjet to ux from soure 2and bakground is not identi�able. The noise in this plot is due to the oding by the maskpattern and the Poisson noise.b. This plot shows the 257th row of the initial ross orrelation (this row ontains both pointsoures), aording to Eq. 5.10. Soure 1 (x=127) is very signi�ant, but soure 2 (x = 191)is drowned in the noise. Immediately apparent is also the redution in noise above x = 383.In this region, only that part of the detetor plane is used in the ross orrelation whih isnot illuminated by soure 1 (nk;p = 0 in Eq. 5.21 if p = 127). This again learly shows theadvantage of the simple system against the optimum system (see setion 3.4).The strong noise is dominated by oding noise indued by soure 1. This an be heked forthe position of soure 2, using a ombination of Eqs. 5.21 and 5.23. The oding-noise varianeat x = 191 due to soure 1 is (only using the x-indies in the notation): 1� n191n ! s21n191 n191;127n191 (5.63)Substituting the values of s1, n191 (191� 255) and n191;127 (127� 255) yields for the standarddeviation: 3:8 � 10�2 ts/me. The Poisson-noise variane at x = 191 is given by:s1(1� t)n191 n191;127n191 + bt(1� t)n191 (5.64)orresponding to a standard deviation of 2:4� 10�2 ts/me. The ombined standard deviationis 4:5� 10�2 ts/me.



Referenes 81The oding noise is present in a wide range of spatial frequenies. The plot learly shows u-tuations on small sales as well as on large sales (see e.g. the positive bias in the enter regionof the image and the negative bias at the left side and ompare this plot with Fig. 5.A. whereoding noise is eliminated; Fig. 5.A.g shows the large sale utuations more prominently).Furthermore, it inreases towards the left edge. This inrease an be derived from Eq. 5.63: if,instead of 191, x < 127 is hosen, the �rst and seond fator inrease (the last fator then is1). An inrease also applies to the Poisson noise given by Eq. 5.64.. This plot shows the reonstrution at y = 257 after appliation of IROS (see setion 5.3) withrespet to soure 1. In relation to Fig. 5.A.b, the oding noise is eliminated, leaving only Poissonnoise. Soure 1 has been reovered in the reonstruted sky (see item 6 in setion 5.8.2).d. Finally, the WA proedure, as a tool to suppress Poisson noise (see setion 5.4), is applied. Inthis ase, the detetor was divided in two parts: the part whih was and the part whih was notilluminated by soure 1. The Poisson noise is then suppressed in that part of the reonstrutedsky where only part of the ounts from soure 1 ontribute to the Poisson noise, i.e. betweenx = 127 and x = 383. This is most lear in Fig. 5.A.e. The redution in Poisson-noise standarddeviation in this illustration is maximum at x = 255 (about a fator 2).e. This plot shows for every x-position at y = 257 the root-mean-square (rms) value about theloal average in a 7 � 7 bins surrounding area for three ases: in the initial ross orrelation(1), the IROS result (2) and the IROS/SWA result (3). Apparent is the improvement in thesuppression of the noise at the various stages in the reonstrution proess.Figures 5.A.f through k also refer to the COMIS instrument but now the entrane-window supportstruture is inluded in the simulation (see setion 5.7.1).f. This is a plot of the detetor image, showing the average values over all olumns (equivalent ofFig. 5.A.a). Note the modulation by the support struture, learly visible for the part of thedetetor illuminated by soure 1, but also slightly visible in the part only illuminated by thebakground (the sky bakground is modulated by the support struture). The average pixelvalues are less than in Fig. 5.A.a, due to the bloking by the struture.g. This is the equivalent of Fig. 5.A.b but now the average over all olumns of the initial ross-orrelation result is shown to highlight the modulation by the support struture (this modula-tion has a periodiity of about 16 pixels). This modulation is not eliminated by applying onlyIROS; additional subtration of bakground (BASUB) or appliation of SWA is neessary (seeFig. 5.A.i and j). Note the high bias values at the enter of the image due to the oding noiseintrodued by soure 1.h. This �gure shows the result of the omplete reonstrution, averaged over the olumns, afterappliation of IROS and SWA. No BASUB is applied (the modulation by the support stru-ture of the sky bakground is impliitly made obsolete through the seletion of detetor-partsin SWA, see setion 5.7.1 and Fig. 5.6). Note the disappearane of the modulation in thisreonstrution.i. This �gure refers to the same reonstrution as in Fig. 5.A.h but here the result is shown aty = 257. This �gure should be ompared with the next one.j. This plot is the result of the reonstrution using BASUB instead of SWA. Here the supportstruture modulation has also disappeared. However, the noise is stronger here than in Fig. 5.A.i(see also next �gure) and provides a strong ase for SWA for this partiular soure on�guration.In short, one an say that the gain in sensitivity due to the appliation of SWA outweighs theloss of soure ounts due to the seletion of detetor parts impliit to SWA (the reasoningbehind this seletion is disussed in setion 5.7.1).k. This is the equivalent of Fig. 5.A.e, but now for the initial ross orrelation presented inFig. 5.A.g (1), the IROS/SWA reonstrution result presented in Figs. 5.A.h and i (2) andthe IROS/BASUB reonstrution result presented in Fig. 5.A.j (3). Again, like in Fig. 5.A.e,the IROS/SWA reonstrution is superior in the region between x = 127 and 383.
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Figs. 5.A.a-
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Figs. 5.A.d-e
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Figs. 5.A.f-h
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Figs. 5.A.i-k
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Chapter 6COMIS alibration and performaneCOMIS alibration and performaneAbstrat { The in-ight alibration and the performane veri�ation of the COMIS instrument,as performed by the author, are disussed. This inludes the spetral response of the detetor,detetor dead time e�ets, the point-spread funtion, the levels of sky and detetor bakground andthe anti-oinidene eÆieny of the detetor.6.1 IntrodutionIn this hapter pre- and in-ight alibration items, arried out by the author, are assessed that arerelevant to the analysis of sienti� data, e.g. the spetral response of the detetor, dead timesin the detetor, the point-spread funtion and the levels of the detetor and sky bakground. Thelast two items are of partiular importane to the proper reonstrution of point soure uxes, asdisussed in hapter 5. Subjet of the assessment is the status of COMIS as it was from Otober 20th1988 onwards, after the exhange of the original ight detetor with the spare detetor during anextra vehiular ativity of Soviet osmonauts. The original ight detetor was used for observationsbetween June and September 1987. Aspets of the in-ight alibration of this detetor an be foundin Patterson (1990). Sine Otober 1988, two other onditions for the operations have beomeimportant. Firstly, the bulk memory in the CDMS eletronis box (see hapter 4) experienedmalfuntions. Data retrieval was therefore limited to real-time telemetry. Seondly, the star sensormalfuntioned in May 1988; unfortunately, a repair attempt in Otober 1988 failed. Therefore,no star-sensor data was available afterwards. This is of partiular importane to the point spreadfuntion and onsequently to the sensitivity.6.2 Spetral response6.2.1 Photon energy - ADC hannel relationThe relation between X-ray energy and anode pulse height, as sampled by the analog-to-digitalonverter (ADC), is slightly non-linear. The pulse height shows some saturation at high levels, dueto the spae-harge e�et near the anode wires: the large spae harge of the eletron louds, due tothe absorption of high energy photons, auses a distortion of the eletri �eld near the wires; thus, theproportionality between energy and number of avalanhe eletrons is redued1. This non-linearityan be well approximated by:E = A +Bp + Cp2 (6.1)where E is the photon energy, p the measured pulse height (expressed in ontinuous ADC hannels)and A, B and C onstants.1The spae-harge e�et takes also plae at high ounting rates. It will then a�et the overall ADC-energy relation.87



88 CHAPTER 6. COMIS CALIBRATION AND PERFORMANCERelation 6.1 was alibrated pre-ight by measuring the response of the detetor to integralilluminations by strong Fe55 and Cd109 radioative soures and to a slit illumination by a Cu target.The radioative soures emit X-ray lines at the K-omplex with mean energies of 5.96 and 22.62keV respetively, while the Cu target emits X-ray lines with a mean energy of 8.14 keV. Thesemeasurements were performed at several settings of the high voltage, in order to have alibrationpoints for relation 6.1 when the gas gain hanges in ight between �50% and +50% from its nominalvalue. Thus, representative values for A, B and C were found. At nominal gas gain, the quadratiterm ontributes from less than 1% at 2 keV to about 10% at 22 keV to the observed energy.6.2.2 ResolutionThe spetral resolution R of the detetor is de�ned as the ratio of the photon energy to the fullwidth at half maximum (FWHM) of the line spread funtion. In a proportional ounter R is inpriniple determined by the statistial spread in the number of primary and avalanhe eletrons.The resulting energy dependeny of R typially obeys a one-over-square-root law. However, in amulti-wire proportional ounter, variations in the gas gain aross the detetor plane usually our,resulting in modulations of the number of avalanhe eletrons and thus of the reorded photon energy.The gas gain variations are aused by:1. deviations in the ideal positioning of the wire grids. Deviations from parallelism between grid-planes and between anode wires, as well as non-uniformities in the anode wire thiknesses, auseinhomogeneities in the eletri �eld, resulting in a position-dependent gas gain. The e�et maybe onsidered stable and energy-independent. Positioning toleranes were de�ned suh, thatgain variations would be limited to at most 5%. The most prominent gain variation resultingfrom slight misalignment has a large spatial sale relative to the pith of the anode wires;2. spae-harge e�et. As indiated in 6.2.1, the spae-harge e�et auses a saturation of therelation between photon energy and ADC hannel towards high energies. In fat, this doesnot only depend on photon energy and ounting rate but also on the loation of the photonabsorption in the detetor, i.e. whether this happened in the drift or ative region and at whatposition with respet to the loation of the anode wires.If the photon is absorbed in the drift region, the eletron loud will be ompressedwhen passing a sense grid. This ompression does not happen when the photon is absorbed inthe ative region. The spae-harge e�et (whih inreases with higher eletron densities in theharged loud) is onsequently more serious for absorption in the drift region, resulting in alesser gain. This means that the E(p) relation for photons absorbed in the ative region atuallydi�ers from the relation for those absorbed in the drift region. Photons in the low-energy partof the passband will, beause of their relatively small mean free path, mostly be absorbed inthe upper drift region and thus follow only the orresponding E(p) relation. However, high-energy photons have also a large probability of being absorbed in the ative region (e.g. 35% ofall absorbed photons at 25 keV). Aordingly, the pulse height distribution will be broadenedtowards higher energies, thus worsening the spetral resolution.Consider two extreme loations of the photon absorption with respet to the anodewires: right on top of a wire (p1) or preisely in between two wires (p2). The spae-hargee�et will be less for p2 than for p1, beause in the former ase the eletron loud will bedivided over two anode wires2. This results in a periodiity of the gain whih equals the anodewire pith with maxima at photon positions in the middle between two anode wires and mostpronouned for high-energy photons (�2% at 23 keV).An X-ray point soure in the FOV of COMIS will generally illuminate a part of the detetor planewhih has dimensions larger than 3 mm along both axes. Gain variations with a small sale relativeto this illumination, as well as those depending on the depth of the photon-absorption, are aountedfor by inluding them as a ontribution to the spetral resolution. Large sale e�ets (item 1 above)are also implemented as a ontribution to the spetral resolution, but this ontribution is alulated2Atually, the gain may be inuened by other e�ets too, but those are relatively unimportant for the urrenteletrial detetor on�guration.
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Figure 6.1: Perentage deviation in gain for 16� 16 m2 detetor bins, with respet to the weightedaverage over total detetor planefor eah sky position separately (from every di�erent sky position, a di�erent part of the detetoris illuminated).The pre-ight alibration of the R(E) relation was done on spatially resolved detetor data, i.e.in detetor ells of size 16�16 mm2. The resolution per ell was determined at X-ray energies (2.01,5.96, 8.14 and 22.62 keV) and resulted in measured resolutions of 30% at 2 keV, 17.7% at 6 keVand 18% at 22 keV. Thus, the R(E) relation is quite at exept for the low end of the energy sale.This atness is mainly due to the spae-harge e�et mentioned above. The spetral resolution ismodeled by:1R = KE 12 + LE + ME 32 (6.2)with onstant K, L and M . Fig. 6.1 presents for eah 16� 16 m2 ell the perentage deviation ingain from the detetor average. This table, as well as Eq. 6.2, are needed for an appropriate spetralanalysis of deteted X-ray soures.6.2.3 EÆieny as a funtion of energyApart from potentially being bloked (by the telesope shielding, the entrane-window supportstruture or the wire grids), inoming photons traverse a stak of materials that have energy-dependent transparenies before they reah the detetor gas. In the gas, the photons also have anenergy-dependent absorption probability. Materials and gas were hosen suh as to optimize thesensitivity of the instrument to photons with X-ray energies between about 2 and 25 keV, with amaximum in the 5 to 10 keV range. The materials used are mentioned in hapter 4 and inlude: athermal foil made of kapton with an aluminum oating, a mask plate made of stainless steel with agold plating and an entrane window made of beryllium with an epoxy oating. It has been madeertain that the entrane window has an area homogeneity of better than 2% in thikness.Several other proesses inuene the eÆieny to a seond-order degree. One relates to theesape of uoresene photons from xenon. If suh an esape ours, the detetor will not registerall energy from the inident photon but only an energy whih di�ers with an amount equal to theenergy of the esaped photon. The probability of suh an esape depends on the mean free path of
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Figure 6.2: a. Fration of inident photons giving rise to L-esape photons, as a funtion of theenergy of the inident photons. b. E�etive area of COMIS as a funtion of photon energy, exludingthe presene of esape spetra. Note that the passband is limited in pratie to 1.7-30.2 keVthe uoresene photon and on the detetor geometry. If the uoresene photon does not esapefrom the detetor but is re-absorbed, two situations an our, depending on the distane in thedetetor plane between the position of the re-absorption and the position of the absorption of theinident photon. If this distane is too large (> 24 mm), the ombination of the photo-eletron andthe absorbed uoresene photon will give rise to an anti-oinidene situation (see hapter 4) andthe event is rejeted; if the distane is small, the ombined events will be aepted as a single eventwith irrelevant position information sine the detetor measures the average position of both hargelouds. In the passband of COMIS, esape e�ets arise due to ionization of the Xenon K-shell forphoton energies larger than 34.58 keV and due to ionization of the three Xe L-shells that have amean ionization energy of 5.0 keV. Esape e�ets from both the K-shell and the L-shell omplexare not severe: on the one hand is the uoresent yield3 of the L-shell relatively small (i.e. 0.11,from Bertin 1975), on the other hand does the inident spetrum normally ontain relatively fewphotons in exess of the K-shell energy. In Fig. 6.2.a, the fration of the inident photons that willprodue an L-esape photon is plotted as a funtion of energy. This fration is maximally 0.02. Theaverage energy taken away by the esape photon (averaged over all possible L shells) is 4.35 keV.60% of all photons with an energy higher than 34.58 keV will result in K-esape photons. Normally,inoming photons of suh a high energy are rejeted by the HLD. However, due to the esape e�et,the registered energy will be 30.36 keV less (on average) and suh photons will be quali�ed. For aCrab-like spetrum this means that 60% of the ux at 40 keV will ontribute less than 1% to theinident ux at 10 keV (this value follows mainly from the ratio of the inident ux at 40 keV tothat at 10 keV and the ratio of the instrument eÆieny at both energies).Another item with a seond order inuene on the eÆieny is the non-zero transpareny of losedmask elements to photons with X-ray energies higher than about 18 keV (the transpareny is thenhigher than 0.01, see 4.3). This will result in a smaller sensitive area: sine the reonstrutionproess (see hapter 5) neessitates a maximum ontrast between transparent and opaque maskelements, a non-zero transpareny of the 'opaque' elements results in a smaller 'eÆieny' of thereonstrution proess. In other words, with opaque mask elements beoming transparent it beomesmore diÆult to reognize the mask pattern.The ombination of the transparenies of all materials and the gas, ombined with the detetor3The uoresent yield is de�ned as the ratio of all emitted uoresene photons per unit time and the total numberof shell vaanies formed during the same time (Bertin 1978).
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Figure 6.3: a. Observed spetrum of the total Crab soure, obtained in Ot. 1988, with nominallyde�ned energy hannels (from Eq. 6.1). Note the wave-like residual with respet to the best-�t power-law model spetrum (see text), this was attributed to a di�erential non-linearity in the boundariesof the ADC-hannels. b. Same as a, but for spetrum obtained in Feb. 1989. . Feb. 1989 Crabspetrum, but now using the E(p) relation, orreted for the presumed ADC non-linearity. Notethe improvement in residualsgeometri area, obsuration fators and the loss through AC and esape of uoresene photons,de�nes the sensitive area as a funtion of X-ray energy. Fig. 6.2.b shows the sensitive area as afuntion of X-ray energy (esape e�ets are not inluded here, sine their magnitude depends on theinident spetrum). The most important sensitivity redution at low energies arises from absorptionby the entrane window; at high energies the transpareny of the detetor gas prevails. Espeiallynoteworthy are the L-edge absorption feature of Xenon at 5 keV and the 8.6 keV edge arising fromthe AC of low energy photons that are absorbed below the anode grid.6.2.4 In-ight alibration with CrabBeause the spetrum of the Crab X-ray soure is easily detetable, well de�ned and presumed tobe stable, observations of this X-ray soure provide one of the best means to alibrate the spetralresponse of any X-ray instrument in ight (Toor & Seward 1974). During the �rst year of itsoperations COMIS performed two sets of Crab soure observations, the �rst in Otober 1988 andthe seond in February 1989. These observations inlude o�- and on-axis positions for the soure.Sine no other X-ray soures were deteted in the same FOV, the intensity of the Crab in eahenergy hannel ould be determined diretly from the detetor by extrating all events from thepart of the detetor plane whih was illuminated by the Crab nebula and orreting the event ratefor the bakground as it is determined from the remainder of the detetor plane. The resultingspetrum of the Crab nebula was subsequently tested with a set of power-law spetra onvolvedwith the expeted spetral response of COMIS. If the expeted response is orret, the best-�tmodel spetrum should be onsistent with previous measurements.The proedure desribed above was applied to the Otober 1988 observations (see



92 CHAPTER 6. COMIS CALIBRATION AND PERFORMANCEFig. 6.3.a). The �rst and last energy hannel were exluded from this analysis, beause their lowerand upper boundary respetively are not aurately known (they are determined by the value of theLLD- and HLD-settings respetively). The best-�t power-law model spetrum4 has a photon index� = 2:10 and a hydrogen olumn density of NH = 3:7�1021 H-atoms m�2, this spetral form is on-sistent with previous reports (Toor & Seward 1974, Charles et al. 1979, Shattenburg & Canizares1986). Although the overall form of the observed spetrum is satisfatory and on�rms the expetedspetral response of the instrument, the deviations between observed and expeted spetrum are sta-tistially signi�ant sine the �2r value of the �t amounts to 6.1. Apparently, a 'ripple' in the spetralresponse is present. This 'ripple' was attributed to a di�erential non-linearity in the widths of theADC-hannels. Sine pre-ight measurements of this non-linearity are not available, the Otober1988 Crab data were used to alibrate this e�et. The widths of the energy-hannels were orretedby an iterative proess to arrive at an aeptable �2r, thereby using the position of the 5.96 keVline of the Fe55 in-ight alibration (IFC) soures as a referene point. The result of this proedurewas then veri�ed with the seond set of Crab data with a satisfatory result (�2r redued from 3.8to 1.3, see Figs. 6.3.b and ). Regular heks on the revised E(p) relation on�rmed this result.Table 6.1 presents the relation between energy normal mode hannels (see 4.4.2), ADC-hannels andthe orresponding hannel boundaries in keV. The errors in the hannel widths are also given, whihderive from the ount statistis of the �rst set of Crab data. For most observations, this aurayexeeds that of the ounting statistis and does not severely degrade the performane of a spetralanalysis. In any arbitrary observation this error is always added quadrati to the statistial error.The third-order orretion term now applied to the E(p) relation (on top of the quadrati relationgiven in Eq. 6.1) amounts up to 5% per normal mode energy hannel.Given the orreted E(p) relation and the aeptable value for �2r , the following 68% on�dene-level intervals for the parameters of the �tted power-law model spetrum apply: � = 2:10+0:02�0:01,NH = (3:7+1:5�1:0) � 1021 H-atoms m�2 and C = 9:2 � 0:4 phot s�1m�2keV�1. These values agreewith the previous reports mentioned above.6.3 Dead times as determined from rate metersAs mentioned in 4.4.2, the detetor eletronis an not always ope with inoming photons orpartiles without interferene from a previous detetion. A distintion was made between two e�etsthat ause interferene: either the detetor eletronis is still busy proessing a previous event, orpile-up ours with a previous event. These two e�ets result in a dead time of the detetor.Another loss of e�etive integration time is due to the overage by the telemetry. The telemetryis fed with data on a 1 se basis (in MIFs, see 4.6). If a MIF is full within less than a seond(depending on the number of telemetry hannels available, this is after 112 or 224 events), the dataaumulated in the remainder of that seond is lost.The above three proesses redue the live-time fration of the instrument. This an be summarizedby: LTF = LTFep LTFpu LTFtel (6.3)with LTF the total live-time fration and LTFep, LTFpu and LTFtel the live-time frations of theevent-proessing eletronis, the pile-up e�et and the telemetry respetively.A straightforward method to determine the e�etive integration time is to ount the number ofphotons registered from the IFC soures. The strength of the ombined Fe55 IFC soures is highenough to permit a measurement of the integration time with an auray of order 1% for a typialobservation of 1000 s. However, if one hooses to use smaller time bins, this auray deteriorates4The power-law spetrum is de�ned as F = C e��(E) E��, with F the ux in phot s�1m�2keV�1, E the photonenergy in keV, �(E) the ross setion of the interstellar matter in m2 per H atom, � the power-law photon index andC a normalization onstant.
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Table 6.1: COMIS energy hannelsaN.M. ADC Width Energy(KeV) error (%)1 0 - 9 10 1.700 - 1.788 |2 10 - 11 2 1.788 - 2.150 2.13 12 - 13 2 2.150 - 2.546 1.34 14 - 15 2 2.546 - 2.910 1.15 16 - 17 2 2.910 - 3.301 0.96 18 - 19 2 3.301 - 3.683 0.97 20 - 21 2 3.683 - 4.080 0.98 22 - 23 2 4.080 - 4.483 1.09 24 - 25 2 4.483 - 4.898 1.010 26 - 27 2 4.898 - 5.316 1.011 28 - 29 2 5.316 - 5.735 1.112 30 - 31 2 5.735 - 6.152 1.213 32 - 33 2 6.152 - 6.548 1.314 34 - 35 2 6.548 - 6.968 1.315 36 - 37 2 6.968 - 7.378 1.416 38 - 39 2 7.378 - 7.789 1.517 40 - 41 2 7.789 - 8.195 1.618 42 - 43 2 8.195 - 8.616 1.619 44 - 45 2 8.616 - 9.048 1.720 46 - 49 4 9.048 - 9.936 1.321 50 - 53 4 9.936 - 10.853 1.422 54 - 57 4 10.853 - 11.793 1.523 58 - 61 4 11.793 - 12.733 1.724 62 - 65 4 12.733 - 13.677 1.925 66 - 69 4 13.677 - 14.693 2.026 70 - 78 9 14.693 - 17.146 1.627 79 - 87 9 17.146 - 19.658 2.028 88 - 96 9 19.658 - 22.072 2.729 97 -105 9 22.072 - 24.554 3.330 106 -114 9 24.554 - 27.209 4.231 115 -125 10 27.209 - 30.200 |a 126 ADC-hannels are binned in so-alled normal mode (N.M.) hannels by the on-board miroproessor. This tablegives their relationship. The energy boundaries were determined from the nominal relation (de�ned by Eq. 6.1),optimizing the �t of the model spetrum to the Crab spetrum (Fig. 6.3), by adjusting the energy widths of theN.M. hannels. The measured position of the 5.96 keV line of the Fe55 IFC soures served as a referene point tothis proedure. The lower and upper boundary of the total energy range are set by the LLD and HLD respetively.The last olumn indiates the errors in the energy widths of the hannels, resulting from the statistial auray ofthe Crab spetrum.



94 CHAPTER 6. COMIS CALIBRATION AND PERFORMANCEto an unaeptable level and it beomes neessary to make use of an alternative method whih isbased on the readings of the rate meters (see setion 4.4.2). These meters an provide informationin time intervals of 8 se (i.e. the readout frequeny of the rate meters) to determine LTFep, LTFpuand LTFtel separately. This is desribed in the following subsetions.6.3.1 Live-time fration of event input and proessingThe dead time assoiated with the oupation of the detetor eletronis with the input and pro-essing of an event an have di�erent values (see Table 4.2). The value depends on the type ofevent, i.e. valid or invalid, and on the ause of a possible rejetion. The time sales range from 10�s (rejetion beause of a hardware AC situation) to 570 �s (when the event has passed throughthe input routine). If the event bu�er is full the time sale may extend to as muh as 1790 �s.The live-time fration of the event proessing, LTFep, an be determined straightforwardly byLTFep = N3N1 (6.4)where N1 and N3 represent the measured values of rate meters 1 and 3. Sine the proessing timeof valid events is muh larger than that of invalid events, LTFep will in general be most sensitive tothe valid event rate.6.3.2 Live-time fration due to pile-up e�etThe pile-up e�et ours if a photon or partile hits the detetor while the detetor is not fullyreovered from a hit by a previous photon or partile. In general, the detetor is fully reoveredwhen no LLDs are set anymore. The LLDs monitor the output signal from the shaping ampli�erswhih in turn integrate and di�erentiate the output signal from the pre-ampli�ers (see Brinkmanet al. 1985). Several situations may our in the ampli�er hain:1. The energy release in the detetor by a photon or partile is so high that the pre-ampli�ersaturates. A subsequent hit by a partile or photon will then remain 'unnotied' by the shapingampli�er;2. The ombination of the seondary pulse of a previous event, due to the residual aeleration ofgas ions near the sense grids, and the primary pulse of the new event will ause an AC situation;the new event is rejeted;3. During the shaping time the detetor is again hit and the shaping ampli�er responds to thesuperposition of both signals. The probability for this e�et is small ompared to the twoprevious e�ets, sine the shaping time (about 10 �s) is in general muh smaller than the meantime interval between hits (of order 100 �s).The result of pile-up is that a valid event will remain unnotied, be rejeted or be tagged witherroneous position/energy. The latter result an be thought of as eletroni sattering in the spatialand energy domain. To whih degree the integration time is a�eted depends on the exat natureof the bakground environment and on the spetrum of the X-ray sky that is observed. For detailson this subjet the reader is referred to Mason (1981). The pile-up e�et in-ight was modeled byonsidering two omponents, i.e. valid and invalid events, eah assigned with typial dead times.The hoie for this two-omponent model is of ourse inherent to the available in-ight information.The energy spetrum of both omponents was assumed to be onstant. If the valid and invalid eventrate, inident on the photon ounter, are given by Nv and Ni (/s) respetively and the dead timesby �v and �i (s), the assoiated live-time fration, LTFpu, is given by:LTFpu = e�Nv�v e�Ni�i (6.5)The rate meters do not provide a diret measurement of Nv and Ni. However, it turned out to beeasy to �nd a measure for Ni: investigating observations for whih it ould be antiipated that therate of inident valid events was reasonably onstant, but with bakground-event rates (indiatedby RM2 whih ounts events in the guard and edge ounter) within a representative wide range, it
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Figure 6.4: Valid event rate N 0v (this is equal to Nv, exept for a redution by the pile-up e�et)against the rate of invalid events Ni for three sets of observations with approximately equal andonstant Nv. The solid urve is the exponential funtion Nv e�Ni�i with a �tted value for �i of44� 10�5 s. Analysis of a more omplete set of data revealed �i to be (40� 2)� 10�5 swas found that 82�1% of the RM2 ounts give rise to AC situations ourring in the photon ounter(as measured through N5�N3, orreted for the event-proessing live-time). Therefore:Ni = 0:82 N2 (6.6)Using the same set of data, the dead time �i ould be determined by investigating the relationshipbetween the ounted valid event rate (as measured by RM5, orreted for the event-proessing live-time) and Ni (see Fig. 6.4). This proedure was repeated for a number of observations, with di�erentbut onstant inident valid-event rates, resulting in �i = (40 � 2) � 10�5 s. The bakground eventrate in-ight (N2) is usually 250 /s or more, the equivalent live-time fration is 92% or less.As a next step the dead time �v was determined. This involved a proedure analogous to that for �i,only swithing the onditions for the inident valid- and invalid-event rates (i.e. using a subset ofall data with a reasonably onstant bakground rate level but a representative range in valid-eventrates). Sine �v is expeted to be muh lower than �i, a substantially larger range in valid-eventrates is needed to measure this e�et. Mostly, valid-event rates do not exeed a few hundred /s;therefore, So X-1 observations were used to enlarge the range to a few thousand /s. The resultis: �v � 30�s. This is very lose to the shaping time and it may be assumed that this dead time isalmost entirely due to the third pile-up e�et mentioned above. In most situations (valid event rateequivalent to 3 Crab or less) the live-time fration due to this dead time is more than 97%. Theminor e�et of this dead time ompared to the dead time introdued by the invalid events resultsin a live-time fration due to pile-up whih an be determined in good approximation from (N2 in
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Figure 6.5: Optimization of the yield of reonstruted ux, as a funtion of the angle over whih alldeteted photons are rotated in the detetor plane with respet to the mask oordinate frame. Theyield is maximum at an angle of 0:Æ34/s): LTFpu = e�3:3�10�4N2 (6.7)6.3.3 Telemetry overageRM5 indiates how many valid events are proessed and o�ered to the telemetry. From the numberof telemetry hannels it is known how many events are down-loaded. The telemetry overage antherefore be determined from the ratio:LTFtel = 112 or 224N5 (6.8)if N5 is more than 112 and 224 /s respetively. If N5 is less, all events are down-loaded and theoverage is 100%.6.4 In-ight alibration of the mask-detetor misalignment angleTo determine the misalignment angle between mask and detetor around the telesope axis (see 3.5.4),the yield of the reonstruted ux was optimized as a funtion of the angle �� over whih eventsare rotated in the detetor plane before reonstrution. As a measure of the yield, the value of thehighest pixel within the point spread funtion was hosen. This proedure was applied to an obser-vation of the Crab nebula. The result is given in Fig. 6.5, the rotation angle �� was determined tobe 0.34 degrees from the +X axis to the +Z axis.
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Figure 6.6: Three examples of drifts, as they are observed in the detetor plane. The 'S' and 'E'points indiate the start and end of the observation respetively6.5 Point Spread Funtion (PSF)The PSF (see 5.7.2) f(x � x0; y � y0) is de�ned as the normalized funtion that desribes thespatial response of the imaging system to a point soure at the observed sky at position (x0; y0),i.e. f(x� x0; y� y0) is the fration of the total ux per unit area of a point soure per unit area atposition (x0; y0) found in the interval (x� x0::x� x0 + dx; y� y0::y� y0 + dy). Detailed knowledgeof the PSF is essential for the assessment of uxes and positions of deteted point soures withmaximum auray, or for the determination of upper limits of the ux in the ase of non-detetionsof andidate soures.The shape of the PSF is presribed by mainly four items. These items introdue dependenies ona number of parameters, suh as the photon energy E, the loation (x; y) and time of observation.In the following subsetions these four items will be disussed. We onlude in subsetion 6.5.5 byevaluating the e�et of the PSF on the sensitivity.6.5.1 Pointing stabilityOne the observatory has slewed onto the target position, the stability of the pointing is maintainedthrough the inertia of the 55 ton Mir spae station and several anillary systems. The remaininginstabilities are typially 20 in magnitude (Sunyaev et al. 1988). To study the harateristis of thisinstability, data obtained with the SS during the �rst year of Kvant -operations was investigated.Sine it is to be expeted that the nature of the instabilities is strongly oupled to the mass on�g-uration of the spae station and beause this on�guration did not hange during the bulk of theKvant -observations5 (when the SS data was no longer available), features in the SS data are expetedto be representative of the harateristis of the pointing instability during these observations.Fig. 6.6 illustrates the time dependene of the pointing instability, expressed in mm's on thedetetor plane with respet to the average pointing, for three observations. These examples showthat the instability may be onsidered as onsisting of two omponents: the drift, or systemati5apart from an oasionally doked Progress spae freighter. The Mir spae station on�guration was expandedon Deember 6th 1989 with the Kvant-2 and on June 10th 1990 with the Kristall module, to reah a total mass ofabout 90 tons.
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Figure 6.7: Mean free path of photons in the Xenon gas of the detetor as a funtion of photonenergy (note that the depth of the COMIS photon ounter is 50 mm). Around 5 keV the L-edgesof Xenon inuene the mean free path onsiderablymovement of the pointing during an observation, and the jitter, or short time sale utuationsaround the drift omponent. A study of 247 observations with the SS has shown that:1. there is no preferene for one drift speed. It may be as small as 0.002 and as large as 0.010 0/s.Also, the speed may hange during an observation within these limits;2. there is a slight preferene in the drift diretion: 50% of all determined drift diretions favorthe angle range 0-50Æ, measured from the +Z to +X axis or -Z to -X axis;3. in 85% of all ases the jitter along eah axis has a value between 0.150 and 0.480 rms on atime sale of several tenths of seonds. Sunyaev et al. (1988) have found that the jitter showsosillations with a period of 60-100s;4. no signi�ant rotation omponent ours during one observation.Given the rather errati nature of these results, it is hard to model the inuene of the pointingstability on the PSF if no SS data are available. Partiularly the unertainty in the drift speedposes a problem: in a typial observation of 1000 s the drift an amount to 60, thereby dominatingthe PSF. This unertainty an be dereased to a fration of the angular resolution (1.860) by eitherreonstrution of the observed sky with a time resolution of typially 100 s or by taking, in the�tting of the model to the observed PSF, the drift as a free parameter. In pratie the latter optionis hosen beause it requires an aeptable omputing e�ort, ontrary to the former option.6.5.2 Photon penetrationThis e�et also has a large inuene on the shape of the PSF. Photons may be absorbed at anydepth d within the detetor (however, note some restritions disussed in 4.4.2). The probability
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Figure 6.8: The probability distribution due to photon penetration, projeted on the detetor plane.The X-ray point soure has an o�-axis angle of 4Æ. The four �gures refer to inreasing photonenergies. At low energies, photon penetration hardly plays a role; at higher energies, an asymmetrialtail develops whih uts o� at positions orresponding to that of the grid planes and to the bottomof the detetorP (d) of photon absorption in a layer �d at a depth d is proportional to:P (d) � e�d=l(E)T (d)�d (6.9)with l(E) the mean free path of a photon with energy E (see Fig. 6.7) and T (d) a funtion repre-senting the bloking by the three detetor wire grids and the ut-o� by the bottom of the detetor.The projetion of P (d) onto the sky plane inuenes the PSF. This extends to D(E)tan�, whereD(E) is the maximum depth for photons of energy E (the energy-dependene results from hardwarerejetion, see 4.4.2) and � the o�-axis angle of the inident photons. In the ase of COMIS theextent may amount to 9.8 mm in the detetor plane (equivalent to 18.30 in the sky plane) for photonsoming from a orner of the FOV. Fig. 6.8 illustrates the projeted distribution at 4 energies for apoint soure at an o�-axis angle of 4Æ. The distribution is exponential in shape with 4 uts (from3 wire grids and the bottom of the detetor), depends on photon energy and on the loation of thepoint soure with respet to the enter of the FOV.6.5.3 Noise in the position-readout system of the detetorAs desribed in hapter 4, the position of the photon absorption is derived from the enter of gravityZ of the harge distributions, indued by the avalanhe on both sense grids S1 and S2 (see Fig. 4.5).This enter is derived via the position-determination algorithm in the on-board miroproessor thatuses the �ne and oarse setion signals as input. The noise in the measured position is mainly
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Figure 6.9: Pre-ight measurements of the position resolution and linearity in the detetor planealong the diretion parallel to the anode wires (a.) and for the other diretion (b.). The vertialarrow indiates the position of an anode wire. These results were obtained by measuring the spatialresponse to X-ray illumination through 0.1 mm pinholes at photon energies of 2 and 8 keVdetermined by two items: the spread in Z and the resolution of the readout.The spread in Z is aused by the non-zero range of the photo-eletron and Xe uoresenephotons, by eletron di�usion and by UV photon emission near the anode wires. These e�ets,exept eletron di�usion, dominate the position resolution at high photon energies.The resolution of the readout sheme, in the diretion perpendiular to that of the anode wires, ismainly determined by the ombination of thermal noise in the readout eletronis and non-linearityin the relation between true photon-absorption position and Z. The non-linearity is orreted for inthe readout sheme but its inuene remains on the position resolution. This e�et is partiularlystrong at low photon energies. For a more detailed disussion of the position resolution the reader isreferred to Mels et al. (1988). The noise distribution an satisfatory be modeled by a 2-dimensionalGaussian with di�erent standard deviations along the X- and Z-diretion. Note that the positionreadout is disretized in bins of 0:375 � 0:375 mm2.Fig. 6.9 shows pre-ight measurements of the spatial response of the detetor at several photonenergies. These measurements were onduted by illuminating the detetor through 0.1 mm diameterpinholes. Clearly visible is the deterioration of the resolution towards lower energies in the Z-



6.6. DETECTOR AND SKY BACKGROUND 101diretion. Also indiated in Fig. 6.9 is the linearity of the readout system. The non-linearity islimited to 0.08 mm maximum in both diretions, the non-linearity over the whole detetor is lessthan 0.15 mm.Another in-ight hek was done on the spatial response of the detetor at high bakground rates.For this purpose, the spatial response to the Fe55 IFC soures was analyzed. It was on�rmed thatthere is no degradation in the spatial response for bakground rates up to 1000 /s (as measured byRM2).6.5.4 Spatial response to reonstrution algorithmDuring the reonstrution proess, via ross-orrelation of the mask pattern with the detetor image(see hapter 5), another 'smearing' of the PSF is introdued. This an best be understood byonsidering a single mask hole. The detetor image onsists of the projetion of one mask hole.During the reonstrution proess an imaginary mask hole is slid over the projeted mask holeand the amount of ux in the ross setion is evaluated. Moving the imaginary mask hole arossthe projeted mask hole (as is done in the ross-orrelation in disrete steps), one gets a pyramid-shaped spatial response with a FWHM along eah dimension equal to the size of the mask hole inthat dimension. This ontribution to the PSF is onstant.6.5.5 Point soure loation auray (SLA) and sensitivityThe PSF, as governed by the above four items, has a signi�ant inuene on the auray at whihpoint soures an be loated and on the auray of the ux determination. With an inreasing sizeof the PSF, the soure ux will be distributed over more pixels; sine the Poisson noise per pixelremains essentially onstant (this is typial for a oded-mask imaging system), the sensitivity forux and position determination degrades.In Fig. 6.10 the predited 1� errors (see Eqs.5.56-59)6 in the 2-30 keV band for a soure with aCrab-like spetrum as a funtion of o�-axis angle are presented, thus indiating the e�et of photonpenetration on the sensitivities. The errors are given relative to the error for an ideal PSF (i.e. amask-element sized blok funtion). All instrument parameters have been �xed at their nominalvalues in this illustration; the jitter has been assumed to be negligible here. The best performane isobtained at the enter of the observed sky. The auraies deteriorate towards larger o�-axis angles,up to 20% for ux and 60% for loation measurements. If a jitter of 1.90 is assumed, these auraiesdegrade at the enter of the observed sky with 30% and 60% respetively. In pratie, the strongestsoures within one COMIS observation of typially 1000 s will have a signi�ane of � 100. Thisorresponds to a typial ux error of 1% and a loation error of 1000. Therefore, Fig. 6.10 indiatesthat the best ux auray (when no drift or jitter is present) is �2% and the best SLA �1600 forCOMIS.6.6 Detetor and sky bakgroundAs outlined in 5.7.1, the quality of a reonstrution may be improved by subtrating from thedetetor data an estimate of the spatial response to the detetor and sky bakground.6.6.1 Soures of bakgroundsThe sky bakground onsidered here relates to the isotropi extra-galati X-ray emission. Marshallet al. (1980) found that this emission ould, between photon energies 3 and 50 keV, best be desribedby free-free emission from an optially thin plasma of kT = 40�5 keV, with a ux of 3.2 keV keV�1m�2 sr�1 s�1 at 10 keV. Due to the isotropi nature and the independene of time, the detetor6These errors are, for 4 parameters, equivalent to a on�dene level of 21%.
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Figure 6.10: 1� errors for ux (solid urve) and loation (dashed urve) in the 2-30 keV band fora soure with a Crab-like spetrum, normalized to the situation when the PSF is a mask-elementsized blok funtion. The noise at small angles is numerialresponse to this sky bakground is independent of the pointing diretion and thus the same for anyobservation.The above-mentioned spetral model was onvolved with the spetral response of COMIS andmultiplied with the FOV-response fator (FOVj , see 5.7.1) and the e�etive area. This results inan expeted ountrate of 23� 2 /s.The detetor bakground is aused by interations of high-energy photons (outside the energypassband of the instrument) and partiles with the detetor material. The interation with thesolid detetor-omponents may give rise to seondary X-ray emission through Compton sattering,nulear interations, uoresene and the reation of radioative isotopes. Moreover, ionization lossdue to Compton eletrons and other partiles may also ontribute to the detetor bakground. Therole of eah of these e�ets in the COMIS detetor has not been evaluated separately. The analysisof the detetor bakground involved only an in-ight hek on its overall spetrum and spatialdistribution, and on the eÆieny of the AC. The detetor bakground is of ourse partiularlydependent on the position of the instrument with respet to the South Atlanti Anomaly (SAA)and on the solar ativity.6.6.2 Bakground measurementsSpetral measurements of the sky and detetor bakgrounds were done with the aid of 8 observationspointed at the X-ray soure H2251-035. These observations were hosen sine no point soures weredeteted within the observed sky and the galati latitude (bII = �53:Æ5) was suÆiently high toensure that on top of detetor bakground only the extra-galati di�use X-ray bakground waspresent. Also, it was made sure that the detetor bakground, as indiated by the readout of RM2
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Figure 6.11: Histogram of detetor, summed over all Z-oordinates, a. before subtration of skyand (homogeneous) detetor bakgrounds and b. after subtration. Note the residues at the edges,due to a lesser AC eÆieny. The typial error is 0.1 /bin(given by N2), was onstant during the observations, to allow for an absolute alibration point in therelation between the bakground ountrate and N2. N2 was on average 562 /s in this set of data.To disentangle the detetor bakground from the sky bakground, use was made of the fat that thesky bakground is strongly modulated by the entrane-window support struture, in ontrast to thedetetor bakground. Therefore, a model was made for the spatial response of the detetor to thesky bakground in eah energy hannel. Apart from the support struture modulation, the modeltakes into aount photon penetration and the spatial resolution of the detetor. The model an beexpressed as:di = b + Ai(E)� (6.10)with i the index of the detetor bin, di its ountrate in /s/m2, b the ountrate due to the de-tetor bakground (assuming a at spatial response), � the ountrate in /s/m2/sr due to thesky bakground and Ai(E) the solid angle to whih detetor bin i is exposed (onvolved with thephoton-penetration funtion and the detetor spatial resolution at photon energy E). This modelwas �tted for eah energy hannel to the detetor data (exept for 20 mm wide edges, to avoid edgee�ets), integrated over all 8 observations. Fig. 6.11 shows histograms aross the detetor, summed
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Figure 6.12: Countrate spetra of three bakground ontributions: the sky bakground (�lled dia-monds), the detetor bakground (open diamonds) and the edge detetor bakground (rosses)over all energy hannels, before and after the �t results to sky and detetor bakground were sub-trated from the omplete detetor (inluding the edges not used in the �t). It is lear that themodulation of the support struture is satisfatorily anelled out, but a residue remains along twoedges (parallel to the Z-axis). This is due to the fat that along these edges only software AC isapplied, whereas along the other two edges only hardware AC is inorporated (see 4.4). Apparently,the software AC is less e�etive than the hardware AC.Fig. 6.12 shows the spetra obtained for the sky bakground, the homogeneous detetor bak-ground and the edge bakground just desribed. Fitting the sky bakground spetrum to bremsstrahlungmodel spetra yielded a satisfatory best-�t (�2r = 0:96) of kT = 43� 5 keV with a total ountrateof 22:8 � 0:2 /s on the whole detetor, this result is in agreement with that obtained by Marshallet al. The homogeneous detetor bakground spetrum an best be modeled with a at /s/keVspetrum with a total ountrate of 18:0 � 0:2 /s, while the edge detetor bakground only showsup at the high-energy end of the spetrum with a typial ountrate of 1:3 � 0:2 /s.To determine the AC eÆieny in-ight a set of 17 observations was hosen, pointed at SN1987a.This set was useful, beause the ountrate due to ompat X-ray soures (mainly LMC X-1, X-2, X-3and X-4) was low ompared to the bakground rates and reasonably onstant in time. Furthermore,the data overed a large range of values for N2, indiating a large range in environmental bakgroundrates. Care was taken to avoid inlusion of high bakground rates due to solar ativity (this typeof bakground is haraterized by large ares in N2). All data were binned in N2-intervals of 125/s, and it was evaluated how fast the rate of valid events inreased with N2. The result is givenin Fig. 6.13, showing a lear orrelation due to a limited AC eÆieny. The eÆieny derived fromthese data is 98:1�0:1% with respet to N2. Together with the absolute alibration point mentionedabove, the N2-dependene of Bd (detetor bakground ountrate on the whole detetor) in the totalenergy passband is given by:Bd = 7:3 + 0:019 N2 =s (6.11)
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Part II
COMIS/TTMData Overview&Analysis/Interpretation ofSeleted Objets



.

A 3-D image representation of a ombination of COMIS/TTM observations aimed at the galatienter. The image shown measures 15�15 square degrees and the observations were arried out onAugust 22nd and 23rd, 1989, with a total exposure time of 3.8 h. The intensities are expressed insigni�ane with respet to the Poisson standard deviation, within the full photon energy passbandof COMIS/TTM.The observed part of the sky ontains 12 signi�antly deteted soures, of whih the 6 mostsigni�ant ones are visible in this illustration. In Chapter 7 all soures are disussed.



Chapter 7Monitor-results of TTM during Ot.1988 { Feb. 1992Monitor-results of the oded-mask imager TTM during the period Otober 1988 { February 1992Abstrat { An overview is given of the monitor results of TTM during Otober 1988 to February1992, obtained by the author. These results have been extrated from an arhive whih the authoronstruted from the data, employing a 112 h time resolution and resolving the spetral data infour separate bands. For 60 soures, of the 65 deteted in total, an indiation is given on theobserved X-ray variability and spetral properties. A few soures are disussed in slightly moredetail: A1118{616, Cen X{3, A1744{361 and GX5{1.7.1 IntrodutionThe prime objetive of the oded-mask amera TTM is to monitor the X-ray sky. In partiular, itsapability pertains to a quik loalization of burst and (weak) transient events in the galati-bulgeregion of the sky where the rowding of X-ray point soures has hampered other X-ray monitors(i.e. simple ollimating instruments). TTM 's relatively large �eld of view provides a onsiderable apriori probability of deteting suh events.Although TTM was already launhed in April 1987, as part of the R�ontgen observatory aboardthe sienti� Kvant module of the spae station Mir (Sunyaev et al. 1987), operations started ata regular rate from Otober 1988 onwards1. After 312 years of operation, during whih TTM hasovered 12% of the sky, it seems appropriate to evaluate the results of its monitoring apability.An arhive has been established of all X-ray soures deteted with TTM 2. The ontents of thisarhive will be disussed here. This entails a summary of the typial behavior of most of the detetedsoures. In addition, a few seleted soures are onsidered in slightly more detail.7.2 Charateristis of the observing programDuring the period Otober 1988 till February 1992, TTM observed the X-ray sky during 591 Mirorbits. Of these observations, 20% were performed in the roking mode (see hapter 2). In Fig. 7.1 aontour map is shown of the sky overage by TTM. Fourteen separate sky �elds an be distinguishedin this map. These �elds have been given a label whih refers to the objet of main interest in the�eld. Table 7.1 lists for eah �eld the exposure time and Fig. 7.2 shows the observation times foreah �eld in a time table.The time table shows that most of the observations (i.e. 78% of the total exposure time) werearried out during the �rst year of operation, 1989. Afterwards, the priority of Mir operations was1For a desription of R�ontgen operations, the reader is referred to hapter 2.2and also of known soures not deteted, but those are not onsidered here.109
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Figure 7.1: Contour map of overage of TTM within the whole sky. ontours are given for 4� 104,4� 105, 4� 106, 8� 106 and 12 � 106 m2s



7.2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OBSERVING PROGRAM 111
Table 7.1: Targets observed with TTM (see also Fig. 7.1)Target Obs. Exposure % Exp.sGalati Bulge 126 92187 17.0LMC 108 97189 18.0Vela X-1 66 79308 14.7Cyg 61 65248 12.1Cir X-1 35 36035 6.7Her X-1 34 34113 6.3Cen X-3 31 29856 5.5NGC4151 28 22316 4.1Crab 28 21021 3.9SMC 23 15737 2.9Per 20 14501 2.7NGC5548 9 14187 2.6So X-1 14 13525 2.5H2252-035 8 5641 1.0Total 591 540864

Figure 7.2: Time table of observation times for the 14 targets de�ned in Fig. 7.1 with a resolutionof one alendar month.



112 CHAPTER 7. MONITOR-RESULTS OF TTM DURING OCT. 1988 { FEB. 1992shifted to other subjets and operations with the R�ontgen observatory were arried out irregularly,with long intermissions.During the period onsidered, the observing program of R�ontgen was exible: muh attention wasgiven to 'targets of opportunity', i.e. X-ray soures whih require almost instantaneous observationbeause of their errati behavior. One suh soure is loated in the Large Magellani Cloud (LMC),whih for this reason is in the top of the observing program (Table 7.1). This soure is supernova1987a whih exploded a few months prior to the launh of the R�ontgen observatory. Several R�ontgeninstruments deteted SN1987a while TTM data provided a history of upper limits (Sunyaev et al.1987, 1990a). As a bonus, the high priority of the LMC �eld resulted in a large arhive on LMCX-1, X-2, X-3 and X-4.Of prime interest to TTM is the galati bulge whih is the best observed �eld. Within the �eldthe region around the galati enter was best overed (see Fig. 7.1).The fourth �eld of interest was the Cygnus �eld. This �eld reeived extra attention after theX-ray outburst of V404 Cyg (=GS2023+338) in May 1989. Furthermore, TTM disovered anotherX-ray transient in this �eld (KS1947+300) and obtained large databases on Cyg X-1 and X-3.Other �elds mainly relate to observations of partiular X-ray soures, e.g. the Crab nebula (usedas an in-ight alibration soure, see hapter 6), Her X-1, X Per, Cen X-3 and Vela X-1.7.3 An arhive of TTM observationsAn arhive of TTMobservationsWith TTM, a total of 65 X-ray soures was deteted. 60 of these were signi�ant in singleobservations while the remaining �ve (PSR0540-693, KS1732-273, 1E1740.7-2942, KS1741-293 and1E1743.1-2843) were deteted after ombining observations. An arhive was set up whih ontainsthe uxes of the former 60 soures as measured on a Mir orbit by orbit basis within 4 separatespetral bands.7.3.1 Constrution of the arhiveNot all observations are suitable for a full analysis in the sense that well-alibrated uxes of alldeteted point soures in the observed sky an be extrated. In partiular the observations performedin roking mode pose a problem. Sine no star sensor data are available, the time-dependene of theountrate of the total detetor is used to determine the times when the observatory is slewed fromthe on- to an o�-soure pointing and vie versa. This is only possible when a elestial X-ray souresigni�antly ontributes to the total ountrate of the detetor. The hange in total ountrate thenyields the roking times, provided the intrinsi variability of the X-ray soure is not of a disturbinginuene. 64 out of 114 roking mode observations lak the presene of a suitable X-ray soure inthe observed part of the sky and are exluded from the analysis.From the remaining 50 roking mode observations another 36 are exluded beause it is impos-sible to determine the drift of the observatory (see 6.5.1) with suÆient auray.Several non-roking mode observations are exluded too, for a variety of reasons: too manytelemetry errors, obsuration of part of the observed sky by the earth and exessive environmentalbakground levels. In total 481 observations are aeptable for a full analysis. This inludes all butone observation pointed at the galati-bulge �eld.For the onstrution of the arhive, a hoie has to be made for the timing and spetral resolutionto be employed. These hoies are mainly presribed by the available omputing power. Most of theomputing time is spend on deoding the sky from detetor data and modeling the drift omponentof the point spread funtion (see 6.5.1). The best ompromise between timing and spetral resolutionwas found to be given by a time-bin length of 1 Mir orbit and four spetral bands within the totalpassband: 1.8{4.5 (B1), 4.5{7.4 (B2), 7.4{9.9 (B3) and 9.9{28 keV (B4). The de�nition of thespetral bands is based on an investigation of the best ombination of signal-to-noise ratios in all 4bands for a variety of bright X-ray soures.



7.3. AN ARCHIVE OF TTM OBSERVATIONS 1137.3.2 General harateristis of arhiveThe arhive ontains 2052 observations on 60 soures; 1371 of these provide upper limits. Ta-bles 7.3.2.a- show a summary of the arhive, spei�ed per soure. The table is split into three partsfor three observing periods separately, in order to give a rough indiation of the temporal behaviorof some soures. The three periods were de�ned after onsideration of the time table (Fig. 7.2).Tables 7.3.2.a- have the following entries:Column 1 : Soure designation.Column 2 : The most ommon name given to the X-ray soure (no referene is given here toounterparts at other wavelengths).Column 3 : Type of variability known for the soure: A=Atoll-type variability, B=bursts, E=totalelipses in a binary, EP=partial elipses, F=rapid variability, FQ=fast quasi-periodi osillations(frequeny > 1 Hz), M=orbital modulation (i.e. dips or elipse of part of an aretion disk orona),P=pulsations, RT=reurrent transient behavior, SQ=slow quasi-periodi osillations (frequeny <1 Hz), T=transient behavior, Z=Z-type variability. Information was taken from Bradt & MClintok(1983), Damen (1990), Ebisawa et al. (1989), Hasinger & Van der Klis (1989), Makino et al. (1992),Parmar & White (1988), Shibazaki (1989), Skinner et al. (1987), Skinner et al. (1990), Tanaka (1989)and Van der Klis (1989).Column 4 : Soure type: L=low-mass X-ray binary, H=high-mass X-ray binary, G=in globular lus-ter, S=supernova remnant, B=blak hole andidate. From Bradt & MClintok (1983), Goranskiiet al. (1991), Tanaka (1989), Van der Klis (1989) and Van Paradijs (1991). An asterisk indiates thatthe soure type has been inferred from the X-ray harateristis of the soure, not via identi�ationwith an optial ounterpart. If both an asterisk and a question mark are given the soure type hasbeen inferred by the author from the X-ray harateristis.Column 5 : The number of observations of the soure.Columns 6{7 : The minimum intensity and error measured with TTM, in  s�1m�2 (2{28 keV).If the minimum refers to an upper limit ('<'), a 3� value is given. The reader may onvert theintensity to Crab units (2{28 keV) through division by 1.75.Columns 8{9 : The maximum intensity and error measured with TTM, in  s�1m�2 (2{28 keV).The next four entries indiate roughly the spetrum of eah soure. An average 4-band spetrum wasonstruted out of all detetions, whih was �tted with a power-law and a thermal bremsstrahlungmodel spetrum, in both allowing for low-energy absorption due to irumstellar/interstellar gas ofosmi abundanes, using the ross-setion values provided by Morrison & MCammon (1983). Thetable entries refer to the best �t.Column 10 : Type of the best-�t model spetrum, Type=1 for a power-law spetrum and Type=2for a thermal bremsstrahlung spetrum. If the value is marked with an asterisk the best �t formallydoes not suÆiently desribe the observed spetrum, in the sense that the Pearson's hi-square testpredits only a 1% or less probability that the observed hi-square value results from a statistialutuation. In this ase no errors are provided in the next two olumns.Column 11 : Value of the best-�t power-law photon index3 (if Type=1) or the best-�t kT in keV (ifType=2) and the 68% on�dene-level interval for this value.Column 12 : The logarithm of the best-�t value for NH, the hydrogen olumn density in H m�2 ofthe absorbing gas, and the 68% on�dene-level interval for this value.Column 13 : The ux (erg s�1m�2 in 2{28 keV) evaluated from the best spetral �t.3i.e. if the ux (in phot s�1m�2keV�1) of the power-law spetrum is proportional to E�� with E the photonenergy, � is de�ned as the photon index
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Figure 7.3: A diagram of the average hardness ratios of all soures listed in Table 7.3.2. A fewexeptional soures have been indiated. GX301{2 falls outside the diagram boundaries: for thissoure B2/B1=5.6The last olumn lists referenes to papers onerning analysis of TTM data of the appropriate soureand observation period: (1) Borozdin et al. 1990, (2) Gilfanov et al. 1989, (3) In 't Zand et al. 1989,(4) In 't Zand et al. 1992, (5) Patterson et al. 1989, (6) Sunyaev et al. 1990a, (7) Sunyaev et al.1990b, (8) Sunyaev et al. 1991a and (9) Sunyaev et al. 1991b.The intensities quoted in olumns 6{9 oasionally possess large errors. However, one shouldnote that these values do not refer to the statistial signi�ane of the detetion, whih is alwayslarger than 3, but that the error in the intensity is inreased due to the alibration inauray ofthe PSF in partiular.A wide variety of soures has been monitored by TTM with uxes between 3:5� 10�10 (X Per)and 3:7 � 10�7 erg s�1m�2 (So X{1). In order to get an idea of the large variety of spetra thatwere obtained, a diagram is shown in Fig. 7.3 of B3/B2 versus B2/B1 for all soures. B3/B2 refersto the hardness of the high-energy ontinuum and B2/B1 to that of the low-energy ontinuum.The latter hardness is a good measure for the low-energy absorption. The upper region of thisdiagram (i.e. roughly above B3/B2� 0:6) ontains the typial hard spetra of the high-mass X-raybinaries (among them several pulsars, e.g. Vela X-1, Cen X-3, A0535+262 and GX301-2). The lowerregion (i.e. below B2/B1� 0:3) ontains soures with very soft spetra, most notably the blak holeandidates GX339-4 and LMC X-1. Noteworthy is the relatively high B2/B1 value for GX301�2,whih indiates the presene of exeptionally strong low-energy absorption in the spetrum of thispulsar.Most of the soures have been deteted in the galati-bulge �eld. In Fig. 7.4, the sensitivitywhih TTM obtained in this �eld is given, together with 38 deteted point soures. This in-ludes three previously unknown soures: KS1731�260 (Sunyaev et al. 1990b), KS1732�273 and



118 CHAPTER 7. MONITOR-RESULTS OF TTM DURING OCT. 1988 { FEB. 1992Table 7.2: Bursts deteted and identi�ed with TTM, in hronologial orderBurst Date Tastart e-Deay Time Hardeningb Peak Int. Identi�ation Ref.No. in 1989 s Crab1 Mar 24 70337 7.7�1.1 0.38�0.13 1.41�0.16 X1702�429 (1)2 Mar 25 72246 4.3�0.8 0.95�0.30 1.05�0.14 X1702�429 (1)3 Mar 31 71779 3.6�0.4 0.77�0.22 0.99�0.10 X1728�337 (1)4 Apr 1 68651 7.7�1.4 0.51�0.20 0.32�0.04 X1744�300 (1)5 Apr 2 64590 6.6�0.6 0.61�0.11 1.47�0.14 X1702�429 (1)6 Aug 16 50936 6.8�0.4 0.64�0.09 1.19�0.10 X1731�260 (2)7 Aug 20 48709 11.7�2.3 0.27�0.11 0.45�0.07 X1741�293 (3)8 Aug 22 13615 10.2�1.6 0.83�0.21 0.43�0.05 X1741�293 (3)9 Aug 22 19975 7.2�2.6 0.33�0.20 0.20�0.04 X1742�29410 Aug 22 30665 4.5�0.3 0.71�0.09 1.64�0.14 X1728�33711 Aug 31 6776 6.5�1.1 1.17�0.37� 0.39�0.05 X1731�260 (2)12 Aug 31 11527 6.7�0.8 0.32�0.07� 0.47�0.05 X1731�260 (2)13 Sep 4 9882 6.1�0.7 0.49�0.12� 0.62�0.06 X1731�26014 Sep 9 27936 4.9�0.4 0.68�0.11 1.87�0.09 X1728�337a The start time of the burst is expressed in seonds after 0h U.T. of the urrent date. The typial error in this valueis 2 s.bThe hardening is de�ned as the ratio of the deay time in 9.9{28 keV to that in 5.7{9.9 keV; the values indiatedwith an asterisk are de�ned di�erently, in order to obtain better statistis: the ratio of the deay time in 5.7{9.9 tothat in 1.8{5.7 keV.Referenes: (1) Patterson et al. 1989, (2) Sunyaev et al. 1990b, (3) In 't Zand et al. 1991. On the remaining burstsno paper has been published yet.KS1741�293. The latter two soures are disussed separately in hapter 8. The best sensitivity wasahieved near the soures GX1+4 and KS1731�260.7.3.3 Burst eventsBurst events were deteted from 6 soures. Two of these (KS1731�260 and KS1741�293) aretransient soures disovered with TTM and thus extend the known population of bursters. Fourburst soures were observed to burst more than one. A list of all 14 deteted burst events is givenin Table 7.2. The table exludes 3 other deteted burst events whih ould not be attributed to apoint soure beause they were too weak to allow for an adequate positioning. For details on burstanalysis methods on TTM data the reader is referred to Patterson et al. (1989).Ten bursts have been identi�ed as Type I bursts, sine they show signi�ant spetral softeningduring deay. The other 4 bursts did not allow an assessment of their spetral evolution, due toinsuÆient photon statistis.7.3.4 Remarks on individual souresIn the following, some remarks are given on eah of the 60 soures listed in Table 7.3.2. These re-marks are partly based on investigations of hardness-hardness diagrams (like Fig. 7.3) and hardness-intensity diagrams (like Fig. 7.7) for eah soure.It is emphasized here that remarks plaed on variability refer to a time resolution of 1 Mir orbitand that quoted intensities (in Crab units) are for the total passband (2�28 keV).X0115{737 : No signi�ant variability ould be deteted during the times when SMC X-1 was outof elipse.X0352+309 : Marginally deteted during four observations on Aug 17, 1989.



7.3. AN ARCHIVE OF TTM OBSERVATIONS 119LMC Soures (X0521{720, X0532{664, X0538{641 and X0540{697): The LMC �eld was regularlyobserved between November 1988 and June 1989 and on De 22, 1990. Most of the observations werepointed at the viinity of X0540{697 (and the nearby soures SN1987a and PSR0540{693). Hene,the sensitivity was largest in that region. For a more detailed disussion of these observations, werefer to Sunyaev et al. (1990a).X0531+219 : The Crab nebula X-ray soure was used as in-ight alibration soure, see hapter 6.X0535+262 : The Be X{ray binary A0535+26 (orbital period 111 d), loated 4:Æ4 from the Crabnebula, was observed during its April 1989 outburst, on the 9th and 14th of that month. Mothet al. (1991) have de�ned a lassi�ation sheme for A0535+26 outbursts from earlier data. Theydi�erentiate between 'normal' and 'giant' outbursts. 'Giant' outbursts are haraterized by a timeof peak ux whih does not oinide with periastron passage. Two suh outbursts were deteted in1975 and 1980, the latter with the smallest peak ux of 1.5 Crab (1-10 keV). Nine 'normal' outburst,whih do happen at periastron passage, were found to have uxes less than 0.78 Crab. The outburstobserved with TTM has a peak ux of 0.98 Crab. Sine it happened at periastron passage it is herelassi�ed as a 'normal' outburst.TTM observations revealed the pulsar signal and showed that the pulsar ontinued to spin-up(Gilfanov et al. 1989) sine previous measurements with Hakuho (Nagase 1984). It remains anopen question whether the neutron star is only spun-up during aring phases.X0834{430 and X0836{429 : GRS0834{430 (=GRS0831{429) was �rst deteted in February 1990by instruments aboard Granat (Sunyaev et al. 1990) and was seen to be in outburst another 4 timesduring the next 2 years (Sunyaev et al. 1992). TTM deteted both this soure and MX0836{42 inJanuary 1991. GRS0834{430 is probably a Be X-ray binary, sine it has a hard spetrum and showspulsations (Makino et al. 1990 and Sunyaev et al. 1992). MX0836{42 is a soure of burst events(Makino et al. 1990) and therefore probably is a low-mass X-ray binary.X0900{403 : The pulsar Vela X{1 was shown by TTM observations in 1989 to ontinue with itsspin-down phase (Gilfanov et al. 1989). This phase started in 1979 and was last observed in 1984with the Tenma satellite (Sato et al. 1986a). Vela X-1 was regularly below the detetion limit: onNov 24�25, 1988, Jan 23�26, 1989, Jul 3�4, 1989, De 28, 1990 and Jan 11�12, 1991. These timesare in aordane with the ephemeris for elipses as given by Sato et al.X1118{616 : First detetion sine 1975. See setion 7.4.X1119{603 : See setion 7.4.X1145{619 : This Be X-ray binary and reurrent transient was seen during Feb 4�6, 1989 at a levelof 25 mCrab.X1145{616 : This Be X-ray binary and reurrent transient was seen during Jan 15, 1992 at a levelof 20 mCrab.X1223{624 : GX301{2 was observed only twie, on Jan 11, 1992 when the orbital phase of thishigh-mass X-ray binary was 0.85{0.86 (ephemeris from Sato et al. 1986b). It showed the heaviestlow-energy absorption of all deteted soures, although it is known to exhibit low-energy absorptionof about an order of magnitude in NH higher (e.g. Haberl 1991). Due to the short observation time,the pulse period (�700 s) ould not be well onstrained.X1516{569 : Cir X-1 was regularly observed from Jan 27 to Feb 2, 1989 when it was seen to varywith a fator of � 2 about an average of 0.17 Crab. The hardness ratio B3/B2 was positivelyorrelated with intensity.X1538{522 : Nor X-2 was only one just above the TTM detetion limit: on Feb 2, 1989 at a levelof 40 mCrab.X1543{624 : This soure was deteted three times just above the detetion limit.X1608{522 : Observed on Mar 24, 1989 when it was deteted at a mean level of 0.12 Crab. No
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Figure 7.4: Contour map of sensitivity in galati-bulge �eld. Contours are 5, 7.5, 10, 20, 30 and2000�10�4  s�1 m�2 and inrease outward. Numbered points refer to the following detetedX-ray soures: 1=X1608�522, 2=X1624�490, 3=X1630�472, 4=X1636�536, 5=X1642�455,6=X1659�487, 7=X1700�377, 8=X1702�429, 9=X1702�363, 10=X1705�440, 11=X1708�407,12=X1724�307, 13=X1728�337, 14=X1728�247,15=X1728�169, 16=X1731�260, 17=X1732�304, 18=X1732�273 (=KS1732�273, see In 't Zandet al. 1991), 19=X1735�269, 20=X1735�444, 21=X1741�297 (=1E1740.7-2942, see Skinner et al.1991), 22=X1741�293 (=KS1741-293, see In 't Zand et al. 1991), 23=X1742�294, 24=X1744�299,25=X1744�361, 26=X1744�265, 27=X1746�370, 28=X1755�338, 29=X1758�258,30=X1758�250, 31=X1758�205, 32=X1811�171, 33=X1813�140, 34=X1820�303,35=X1822�371, 36=X1826�235, 37=X1850�087



7.3. AN ARCHIVE OF TTM OBSERVATIONS 121spetral hanges ould be deteted.X1617{155 : So X-1 was observed as part of a multi-wavelength ampaign on Mar 9�13, 1989. Thelarge errors on the minimum and maximum intensity, quoted in Table 7.3.2, arise from problemsto assess the dead-time-orreted integration times for this brightest elestial X-ray soure by theonventional method. During the TTM observations, So X-1 was in its aring branh (Pan et al., in preparation).X1624{490 : This soure (the 'big dipper') was observed on Mar 24, 1989, exhibiting variability witha fator of 2, while remaining in the same spetral state.X1627{673 : A pulse period of 7:6610 � 0:0002 s was measured on Sep 13, 1989 (Sunyaev et al.1991b).X1630{472 : Observed on Mar 24�25, 1989 at a onstant level of 0.22 Crab.X1636{536 : Observed on Mar 24 and Sep 11, 1989. On the latter day, the soure was not detetedand at least 2 times as weak as on the former day, when its intensity was 0.09 Crab.X1642{455 : GX340+0 was observed on Mar 24�25 and Sep 11, 1989. While exhibiting variability,its spetral state remained onstant.X1656+354 : Her X-1 was deteted only marginally one, on Mar 12, 1989 at a level of 15 mCrab,at phase 0:9 � 0:1 of its 35 days yle (ephemeris from Kahabka 1987). On three other oasions,two near phase 0.5 and one near 0, its ux remained below 9 mCrab.X1659{487 : The blak hole andidate GX339{4 (see e.g. Tanaka 1989) was observed during threeperiods. On Mar 24, 1989, the soure was in a bright/soft state at a mean intensity of 0.24 Crab.On Apr 2, 1989, the soure was seen to deline by a fator of 212 while staying in a soft state.Four months later, on Sep 11{12, it was in an o�-state with an intensity at least 20 times as low.O�-states have been observed previously for this soure (e.g. Moth et al. 1985).X1700{377 : This soure was undetetable on Mar 25, 1989, when it was in elipse aording to theephemeris provided by Haberl et al. (1989).X1702{429 : While exhibiting strong variability, this soure revealed no hange in spetral state.Three bursts were deteted from X1702{429, of whih two showed signi�ant spetral softeningduring deay.X1702{363 : Out of 12 observations, GX349+2 was observed to are during 2 observations on Feb11, 1989 with a signi�antly harder spetrum than during the remaining observations.X1705{440 : While showing onsiderable variability, the spetral state was not observed to hange.X1708{407 : This soure was seen slightly above the detetion limit on 12 oasions. A re�nedposition ould be obtained (In 't Zand et al. 1989).X1724{307 : This soure in Terzan 2 was always deteted slightly above the detetion threshold.X1728{337 : While showing onsiderable variability, no spetral variability ould be deteted. Threebursts were deteted from this soure.X1728{247 : GX1+4 was deteted just above the detetion limit during two periods: Aug 16, 1989and Aug 31 till Sep 9, 1989. The peak intensity was 41 mCrab on Sep 3.X1728{169 : While showing no variability at �rst, GX9+1 was seen to deline during Sep 11, 1989with at least a fator of 2.X1731{260 : This transient soure was disovered with TTM and �rst deteted on Aug 16, 1989.The peak intensity ourred on Aug 23 at a value of 0.13 Crab. Four bursts were deteted from it.The soure was seen to be ative also in September 1990 with ROSAT 4 and in Marh 1991 with4No paper was yet published about ROSAT results on KS1731�260 when this hapter was written (June 1992).



122 CHAPTER 7. MONITOR-RESULTS OF TTM DURING OCT. 1988 { FEB. 1992Granat/Sigma (Barret et al. 1992). The fat that it has been deteted by these diverse instrumentssuggests that it was detetable over a very wide range of photon energies of � 0:1 to �150 keV. Forfurther details on TTM measurements, the reader is referred to Sunyaev et al. (1990b).X1732{304 : The ux of this soure in Terzan 1 was seen to be approximately 3 times as high asmeasured in 1985 with Spaelab-2 XRT (Skinner et al. 1987).X1735{444 : While showing onsiderable variability, no spetral hanges ould be deteted.X1735{269 : This soure did not show any signi�ant variability and was seen at a ux level about2 times as high as measured in 1985 with Spaelab-2 XRT (Skinner et al. 1987).X1742{294 : No spetral variability was deteted for this galati enter soure. One burst wasdeteted from it. This is the �rst time a burst ould de�nitely be attributed to this soure.X1744{361 : First detetion sine 1976. See setion 7.4.X1744{300/X1744{299 : In the urrent analysis, no speial onsideration was given to the smallangular distane between both these soures (2.80, Skinner et al. 1990). Therefore, the tabledinformation is preliminary. One burst was deteted from X1744{300.X1744{265 : GX3+1 shows a slight but signi�ant positive orrelation between hardness ratio andintensity.X1746{370 : This soure in NGC6441 was always deteted slightly above the detetion threshold,at a level of � 15 mCrab.X1755{338 : While showing onsiderable variability, no hange in spetral state was observed.X1758{250 : A large history of spetral states was obtained. See setion 7.4.X1758{205 : Although variable with a fator of 2, the data did not reveal large spetral variability.X1811{171 : GX13+1 was observed 9 times in Marh 1989. It was variable with a fator of 1.5, butshowed no large spetral variability.X1813{140 : For GX17+2 the same remarks apply as for X1811{171.X1820{303 : During 5 observations on Sep 9�10, 1989 this globular luster soure showed onsider-able spetral variability, while no signi�ant intensity variations were deteted.X1822{371 : Showed strong (fator of 3) variability, while the spetrum remained onstant.X1826{235 : The transient and blak hole andidate GS1826�24 (Tanaka 1989) was observed withTTM on Mar 19, 1989. A re�ned position was obtained (see In 't Zand et al. 1989).X1850{087 : During 4 observations on Mar 17, 1989 this globular luster soure was marginallydeteted at 17 mCrab.X1947+300 : This transient was disovered on Jun 8, 1989 and remained above the detetion limittill Jun 15, 1989. The spetrum of KS1947+300 is quite hard, suggesting that it is a Be X-raybinary. This is supported by the nature of the alleged optial ounterpart, an OB star with H�emission (Goranskii et al. 1991).X1956+350 : Cyg X-1 was always observed in its high and hard state. See also hapter 9.X2023+338 : This transient was observed during the deay phase of its 1989 outburst over a totaltime period of 3 months. For a desription of the data analysis we refer to In 't Zand et al. (1992,see hapter 9).X2030+407 : Cyg X-3 was seen to vary with a fator of 4, while essentially preserving a onstantspetrum.The quoted information was obtained from a popular paper by A. Dyer, Astronomy, June 1991 issue, page 43.
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Figure 7.5: Fully resolved spetrum of A1118{616. The solid line shows the best-�t power-law modelwith � = 1:8 and NH = 1:2 � 1023 H m�27.4 Disussion of seleted souresSome of the deteted soures show features worth disussing separately in slightly more detail.X1118{616 : A1118{616 is a transient whih was seen in outburst one before. Ariel-V deteted itfor � 44 days from De 17, 1974 onwards (Eyles et al. 1975). The maximum ourred � 8 daysafter the �rst detetion at a level of � 500 mCrab (8{20 keV). Ives et al. (1975) found an osillatingsignal in the data, with a large modulation depth of 85% and a period of 405.3�0.6 s. This was latershown to be the �rst long-period X-ray pulsar (Fabian et al. 1975) and is situated in a Be X-raybinary.TTM deteted A1118-616 seventeen years later, while arrying out observations on the Cen X-3�eld on Jan 13�16, 1992. The soure was found to have an average intensity of � 40 mCrab.Previous observations of this �eld, during Jun 4, 1989, showed the soure to be at least � 10 timesless bright. The data was heked for the presene of a pulsed signal, but this ould not be found. Anupper limit is plaed on the modulation depth of 15% (90% on�dene) for a pulsation with a periodof 405{406 s. Fig. 7.5 shows the spetrum obtained on A1118{616. It an be satisfatorily desribedby a power-law model with a photon index of � = 1:8 � 0:3 and NH = (1:2 � 0:5) � 1023 H m�2(�2r = 1:0). This is softer than the spetrum during peak ux in 1974, when � was 0:91� 0:05 (andNH = (5:8 � 0:6)� 1022 H m�2).Most probably, TTM deteted the on-set of the outburst of A1118{616. Granat observationswith the all-sky monitor Wath, onduted 12 days later on Jan 28�30, 1992 (Lund et al. 1992),revealed that the soure was again at an intensity level similar to the Ariel-V peak intensity. Alsothis data ontained the pulsation again, with a period onsistent with that of 17 years before.
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Figure 7.6: Fully resolved spetrum of A1744{361. The solid line shows the best-�t thermalbremsstrahlung model with kT = 7:2 keV and no absorptionX1119{603 : The latest data on Cen X-3 was obtained on Jan 14-16 1992. The pulse period wasmeasured to be P = 4:8192� 0:0005 s (for the solar system baryenter and orreted for the orbitalmotion of the binary). This implies that P dereased sine TTM 's 1989 observations (Gilfanovet al. 1989) at a mean rate of _P = (�1:1� 0:2)� 10�3 s yr�1. The TTM pulse period is reasonablyonsistent with the 'wavy' pulse-period history found by Tsunemi (1989) from data overing 16years. Tsunemi modeled the pulse-period hange by a linear spin-down and a seular sinusoidaldisturbane with a half-amplitude of 1.3 ms. He argued periodi stellar ativity (with a period of� 9 years) to be the most plausible explanation for the 'wavy' disturbane. The pulse-period valuefound with TTM is 0:0019�0:0005 s above the value of 4:8173�0:0008 s expeted from the empirialformula provided by Tsunemi and therefore does not rule out his model. However, although thelinear spin-down is on�rmed, the statistial auraies of both the TTM measurement and theempirial model do not provide a valuable alibration of the 'wavy' disturbane.Cen X-3 was undetetable on Feb 4, 1989 and Jan 13, 1992. These times are in ompliane withthe ephemeris of elipse as given by Murakami et al. (1983).X1744{361 : The transient soure A1744{361 has been seen one in outburst before, with Ariel-Vduring February{April 1976 (Carpenter et al. 1977). TTM measurements revealed that the sourewas again in an ative state 1312 years later on Aug 22�23, 1989 at a relatively onstant level of� 60 mCrab, about 3 times less bright than in 1976. It was undetetable on Mar 20 and Sep 9, 1989,when it was at least 10 times as weak. The spetrum (see Table 7.3.2 and Fig. 7.6) is indiative fora soft transient: kT = 7:2� 1:5 keV and NH < 1022 H m�2 (�2r = 0:9).X1758{250 : The well-known 'Z-soure' GX5{1 (Hasinger & Van der Klis 1989) was observed during
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Figure 7.7: Spetral hardness versus intensity diagram of GX5-1. In this ase the hardness is de�nedas the ratio of the intensity in 7.4{28 to that in 1.8{7.4 keV. The intensity is measured in the fullpassband. Note the jump in the transition from normal branh (NB) to horizontal branh (HB)62 observations in 1988 and 1989, with a total exposure time of 16.2 h. The measured hardness-intensity diagram (Fig. 7.7) learly shows the normal branh (NB) and the horizontal branh (HB).GX5{1 was found to be on the NB during 3 and on the HB during 5 separate periods (i.e. periodsseparated by at least 3 days).The hardness-intensity diagram indiates that GX5{1 has, on average, preferene for only part ofthe HB: the region of intensities near 2  s�1m�2 is haraterized by a low density of measurements.A one-dimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (e.g. Press et al. 1986) applied to the distributionof the points projeted on a line desribing eah branh (H = 0:551 � 0:081 I for the HB andH = 0:033 + 0:121 I for the NB, where H is the spetral hardness as de�ned in Fig. 7.7 and I theintensity in 2-28 keV) yields probabilities of 1 and 48 per ent for the HB and NB respetively thatthe observed distribution is randomly sampled from a uniform distribution. A on�rmation of thesame type of non-uniformity in the HB is provided by independent measurements: a similar featureis present in the data obtained with Hakuho during July-August 1980 (see Shibazaki & Mitsuda1983).A physial explanation for the low-density region is not readily available. Although it is not



126 Chapterlear from the TTM data whether this region is physially related to the HB-NB transition point(the 'apex'), we speulate on the possibility that it is. A rough model for the spetral behaviorin another Z-soure (Cyg X-2), suggested by Hasinger et al. (1990) after a multi-wavelength study,may provide a lue. Hasinger et al. suggest that the HB-to-NB transition is due to a thikeningof the aretion-disk whih is initiated by an inrease of the mass aretion rate. At the apexthe aretion disk suddenly engulfs the whole magnetosphere. The additional ool disk materialin the line of sight auses the softening of the observed spetrum by Compton degradation andthus hanges the hardness-intensity relation. The sudden hange of aretion-disk thikness in thetransition is presumed to arise from a postulated instability. The above-mentioned region in the Zpattern in GX5{1 near the apex seems to support the idea of this postulated instability: the timesale of spetral variability near the apex seems to be, on average, shorter than nominally for theNB and the HB. However, more theoretial study is needed, for instane to explain the fat thatthe low-density region appears at one side of the apex only and whether the relation between thisregion and the apex is real. The TTM observations on GX5{1 are further investigated (Blom 1992).7.5 Summary and onlusionIn total, TTM monitored 65 point soures during the �rst 312 years of operation. Most of thesesoures were deteted in the galati-bulge �eld whih TTM observed for � 20% of the time.A variety of X-ray soures was deteted, with a dynami range of 103 in ux and with very softto very hard spetra. TTM data provided information to extrat the time variability in intensityand spetrum of these soures, on time sales from seonds (e.g. burst events, 'long' pulsations) tomonths (e.g. transient behavior and long-term variability).The observations revealed the detetion of 4 previously unknown transient soures (3 in thegalati-bulge �eld) and 14 burst events (all in galati-bulge �eld). Furthermore, 2 transients,known to have erupted previously only one in 1974{1976, were deteted. Bearing in mind that theavailable data does not really permit aurate population studies of transients, the data suggests afrequeny of transients �> 20 mCrab in the galati-bulge �eld of �1 every three days.Moreover, valuable data on the pulse-period histories of several long-period pulsars (Cen X-3,Vela X-1, 4U1627-673, A0535+262) have also beome available.The results reported here stress the importane of monitoring the galati-bulge region witha wide-�eld oded-mask amera. They show good promise for the SAX wide-�eld ameras (Jageret al. 1989), due for launh in 1994, whih are expeted to have a far better duty yle than TTM.TTM ontinues to ondut observations on an intermittent basis5. The instrument still funtionsnominally, almost 4 years after '�rst light'.ReferenesBarret, D., Bouhet, L., Mandrou, P et al.: 1992, Astrophys. J. 394, 615Blom, J.J.: 1992, private ommuniationBorozdin, K., Gilfanov, M.R., Sunyaev, R.A. et al.: 1990, Sov. Astron. Lett. 16, 345Bradt, H.V.D., MClintok, J.E.: 1983, Ann. Rev. Astron. Astrophys. 21, 13Carpenter, G.F., Eyles, C.J., Skinner, G.K., Wilson, A.M., Willmore, A.P.: 1977, Mon. Not. R.Astron. So. 179, 27PDamen, E.: 1990, Ph.D. Thesis, University of AmsterdamEbisawa, K., Mitsuda, K., Inoue, H.: 1989, Pub. Astron. So. Japan 41, 519Eyles, C.J., Skinner, G.K., Willmore, A.P., Rosenberg, F.D.: 1975, Nature 254, 577Fabian, A.C., Pringle, J.E., Webbink, R.F.: 1975, Nature 255, 208Gilfanov, M.R., Sunyaev, R.A., Churazov, E.M. et al.: 1989, Sov. Astron. Lett. 15, 291Goranskii, V.P., Episov, V.F., Lyutyi, V.M., Shugarov, S.Yu.: 1991, Sov. Astron. Lett. 17, 3995This remark overs the situation of the instrument till June 1992.
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Chapter 8Two new X-ray transients near thegalati enterAdv. Spae. Res. 11, (8)187 (1991)J.J.M. in 't Zand?, J. Heise?, A.C. Brinkman?, R. Jager?, G.K. Skinnerz, T.G. Pattersonz,H.-C. Panz, M.R. Nottinghamz, A.P. Willmorez, O. Al-Emamz, R.A. Sunyaevx, E.M. Churazovx,M.R. Gilfanovx, N.S. Yamburenox? SRON-Laboratory for Spae Researh, Sorbonnelaan 2, 3584 CA Utreht, The Netherlandsz Shool of Physis and Spae Researh, University of Birmingham, Edgbaston,Birmingham B15 2TT, UKx Spae Researh Institute, Profsoyuznaya 88/32, Mosow 117296, RussiaAbstrat { Analysis of data obtained in 1989 with the X-ray wide-�eld amera TTM of the R�ontgen-Kvant-Mir observatory revealed the existene of two new X-ray transients: KS1732�273 andKS1741�293, the latter of whih is situated in the error boxes ofMXB1742�29 as well as MXB1743�29. Signi�ant detetions of KS1741�293 were made on 3onseutive days during whih it exhibited 2 bursts.8.1 IntrodutionA sky �eld of 6 � 6 square degrees entered on the galati enter (GC) ontains at least 17 X-ray point soures in the 3�10 keV energy band. In Table 8.1 these soures are listed. Most ofthese soures are strongly variable and till now only three of them have been lassi�ed as persistentsoures. Possibly the three Einstein soures are persistent also sine they have been on�rmed fromSpaelab-2 XRT data (/8/). The same is true for SLX1744�299/300 and SLX1735�269: they havebeen on�rmed from TTM data (see e.g. /13/).Most of the remaining soures in Table 8.1 are transients and burst soures. Due to the largeerror boxes of the burst soures these ould possibly be identi�ed with other point soures listed inTable 8.1.In this paper we present the disovery of two transient soures near the GC (KS1732�273 andKS1741�293) and disuss some of their harateristis.129



130 CHAPTER 8. TWO NEW X-RAY TRANSIENTS NEAR THE GALACTIC CENTERTable 8.1: Known X-ray point soures (3-10 keV) in a 6 � 6 square degrees region entered on thegalati enterSoure Charateristia Ref. Remark4U1735-28 T (1971) /1/GX3+1 P bA1742-293 P bA1742-289 T (1975) /2/GX+0.2,-0.2 T (1976) /2/, /3/GX+1.1,-1.0 T? (1976) /3/MXB1742-29 B (1976) /10/ Identi�ation possible withA1742-294 and KS1741-293MXB1743-29 B (1976) /10/ Identi�ation possible with1E1742.5-2859 and KS1741-293MXB1743-28 B (1976) /10/ Identi�ation possible with1E1743.1-2843H1743-32 T (1977) /4/1E1740.7-2942 P? /6/ Hardest soure in region1E1742.5-2859 P? /7/ Coinident with Sgr A� West1E1743.1-2843 P? /7/SLX1732-304 P+B (1985) /8/ Situated in Terzan 1SLX1735-269 P? /8/SLX1737-282 ? /8/SLX1744-299/300 P?+B (1985) /9/ Double soureGS1741-282 T (1987) /5/KS1732-273 T (1989) This paperKS1741-293 T+B (1989) This papera P = Persistent soure, T = Transient (between parentheses the year of deteted appearane), B = burst soure(between parentheses the year when the bursts were deteted). If a question mark is given, the harateristi isunlear.bThese soures are referred to in many X-ray studies of the galati enter region, see for a list in e.g. /14/.8.2 ObservationsThe observations were arried out with the X-ray wide-�eld amera TTM (/11/). This oded maskamera has a passband of 2�30 keV and a �eld of view of 16� 16 square degrees full-width to zero-response (FWZR) at an angular resolution of 2 arminutes at 6 keV. The instrument is loated inthe Kvant module of the Soviet manned spae station Mir as part of the R�ontgen X-ray observatory.Sine its turn-on in Otober 1988 the GC has been one of the prime targets.The GC was observed on 12 days, most of them (9) in August-September 1989. The enter ofthe �eld of view was pointed either at the GC, GX1+4 or KS1731�260. This basially implies 3di�erent sensitivities for the GC region. The observation time is typially 20 minutes per orbit.Table 8.2 lists for eah day the total observation time and the time span between the start of the�rst and the end of the last orbit when measurements were being arried out. In total, the GC wasobserved for about 15 hours.8.3 Results and disussionThe data were ombined into one image per day of observation in the energy passband 3�10 keV.Signi�ant peaks were found in the images of 5 days at 2 positions where previously no X-ray point



8.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 131Table 8.2: Some harateristis of the data on the GC and intensities for KS1732�273 andKS1741�293 Date Exposure Time spana KS1732�273 KS1741�293s h (1)b (2)b (1)b (2)b21-Ot-88 2520 5 <10 <2020-Mar-89 4300 8 22 11 < 61-Apr-89 2310 2 <15 <1016-Aug-89 5900 5 12 < 5 < 820-Aug-89 7870 9 12 < 5 27 1221-Aug-89 7200 9 12 < 5 28 1022-Aug-89 7100 8 <10 23 1523-Aug-89 6400 8 <10 < 531-Aug-89 3670 5 < 7 <103-Sep-89 1230 2 <10 <174-Sep-89 3720 22 23 13 <115-Sep-89 1720 5 <10 <15aDuration between start of �rst and end of last observation during the urrent data set;b (1) = Intensity in mCrab (in ase of no detetion a 3� upper limit is given), (2) = Signi�ane of detetion

Figure 8.1: Soures observed in the immediate neighborhood of KS1732�273. Contours are givenat signi�ane levels of 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 20, 30 �. The sky overage of this map is 3:1 � 3:1 squaredegreessoure was known to exist. Table 8.2 lists for eah observation day the deteted uxes for these twosoures, in ase of no detetion a 3� upper limit is given. As an be derived from Table 8.2, the twosoures vary at least with about a fator 5, given the peak ux and the lowest upper limit found.8.3.1 KS1732�273As Table 8.2 shows, KS1732�273 was deteted on two days, Marh 20th and Sep 4th, 1989. The uxat both dates was omparable at 22 mCrabs (3�10 keV). A ontour map of the immediate viinity ofthe soure is shown in Fig. 8.1. KS1732�273 is situated near GX1+4 and the X-ray transient burst
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Figure 8.2: Contour map of the region observed near the GC, where Sgr A� West (not deteted)is situated. Contours are given in signi�ane steps of 0.5 in 5�8�. Furthermore, the error boxesof two SAS-3 burst soures are given. The new transient burst soure KS1741�293 is inside theerror box of MXB1743�29 and just outside that of MXB1742�29. The sky overage of this map is2:0� 2:0 square degreessoure KS1731�260, whih was reently disovered by TTM (/12/). Using the known positions ofGX354�0, GX5�1 and GX3+1, KS1732�273 was loalized at:R.A. = 17h 32m 54s, De. = �27Æ 230 4200 (1950.0 Equinox) orlII = 0:Æ163, bII = 2:Æ591with an error irle radius of 10 (90% on�dene level).Beause of poor statistis it is diÆult to determine the shape of the spetrum ofKS1732�273 with reasonable auray. However, the shape is ompatible with a thermal bremsstrahlungspetrum with a temperature of about kT = 3 keV and a hydrogen olumn density NH of less than1023 m�2.The soure ould not be identi�ed with any other soure in any wavelength regime (SIMBADdatabase, Strassbourg, June 1990).8.3.2 KS1741�293This soure was deteted on 3 onseutive days (August 20�22, 1989) at a omparable ux levelof about 26 mCrabs. A ontour map of the observed viinity of KS1741�293 is shown in Fig. 8.2.KS1741�293 is loated less than 0.5 degree from the galati enter, atR.A. = 17h 41m 38s, De. = �29Æ 190 5300 (1950.0 Equinox) orlII = �0:Æ441, bII = �0:Æ065with an error irle radius of 10 (90% on�dene level). With TTM, the following soures weredeteted in the viinity of the GC: A1742�294, 1E1740.7�2942, SLX1744�299/300, KS1741�293;not shown in Fig. 8.2: 1E1743.1�2843, GX3+1, Terzan 1, SLX1735�269.Shown in Fig. 8.2 are also the error boxes of the burst soures deteted in 1976 with SAS-3(/10/). KS1741�293 is loated near the edges of both the (95% on�dene level) error boxes ofMXB1743�29 and MXB1742�29. KS1741�293 ould therefore possibly be identi�ed with either



Referenes 133Table 8.3: Parameters of 2 bursts (1 and 2) of KS1741�293Burst No. 1 2Start time (days sine Aug 1st, 0h UT.) 19.56378 21.15758Duration (s) 28 +/- 4 28 +/- 4Number of ounts 300 +/- 32 900 +/- 70Peak ux (mCrab, 2-30 keV) 425 +/- 53 302 +/- 28Blakbody temperature (keV) 2.5 +/- 0.5 2.8 +/- 0.5Energy in 1039 ergs at anassumed distane of 10 kp 6 4one burst soure.A thermal bremsstrahlung �t to the total spetral data of KS1741�293 yields that the hydrogenolumn density must be less than NH= 1023 m�2 and the temperature more than kT = 6 keV.8.3.3 Bursts from KS1741�293Two bursts were deteted from KS1741�293, on August 20th and 22nd, 1989. Charateristis ofthe bursts are given in Table 8.3. Fig. 8.3 displays the time pro�le of the seond burst in threeenergy bands and Fig. 8.4 the blakbody spetral �t to this burst at peak intensity. Details aboutthe extration of burst data an be found in /12,13/.Beause KS1741�293 may be identi�ed with either MXB1742�29 or MXB1743�29, it is inter-esting to ompare the time pro�le of bursts from the latter soure with that of KS1741�293. Lewinet al. (/10/) reported a double peaked pro�le struture for 7 out of 8 bursts whih they ouldattribute to MXB1743�29, the two peaks being separated by 6 to 8 seonds (depending on theenergy band onsidered). The two bursts reported here do not show a double peaked time pro�le(see Fig. 8.3). To hek the signi�ane of not observing the double peaked time pro�le, as wasthe ase for MXB1743�29, the time pro�le of the burst of KS1741�293 was binned in 3 s intervalsin the energy band 8�19 keV (in this energy band the double peaked nature of the bursts observedwith SAS-3 is most prominent). Taking into aount the expeted peak separation and heking forall possible phases of the binning, it was found that the observed intensity ratio exludes a doublepeak struture in the TTM data at a on�dene level of 99.7% when ompared with the minimumto maximum intensity ratio seen in the double peaked bursts reported by Lewin et al. (/10/).The burst emitting area radii of the two bursts from KS1741�293 are omparable at R = (6.0 � 0.5) x (D/10kp) km, where D is the distane of KS1741�293 to earth.Referenes1. E. Kellogg, H. Gursky, S. Murray, H. Tananbaum, R. Giaoni: 1971, Astrophys. J. Lett. 169,L992. C.J. Eyles, G.K. Skinner, A.P. Willmore, F.D. Rosenberg: 1975, Nature 257, 2913. R.J. Protor, G.K. Skinner, A.P. Willmore: 1978, Mon. Not. R. Astron. So. 185, 7454. H. Gursky, H. Bradt, R. Doxsey et al.: 1978, Astrophys. J. 223, 9735. K. Mitsuda, T. Takeshima, T. Kii, N. Kawai: 1990, Astrophys. J. 353, 4806. P. Hertz, J.E. Grindlay: 1984, Astrophys. J. 278, 1377. M.G. Watson, R. Willingale, J.E. Grindlay, P. Hertz: 1981, Astrophys. J. 250, 1428. G.K. Skinner, A.P. Willmore, C.J. Eyles et al.: 1987, Nature 330, 5449. G.K. Skinner, A.J. Foster, A.P. Willmore, C.J. Eyles: 1990, Mon. Not. R. Astron. So. 243, 7210. W.H.G. Lewin, J.A. Ho�man, J. Doty et al.: 1976, Mon. Not. R. Astron. So. 177, 83P11. J.J.M. in 't Zand, R. Jager, J. Heise et al.: 1988, in "Pro. Workshop on Timing Neutron
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Figure 8.3: Time pro�le of the seond and most signi�ant burst detetion, of KS1741�293 onAugust 22nd, 1989. The intensity is given in raw ounts per seond, neither orreted for bak-ground radiation nor for dead time e�ets. A double-peak struture, as observed by SAS-3 forMXB1743�29, is absent at a 99.7% on�dene level
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Figure 8.4: Blakbody �t (solid urve) to the spetrum of the seond burst of KS1741�293 duringpeak intensity. The best �t temperature is kT = 2:8 � 0:5 keVStars", eds. H. �Ogelman and E.P.J. van den Heuvel, NATO ASI Series No. C262 (Dordreht:Kluwer Aademi Publishers), 31712. R.A. Sunyaev, E.M. Churazov, M.R. Gilfanov et al.: 1989, in "Pro. 23rd ESLAB Symp. onTwo Topis in X-Ray Astronomy", eds. J. Hunt and B. Battrik (Noordwijk: ESA SP-296), 64113. T.G. Patterson, G.K. Skinner, A.P. Willmore et al.: 1989, in "Pro. 23rd ESLAB Symp. onTwo Topis in X-Ray Astronomy", eds. J. Hunt and B. Battrik (Noordwijk: ESA SP-296), 56714. H.V.D. Bradt, J.E. MClintok: 1983, Ann. Rev. Astron. Astrophys. 21, 13Note added after publiationThe soure 1E1740.7-2942 was in Otober 1990 disovered to be an oasional strong emitter of-radiation, suggestive of 511 keV annihilation line radiation (see Bouhet et al. 1991, Astrophys.J. Lett. 383, L45). A separate analysis of TTM data on this soure is given by G.K. Skinner et al.(1990, Astron. Astrophys. 252, 172).
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Chapter 9The spetral variability in 2{28 keV ofGS2023+338 during its 1989 outburstAepted for publiation in Astron. Astrophys.J.J.M. in 't Zand?, H.C. Panz, J.A.M. Bleeker?, G.K. Skinnerz, M.R. Gilfanovx, R.A. Sunyaevx? SRON - Laboratory for Spae Researh, Sorbonnelaan 2, 3584 CA Utreht, the Netherlandsz Shool of Physis and Spae Researh, University of Birmingham, Edgbaston,Birmingham B15 2TT, U.K.x Spae Researh Institute, Profsoyuznaya 88/32, Mosow 117296, RussiaAbstrat { The X-ray transient GS2023+338 (=V404 Cyg in the optial band), a lose binaryontaining a blak hole andidate, was observed with the oded mask X-ray amera TTM of theR�ontgen observatory on the Kvant module of Mir during June{August 1989, when it was in outburst.We report here the results of an analysis of these observations whih mainly addresses the spetralvariability of the transient on time sales between minutes and months.The spetral signatures of this variability were found to onsist of a utuating low-energyabsorption with a time sale of � 112 h, whose amplitude dereased on a time sale of � 1 month, anda slowly dereasing Compton-reeted omponent, on top of a power-law spetrum with essentiallya onstant photon index of 1.6{1.7. The utuating low-energy absorption ould be satisfatorymodeled by a varying olumn density of old matter, with a dynamial range of at least a fatorof � 40 and ranging up to NH � 4:5 � 1023 H m�2. This variability most probably originatedin dynamial proesses. Apart from spetral variability, a wavelength-independent variability isapparent, whih had time sales down to at least minutes, on top of a general deay with an e-folding deay time of 32 days. The long-term trends suggest that the environment of the ompatobjet beame progressively more transparent by aretion of the irumstellar matter onto theompat objet. The total mass transferred to the ompat objet during the omplete outburstwas, through equivalene with the radiated energy during the total outburst, found to be � 2 �10�9 (D/1 kp)2 M�. This is equivalent to an average mass transfer rate from the ompanion duringthe quiesent stage sine the last outburst of the optial ounterpart of (4{12)�1015 (D/1 kp)2 g s�1,whih is similar to that observed in other transient low-mass X-ray binaries, as long as D < 3 kp.In many of its spetral aspets, GS2023+338 resembles the galati blak hole andidate Cyg X-1in its 'hard' state. 137



138CHAPTER 9. THE SPECTRALVARIABILITY IN 2{28 KEVOFGS2023+338 DURING ITS 1989 OUTBURSTKeywords: Aretion, aretion disks { Blak holes { Novae and atalysmi variables { V404 Cyg{ X-rays: stars9.1 IntrodutionOn May 21st, 1989 the X-ray transient GS2023+338 was disovered with the All-Sky Monitor (ASM)on board the Ginga satellite (Makino 1989). A few days later, this transient was identi�ed withV404 Cyg (Wagner et al. 1989a), an optial nova known to have erupted in 1938 (Wahman 1948),1956 and possibly 1979 (Rihter 1989), indiating a reurrene time of less than about 20 years.Given a distane of >1.5 kp (Charles et al. 1989) and the large X-ray brightness (up to 21 Crabunits in the band 1{37 keV, Tanaka 1989) it beame lear that GS2023+338 must involve a low-massX-ray binary (LMXB), ontaining a ompat objet whih is either a neutron star or a blak hole,and a low-mass, possibly evolved, primary.The X-ray behavior during the 1989 outburst, as observed with instruments on the Ginga satellite(Kitamoto et al. 1989, Tanaka 1989) and the R�ontgen observatory onboard the manned spae stationMir (Sunyaev et al. 1991), was unique for a transient soure in two respets. Firstly, the intensityof the X-ray soure exhibited strong variability on all measured time sales (down to 2 ms), withextreme jumps of up to a fator of 500 within one minute. Seondly, the X-ray spetrum showedlarge variations in shape, partiularly during the �rst 10 days. Modelling the spetrum with a power-law, Kitamoto et al. (1989) found the photon-index to hange from 0.00 on May 21st, via {2.5 onMay 23rd to -1.4 after June 1st. Largely variable and omplex absorption was seen. The trends asseen in the X-ray lighturve (Kitamoto et al. 1989, Kitamoto 1990) are fairly well reprodued in theoptial lighturve, strongly suggesting that the optial light originated from reproessing of X-raysin matter surrounding the ompat objet (Wagner et al. 1991).Beause of the resemblane between the rapid variability seen in GS2023+338 and that in theblak hole andidate (BHC) Cyg X-1 (in its 'hard state'), Tanaka (1989) suggested the possibilityof a new BHC in GS2023+338. This suggestion was also supported by the very hard spetrum (upto 300 keV) observed (Sunyaev et al. 1991). Several attempts were made by a number of authors to�nd (orbital) periodiities in the lighturve (e.g. Wagner et al. 1991, Gotthelf et al. 1991, Udalski& Kaluzny 1991, Leibowitz et al. 1991) and the radial veloity urve (e.g. Haswell & Shafter 1990,Casares et al. 1991, Wagner et al. 1989b) to infer orbital parameters of the system, and hene toobtain a handle on the ompat objet's mass. Only reently Casares et al. (1992) have sueededin measuring beyond any doubt the radial veloity urve of the ompanion star with data obtainedin the summer of 1991, when the optial light was not dominated anymore by reproessed X-rays.They found an orbital period of 6.5 days and a lower limit to the ompat objet's mass of 6.26 M�,making this the best BHC yet.The X-ray instruments of the R�ontgen-observatory on the Kvant module of the manned spaestation Mir, whih over a wide photon energy range of 2 till 300 keV, have made measurementsof GS2023+338 during June-August 1989. These measurements have been presented already in apaper by Sunyaev et al. (1991). The work reported in the present paper involves an extension tothat presented by Sunyaev et al. , i.e. a more detailed assessment is made of the spetral variabilityof GS2023+338, employing data in the 2{28 keV band.9.2 ObservationsThe observations disussed here were performed with TTM, a oded mask X-ray amera that is partof the R�ontgen observatory onboard the Kvant module of the manned spae station Mir. TTM wasbuilt jointly by the SRON-Laboratory for Spae Researh Utreht and the University of Birminghamand is operated in ollaboration with the Spae Researh Institute, Mosow. This amera images8�8 square degrees full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the sky with an angular resolution of 2



9.3. THE DATA: LIGHTCURVE AND SPECTRUM 139Table 9.1: Log of TTM -observations on the GS2023+338 �eldNumber of ExposureDate (1989) observationsa timebJune 8 3 3800June 9 4 4990June 10 7r 3190June 15 3 750July 6 4 3860July 7 4 4470July 8 6r 2120July 9 5r 1860July 10 5 6170July 11 6 7420August 19 6 7320Total 53 45950aOne orbit de�nes one observation. r = 'roking mode' observation, whih results in about half the usual exposuretime on the target.bCombined exposure time for eah date in seonds.Due to elipses by the Earth, the e�etive exposure time on the objet was limited in these observations.arminutes FWHM. The detetor is a 95% Xenon �lled position-sensitive proportional ounter witha geometri open area of 540 m2 and sensitive between 2 and 30 keV with an energy resolutionof 18% FWHM at 6 keV. For a more omplete desription of TTM we refer to In 't Zand et al.(1988). It is important to note that the sensitivity of a oded mask amera is not only determinedby the detetor eÆieny, but also by the on�guration of elestial X-ray soures in the observedpart of the sky; in short, there is ross-talk between X-ray soures. Spei�ally for the GS2023+338�eld this means that the sensitivity is somewhat suppressed by the presene of the nearby (bright)soures Cyg X-1 and Cyg X-3.In general, the R�ontgen observatory (Sunyaev et al. 1987) an perform observations for 10 to 30minutes during the low environmental bakground period of eah 112 hour orbit. During 11 days in1989, between June 8th and August 19th, 53 orbits were devoted to observations of GS2023+338. Intotal the soure was observed for about 13 hours. Table 9.1 presents a log of the TTM observationson GS2023+338.9.3 The data: lighturve and spetrumLighturves, as measured by TTM in the 2{6 and 6{28 keV bands, are shown in Fig. 9.1 with atime resolution of 1 Mir orbit. Several interesting phenomena may be inferred from this:1. within a time span of slightly more than two months, the average X-ray brightness between 2and 28 keV delined with a fator of 7, orresponding to an e-folding deay time of �35 days;2. there is onsiderable variability from measurement to measurement, up to a fator of 2 inintensity;3. the variability is muh stronger in the low energy band than in the high energy band, parti-ularly in June.The latter aspet is very lear from Fig. 9.2, whih shows ombined spetra from 2 days of observationin June, indiating a large utuation in the low-energy part of the spetrum. This was already
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Figure 9.1: TTM -lighturves of GS2023+338 in two separate passbands. Intensities are expressedin Crab units (i.e. normalized on the ountrate for the Crab in the same energy interval) and thetime resolution is one Mir orbit. Times are given in UT for the enter of eah orbit. Note the jumpsin the time axisnoted by Tanaka (1989) and Sunyaev et al. (1991). It is also apparent from Fig. 9.2 that the spetraare omplex. The omplexity observed in these data has already been indiated by Sunyaev et al.(1991). They found that the June spetra ontain breaks in the 2{28 keV range near 4{5 keV and9{10 keV and suggest that these may be due to an integrated ontribution of emission originating indi�erent zones of an aretion disk with di�erent temperatures. In this paper a model is proposedfor this spetral struture. The prominent spetral struture, present in the June spetra, is lessobvious at later dates.
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Figure 9.2: Average ount-spetra of GS2023+338 for two days of observation in 1989: June 8th(rosses) and 10th (diamonds)9.4 Spetral variability9.4.1 Analysis methodFrom the rough analysis, disussed in 9.3, it is lear that the data suggest two types of spetralvariability: a fast and strongly utuating low-energy modulation and an apparently slower hange inthe remaining part of the spetrum. To model the observed spetral variability, we hoose to employan empirial approah. In this approah we �rst try to solely �t the modulation of the low-energyomponent without as yet making any model assumption on the shape of the intrinsi spetrum (wede�ne the 'intrinsi' spetrum to be the spetrum without low-energy modulation). This method,if suessful, allows the study of spetral properties other than the low-energy modulation withhigher statistial auray, through the ombination of spetra that are orreted for the low-energymodulation, and may onsequently be more restritive towards a spetral model for the soure.In order to investigate the low-energy modulation independent from the intrinsi spetrum, wedeveloped the method of di�erential absorption measurement. In this method, it is assumed a priorithat the intrinsi spetrum remains onstant over the analysis period and that the varying low-energy modulation an be solely attributed to a utuating low-energy absorption. The assoiatedabsorption measure is determined di�erentially, i.e. it is analyzed how muh the spetrum is absorbedat any moment relative to when the absorption was least in the whole data set.Hene, in this method the total spetrum inident on the detetor is desribed byF (E; t) = C(t) e��(E)NH(t) FC(E) (9.1)with C(t) a time-dependent normalization fator, �(E) the ross setion of a old gas of osmiabundane per H-atom (from Morrison & MCammon 1983) and NH(t) the time-dependent term of



142CHAPTER 9. THE SPECTRALVARIABILITY IN 2{28 KEVOFGS2023+338 DURING ITS 1989 OUTBURSTthe total absorbing hydrogen olumn density, exluding a onstant value for the interstellar matter.FC(E) represents the intrinsi spetrum. In the di�erential absorption measurement, FC(E) isanelled out through division by a 'referene spetrum', thus aquiring ratio spetra. The hoie ofthe referene spetrum is straightforward: the weighted average of those spetra that show the leastlow-energy absorption. Values for NH(t) and C(t) derive from �ts to the modulationC(t) e��(E)NH(t) ,onvolved with the response of the detetor1. Results for Pearson's �2-test indiate whether theused model is orret, i.e. whether the hosen referene spetrum is indeed representative of theintrinsi spetrum, and provide a veri�ation of the a priori assumption on the onstany of theshape of the intrinsi spetrum.Sine the intrinsi spetrum is slowly variable, it must be antiipated that di�erent referenespetra need to be de�ned for several periods. The number of neessary di�erent referene spetrafollows from the �2-tests. It is noted that NH and C values found for sets of ratio spetra withdi�erent referene spetra are in priniple not diretly omparable.9.4.2 Results on GS2023+338We applied the method of di�erential absorption measurement to the TTM data of GS2023+338,resolving the data in the highest possible time resolution permitted by the statistial quality of thedata for this kind of analysis, i.e. 250 s. Only the data taken during June 8-10 were thus resolvedbeause only in that period heavy low-energy absorption was observed (f. Figs. 9.1 and 9.2).Furthermore, all data were proessed with a 1 Mir -orbit time resolution (=112 h). Experimentingwith the method of di�erential absorption measurement on the data of GS2023+338 resulted in theneessity to de�ne two di�erent referene spetra, for the June and July-August periods separately.This indiates a typial time sale of one month in the intrinsi spetral variability.Apart from NH and C, we also present the results with the parameter CE, whih is de�ned asthe fator e��(E)NH(t) onvolved with the instrument response and integrated over the full passband;CE indiates the relative e�et of the low-energy absorption on the total 2-28 keV intensity. Theresults for all three parameters, as well as for the redued value of �2 for the best-�t model, arepresented in Fig. 9.3 for the one-orbit ('low') time resolution and in Fig. 9.4 for the 250 s ('high')time resolution. From the redued values of �2 it is lear that the model generally desribes the TTMdata well. We note that the use of two di�erent referene spetra has pratially no inuene onthe omparability of NH and only slightly on that of C: C=1 is equivalent to a 2-28 keV luminosityof 1:8� 1036(D/1 kp)2 erg/s in June and 1:7 � 1036(D/1 kp)2 erg/s in July-August.It is evident from Figs. 9.3 and 9.4 that a strong utuation of NH is present during the Juneobservations. The NH-values are well above the detetion threshold of � 1022 H-atoms per m2.The dynami range in NH was found to be at least a fator of �40, with a maximum NH found inthe high time resolution of (4:5�1:0)� 1023 H-atoms per m2 on June 9.42394 (UT) , orrespondingto a maximum absorption of �40% in the full energy band.Evaluating the high time resolution (Fig. 9.4), it appears that the NH-utuations do not persisttowards shorter time sales: within one Mir orbit there is no signi�ant utuation from measure-ment to measurement. In order to hek this quantitatively, we alulated the extra spread thatis present in the data on top of the statistial spread (the spread is de�ned here as the root meansquare of the sum of the quadrati residues with respet to the weighted mean). The resultingrms values, expressed in perentages of the weighted mean, are given in Table 9.2. The rms valuefor CE does indeed show no evidene of being larger in the high than in the low time resolution.Furthermore, this value is signi�ant only for the June data. The utuations in NH degraded inJuly and August with at least a fator of 10, as ompared to the June period.1In fat, a rough model must be used for the intrinsi spetrum in the models for the modulation by the low-energyabsorption, partiularly beause of esape e�ets in the detetor (see e.g. Bertin 1975, hapter 6). A power-lawspetrum, roughly desribing the observed spetrum, is suÆient for this.
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Figure 9.3: Results of modelling the spetral variability of GS2023+338 with a time resolution ofone Mir orbit (f. Fig. 9.1), from top to bottom: normalized energy-independent brightness (C),frational intensity in total passband due to absorption (CE), the variable omponent of the olumndensity (NH in H-atoms per m2) and �2r , the result for the statistial test of the applied model
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Figure 9.4: Same as Fig. 9.3, but now with a time resolution of 250 s and only for the data obtainedon June 8{10



9.4. SPECTRAL VARIABILITY 145Table 9.2: Frational rms values for intensities C and CE, for all data. Upper limits are 3�-values.rms (%) rms (%)Period (1989) Time-resolution in C in CEJune 8{10 250 s 13.1 � 1.4 13.1 � 1.4June 8{10 1 orbit 8.3 � 1.7 12.1 � 2.4July 6{11 1 orbit 15.5 � 2.1 <1.1August 19 1 orbit <3.5 <4.7

Figure 9.5: The relationship between NH and C for June 8{10 in high time resolutionRegarding C, this intensity shows signi�ant variability within the June and July data, althoughthis variability is of a more monotonous nature in July than it is in June. Contrary to the timesale of the variability in CE, the variability in C does show evidene for extending down to 250 sduring June. Applying Pearson's �2 test, a <3% probability was found for the rms value to be thesame in both time resolutions.Figure 9.5 shows the orrelation between C and NH in the June 8{10 data. The linear orrelationoeÆient between these two parameters in June 8-10 is -0.32, with a probability of <2% that theobserved orrelation ourred by hane. However, leaving out two points with extreme C valuesenhanes the probability to < 15%, so that we onlude that the proof of orrelation is only marginal.In onlusion, the intensity variability on time sales smaller than � 112 h an, given the qualityof the data, be attributed entirely to an energy-independent variability, while on longer time salesthe variability due to utuations in the thikness of the absorbing matter in the line of sightbeomes important. Given the sampling of the data, the shape of the intrinsi spetrum does notshow signi�ant variability on time sales less than about a week.Sine we ould deouple the intrinsi intensity utuations C from the utuation due to the



146CHAPTER 9. THE SPECTRALVARIABILITY IN 2{28 KEVOFGS2023+338 DURING ITS 1989 OUTBURSTvarying low-energy absorption (whih was partiularly strong in June), we ould determine the e-folding deay time independent from the utuation in the low-energy absorption. We found it tobe 31.6�0.7 days, whih is slightly less than the value determined from the total brightness deay.The long-term variability of the intrinsi spetrum is illustrated in Fig. 9.6 where we present theestimated inident photon spetra per month of observation. These spetra are normalized to theaverage C per period. A separate panel in Fig. 9.6 shows the intrinsi spetrum on a daily basis,to indiate the slow evolution of the intrinsi spetrum. Furthermore, the spetrum of Cyg X-1,as measured simultaneously with TTM , is shown for omparison. Figure 9.6 learly demonstratesevolution in the form of the intrinsi spetrum. Charateristi in the June spetrum is a sag beyond6{7 keV in an otherwise power-law like spetrum. The sag is also present in the July spetrum, butto a lesser degree. Suh a sag was also notied in Ginga data of GS2023+338 by Inoue (1989), whofound this to be quite reminisent of spetra of ative galati nulei (AGN). AGN spetra an oftenbe explained with a three-omponent model: a power-law spetrum, a omponent originating inCompton-reetion of the power-law spetrum against old or slightly ionized matter and an Fe-Kuoresene line at 6.4 keV. This model may be desribed by:F = �K E�� [1 + r R(E;�)℄ + IFe� e��(E)NH photons s�1m�2keV�1 (9.2)with � the photon index of the power law, R(E;�) the magnitude of the Compton-reeted om-ponent expressed in that of old matter with a overing fator 
=4� = 12 , r a saling fator, andIFe the ux of the iron line. The funtion R(E;�) has been spei�ed by Lightman & White (1988)and White et al. (1988); it takes into aount elasti sattering up to � 15 keV and Comptondown-sattering of hard X-rays beyond this energy.We were able to explain the TTM intrinsi spetra satisfatorily with this model, as did Tanaka(1990) for Ginga-spetra taken earlier on in the outburst (in late May 1989). In order to doso, we kept the olumn density of the interstellar matter at a value of 6 � 1021 H-atoms m�2,onsistent with the amount of reddening observed in the optial spetrum (Charles et al. 1989).Furthermore, we used the funtion R(E;�) appliable to slightly ionized material (i.e. �0 = 0:02,with �0 the ionization parameter as de�ned by Lightman & White 1988). Fits with the model to theintrinsi spetrum per month of observation revealed that the spetrum evolves to a smaller reetionomponent, while the power-law index remains essentially onstant at a value of � = 1:6 � 1:7 (seeFig. 9.7 for on�dene regions in �=r parameter spae, and Fig. 9.8 for the best �t to the intrinsiJune spetrum). The fration of the total 2-28 keV luminosity produed by the reeted omponentdereased from 0:19�0:02 in June, via 0:11�0:02 in July to an upper limit of 0:08 in August (errorsare 1�).We also applied the above-mentioned spetral model to the Cyg X-1 spetrum shown in Fig. 9.6.The Cyg X-1 spetrum also shows a signi�ant amount of Compton-reetion and a power-law indexsimilar to that of GS2023+338. The best �t parameters for this spetrum are: r = 0:4 � 0:1 and� = 1:70 � 0:04 (�2/�=57.2/26).9.5 DisussionWith a time resolution of 250 s, the maximum luminosity within the TTM passband was found onJune 10.51113 (enter of time bin in UT) at a level of 2:8 � 1036 (D/1 kp)2 erg/s (orreted forirumstellar absorption). One may extend this result to 300 keV, by using the results found withother instrument aboard R�ontgen (Sunyaev et al. 1991), to � 11 � 1036 (D/1 kp)2 erg/s. Thisis less than the Eddington limit for a ompat objet mass larger than 6.26 M� (8 � 1038 erg/s),as long as D �< 9 kp. Given the distane estimate of Charles et al. (1989) of 1.5{3 kp, a near-Eddington luminosity an be ruled out for this period. However, during the Ginga observations oflate May the soure was observed to be about 50 times as bright and a near-Eddington luminosityould very well have ourred (Tanaka 1989). The assumption of a near-Eddington luminosity for
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Figure 9.6: a. Photon spetrum of GS2023+338, orreted for absorption, separately for all ob-servations obtained in June, July and August. For omparison we have inluded the spetrum ofCyg X-1, ombined from 43 observations listed in Table 9.1 and o�set by a fator of 2. Cyg X-1 didnot show strong spetral variability during this period. b. The intrinsi spetrum of GS2023+338in arbitrary ux units on a daily basis during June
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Figure 9.7: 90% on�dene regions for the solution of � and r, for June (solid urve), July (dashedurve) and August (dashed-dotted urve). The aompanying minimum �2/� values are: 36.9/26(June), 25.8/21 (July), 17.42/26 (August)

Figure 9.8: Best-�t model spetrum (aording to Eq. 9.2) to the intrinsi ount-spetrum of June(� = 1:60, r = 1:0)



9.5. DISCUSSION 149GS2023+338 is supported by evidene for a 1{37 keV ux saturation on May 30th at a level of1:5� 1038 (D/1 kp)2 erg/s (Tanaka 1989).GS2023+338 is di�erent from other X-ray transient BHCs in the sense that its spetrum nevershowed evidene for a blak-body (BB) omponent, ommonly seen in 2{30 keV spetra of LMXBsand asribed to thermal emission from an aretion disk. We found an upper limit to the bolometriux of a BB omponent with kT = 1 keV of < 1:4�10�11 erg s�1 m�2 (within the TTM passbandthis amounts to < 6 � 10�4 times the total measured ux). The lak of a BB omponent is alsoobserved in two BHCs whose X-ray emissions are persistent: Cyg X-1 and GX339-4 during their'hard' spetral state (these soures swith from time to time to an 'ultra-soft' spetral state, duringwhih they do show a BB omponent). As Tanaka (1990) noted, the presene of a BB omponent isnot uniquely given by the mass aretion rate. Whether other parameters are important is not lear;ertainly the inlination angle is not, beause of the bimodal behavior of Cyg X-1 and GX339-4.For some reason the aretion disk seems to extend less far down to the ompat objet during thehard state than during the ultra-soft state.GS2023+338 is exeptional among transient BHCs for yet another reason: its strong NH utu-ation in the �rst month of the outburst. Suh a feature is, among LMXBs, only observed in dippingsoures with omparable NH values (see Parmar & White 1988 for a review). Dips in the X-rayux are presumably aused by irregularities in an aretion disk that oasionally obstrut the lineof sight during their orbital motion. Dips have also been seen in Cyg X-1 (see e.g. Ba lui�nska& Hasinger 1991). A dip-like origin for the low-energy absorption in GS2023+338 does not seemprobable beause the duration of the absorption relative to the orbital period far exeeds the usualvalue for dips. A dynamial origin, however, seems likely, given the near-Eddington luminosity inthe early stages of the outburst. Suh a luminosity may well have provided a rather inhomogeneousenvironment to the ompat objet, with a range of di�erent densities. If we interpret the 112 h timesale as due to Keplerian motion, the dynamial parameters given by Casares et al. (1992) yield alower limit for the distane between the absorbing material and the ompat objet of �> 8�1010 m.For omparison, the distane between both binary omponents is (1:9� 2:8)� 1012 m. This resultis onsistent with the absene of a BB omponent: the lower limit is far greater than the inner-most radius of a stable aretion disk, i.e. 3 Shwarzshild radii (equivalent to 107 m for a 10 M�blak hole), where most of the aretion-disk BB radiation within our passband would potentiallyoriginate.The slight orrelation between NH and C (f. Fig. 9.5) suggests that, apart from a dynamialorigin, the utuation in low-energy absorption on June 8{10 might also be explained in termsof photo ionization (rather than NH, the ross setion �(E) utuates). We will onsider thispossibility briey. Full ionization of all relevant elements up to iron requires the ionization pa-rameter � = Lx=nd2 to be at least 104 (e.g. Kallman & MCray 1982), where n is the partiledensity and d the distane to the soure. If we assume n = 1:4NH=d (for osmi abundanes) withNH = 4:5 � 1023 m�2 and take for Lx the maximum possible value (2 � 1038 erg/s as ditatedby the equivalene of the saturated luminosity level, found by Tanaka 1989, to the Eddington lumi-nosity of a 20 M� objet and the maximum luminosity found from TTM data), we �nd an upperlimit for the radius within whih the radiation an fully ionize the environment: d �< 4 � 1010 m.The longest time sale expeted for bremsstrahlung ooling of suh a plasma, with T = 107 K,is � 1 minute. This is two orders of magnitude shorter than the time sales observed. In viewof the fast variability of the soure ux, an explanation of the observed utuation in low-energyabsorption in terms of photo ionization therefore seems less likely.Apart from the general derease in low-energy absorption, the spetral variability of GS2023+338at time sales of the order of one week to one month is further haraterized by a derease of thereeted omponent. The question arises whether these tendenies are linked to a single physialproess. As was noted previously (e.g. by Sunyaev et al. 1991 and Inoue 1989), the X-ray hara-teristis of both GS2023+338 and Cyg X-1 are reminisent of those of ative galati nulei (AGN).



150CHAPTER 9. THE SPECTRALVARIABILITY IN 2{28 KEVOFGS2023+338 DURING ITS 1989 OUTBURSTIn AGNs, matter is thought to omprise basially two oexisting omponents that are important inthe formation of the X-ray spetrum (see e.g. Lightman & White 1988): old (thermal, kT�10 eV)and hot (non-thermal) matter. Often these two omponents are envisaged as an aretion disk anda surrounding orona, but theory does not require suh a geometry.The AGN piture may also apply to galati BHCs, suh as GS2023+338 and Cyg X-1 in its'hard' state, exept that the ompat objet's mass is a fator �107 smaller, thus the dynamialtime sales and the luminosity are aordingly smaller, while the old matter may be hotter. Thesag and the hard tail in the GS2023+338 spetrum is ertainly indiative of reetion against oldmatter, as indiated by the quality of the spetral �ts. It seems oneivable that the low-energyabsorbing material represents a old matter omponent against whih the power-law spetrum isCompton-reeted. This would onveniently explain the oupling in the data between the dereasein the magnitude of the reeted omponent and the derease in the general level of low-energyabsorption, both potentially arising from a derease in the amount of old matter. The generalderease in the observed values of NH indiates a derease of a fator of �10 in the mass of theirumstellar matter from June to August.Assuming that all gravitational energy released by the inow of matter on the ompat objetwas transformed into radiation, we �nd from the total amount of radiated energy during the wholeoutburst an equivalent mass of � 2� 10�9 M� (D/1 kp)2. If this amount was transferred from theompanion during the past quiesent stage of the X-ray transient (sine the previous outburst of itsoptial ounterpart 10 to 30 years ago, see introdution) and stored up until the 1989 outburst, theaverage mass transfer rate during quiesene would have been (4{12)�1015 (D/1 kp)2 g s�1. Thisvalue is omparable with that observed in other LMXB transient soures (e.g. White et al. 1984),as long as D < 3 kp.We also observed Compton-reetion in the spetrum of Cyg X-1, whih was simultaneouslymeasured with GS2023+338. This on�rms results obtained with Ginga (Tanaka 1990) and repre-sents yet another aspet of the similarity between both soures. The di�erene between Cyg X-1and GS2023+338 ould be that in Cyg X-1 the Compton-reetion takes plae against a stablearetion disk, while in GS2023+338 it predominantly takes plae against old lumpy material,expelled earlier during a near-Eddington luminosity phase.Finally, we note that the variability in the Compton-reeted omponent auses apparent hangesin the power-law index if Compton-reetion is not taken into aount during the spetral modellingof the data. This is lear from Fig. 9.6: the power-law spetrum of June appears to be harder thanthat of the other two months. However, the full spetral modelling is onsistent with a onstantpower-law index. We suggest that this e�et may partly be responsible for the strong index hangesseen in early Ginga-ASM data (Kitamoto et al. 1989).9.6 ConlusionIn this study we have investigated the spetral variability of the X-ray transient and BHC GS2023+338on time sales > 250 s during June-August 1989. The spetral signatures of this variability inludea utuating low-energy absorption with a time sale of � 112 h and a slowly dereasing Compton-reeted omponent, on top of a power-law spetrum with essentially a onstant index, but avariable intensity. The data an be satisfatory modeled by assuming a lumpy environment aroundthe ompat objet, whih gets progressively more transparent during our observations, probablyby aretion of the irumstellar matter onto the ompat objet. The 112 h time sale seems toexlude photo ionization as the ause of the utuating low-energy absorption.In many respets GS2023+338 resembles the BHC Cyg X-1 during its 'hard' state. Apart fromthe rapid intensity variability as seen with another R�ontgen instrument (HEXE, Sunyaev et al. 1991),this also applies to spetral harateristis, suh as power-law index, the presene of a Compton-reeted omponent and even, to some extent, low-energy absorption. The main di�erene between
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Inleiding en samenvattingR�ontgen-straling uit het heelalEr zijn twee belangrijke vershillen tussen de hemel zoals we die 's nahts met het blote oog kunnenzien en die in R�ontgen-liht: het hemelpatroon van stralingsbronnen (de 'sterrenbeelden') is in beidegevallen totaal vershillend en de intensiteit van R�ontgen-bronnen is in het algemeen veel veran-derlijker dan de intensiteit van bronnen van zihtbaar liht. De oorzaak van deze twee vershillenligt bij de vershillende fysishe proessen die een rol spelen bij de opwekking van beide soorteneletromagnetishe straling.De golengte van R�ontgen-straling is ongeveer duizend maal zo klein dan die van zihtbaar liht,waardoor de energie van deze straling duizend maal zo groot is. R�ontgen-straling duidt daaromop veel energierijkere proessen, dan de proessen die verantwoordelijk zijn voor de opwekking vanzihtbaar liht. Objeten die de meeste energie uitstralen in het zihtbare deel van het eletromag-netishe spetrum hebben een temperatuur in de orde van 10.000 K, terwijl objeten die de meesteenergie in het R�ontgen-gebied uitzenden een temperatuur hebben van grofweg duizend maal zo hoog,dus ongeveer 10 miljoen K.De meeste sterren stralen, net zoals de zon, het gros van hun energie uit in zihtbaar liht. Dezestraling is afkomstig uit de atmosferen van die sterren, waarvan de temperatuur tussen de 6.000 en50.000 K is. Zulke atmosferen stralen vaak ook een beetje R�ontgen-straling uit, maar de intensiteithiervan staat in geen verhouding tot die van het zihtbare liht. De intensiteit van de R�ontgen-straling van de zon bijv. bedraagt ira 10 miljoen maal zo weinig als die in zihtbaar liht.In 1962 laneerde een Amerikaanse groep onderzoekers een raket met de bedoeling metingen teverrihten van R�ontgen-straling afkomstig van de maan. Tot hun grote verbazing vonden zij eenheldere bron van R�ontgen-straling, waarvan de positie niet overeen kwam met die van de maan nohmet die van de zon. Al speulerend kwamen ze tot de onlusie, dat, als dit objet een ster was, zijnintrinsieke lihtkraht in R�ontgen-straling minstens 10 miljoen maal zo hoog was als die van de zon.Deze ontdekking ontketende een grote inspanning van zowel theoretishe als experimentele astrofysiiom een verklaring voor deze en daaropvolgende ontdekte sterke R�ontgen-bronnen te vinden. In 1972werd een theoretish model experimenteel bevestigd door de eerste waarnemingen verriht vanuiteen satelliet. Het bleek dat men hier te maken had met nauwe dubbelstersystemen, waarvan �e�enomponent een ompat objet is (een witte dwerg, neutronenster of zwart gat) en de ander een'normale' ster. Het ompate objet is een ster, die aan het einde van zijn evolutie is gekomen:zijn energiebron is uitgeput, waardoor hij geen straling meer produeert. Door het ontbreken vanvoldoende tegendruk heeft de zwaartekraht vrij spel gehad, waardoor de ster sterk is ingekrompen.Zo heeft een neutronenster een diameter van slehts enkele tientallen kilometers, terwijl zijn massaongeveer zo groot is als die van de zon (vergelijk dit met de zonsdiameter van 1,4 miljoen kilometer).De twee omponenten van de nauwe dubbelster staan zo diht bij elkaar, dat veel van de door de'normale' ster verloren materie door het ompate objet ingevangen wordt. Deze materie valt, i.v.m.de kleine diameter van het ompate objet, zo ver naar beneden dat zijn snelheid uitzonderlijk hoogwordt: bij een neutronenster ira 100.000 km/s; dit komt overeen met een bewegingsenergie van157



158 Inleiding en samenvattingira 10% van de rustmassa van de invallende materie. Deze enorme hoeveelheid energie wordtgrotendeels omgezet in warmte en daarna in R�ontgen-straling. Vandaar dat men deze dubbelsterrenvaak aanduidt met 'R�ontgen-dubbelsterren'. Vaak valt de invallende materie (aretie genoemd)niet rehtstreeks op het ompate objet, maar via bepaalde trajeten. De vorm van deze trajetenwordt gediteerd door de manier waarop de 'normale' ster materie verliest en door de sterkte van hetmagneetveld van het ompate objet. Er zijn ruwweg twee soorten trajeten gevonden: spiraliserendin het baanvlak naar het ompate objet of via het magneetveld naar de magnetishe polen vanhet ompate objet (deze trajeten kunnen aanleiding geven tot de vorming van respetievelijkaretieshijven en pulsars).In de sterrenkunde stelt men zih de vraag hoe deze R�ontgen-dubbelsterren kunnen ontstaan.Om daarover een theorie te vormen, is het natuurlijk belangrijk te weten, hoe iedere waargenomenR�ontgen-dubbelster in elkaar zit, bijvoorbeeld wat de afstand tussen beide sterren is, wat de aard isvan beide sterren en hoeveel materie er per jaar overgedragen wordt van de 'normale' ster naar hetompate objet. De R�ontgen-straling blijkt daartoe belangrijke aanwijzingen te geven. Bij de studievan de R�ontgen-straling gebruikt men twee diagnostishe hulpmiddelen: de helderheidsvariatie enhet spetrum. Het spetrum geeft aanwijzingen over de temperaturen en dihtheden die heersenin de dubbelster, en de helderheidsvariatie geeft aanwijzingen over met name de geometrie vande dubbelster1 en onregelmatigheden in de massa-overdraht. Om een voorbeeld te noemen: eenhelderheidsvariatie kan ontstaan door de bedekking van de R�ontgen-bron door de 'normale' ster,tijdens zijn baanbeweging. De duur van de bedekking geeft dan aanwijzingen over de groottes vande 'normale' ster en de R�ontgen-bron.Door de stand van de tehniek op het gebied van R�ontgen-metingen heeft in de voorbijgaandeperiode vooral de helderheidsvariatie als diagnostiek opgang gemaakt. Het is de verwahting dat inkomende jaren een inke verbetering optreedt in het potentieel van spetrale studies.De helderste R�ontgen-bronnen aan de hemel zijn tot onze melkweg behorende, zgn. galatis-he R�ontgen-dubbelsterren. Het onderzoek naar de sterkste mate van variabiliteit (d.w.z. 'aan' of'uit') van deze bronnen, gebruik makend van de nieuwe observationele tehniek van shaduwmasker-amera's, is het onderwerp van dit proefshrift.Het meten van R�ontgen-stralingAls meetinstrument voor R�ontgen-straling wordt meestal gebruik gemaakt van de zogenaamde pro-portionele telbuis. Dit is een instrument dat verwant is aan de bekende Geiger-M�uller telbuis. Hetinstrument bestaat uit een tank, gevuld met een edel gas, waar een kale metalen draad doorheenloopt die op spanning is gebraht. Het prinipe van de proportionele telbuis is eenvoudig: zodraeen R�ontgen-foton geabsorbeerd wordt door het gas, slaat deze een eletron weg uit een gasatoom(zgn. ionisatie), dat vervolgens aangetrokken wordt door de draad. Tijdens zijn versnelde wegdoor het gas zal het eletron andere gasatomen ioniseren en de vrijgekomen eletronen doen op hunbeurt hetzelfde; kort gezegd treedt er een lawine op van eletronen die een eletrishe lading levertaan de draad. Deze lading wordt gemeten en is een maat voor de energie .q. golengte van hetgeabsorbeerde foton.Door meerdere draden aan te brengen in de tank, kan men ook de positie van het geabsorbeerdefoton bepalen. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de detetor behandeld die voor het onderhavige onderzoekis gebruikt. In deze positiegevoelige proportionele telbuis zijn drie dradenframes aangebraht (zieFig. 4.5), die elk bestaan uit 96 tot 480 draadjes over een oppervlak van 29 � 29 m2. M.b.v. �e�enframe wordt de fotonenergie gemeten, terwijl de andere twee frames gebruikt worden om de plaatste meten (de zgn. X- en Y-positie).Van belang voor de gebruiker van zo'n meerdraads teller zijn de nauwkeurigheden waarmee de1bedenk, dat het onmogelijk is om gedetailleerde 'plaatjes' te maken van sterren; daarvoor staan ze allemaal tever weg



Inleiding en samenvatting 159foton-energie en -positie gemeten kunnen worden. Deze nauwkeurigheden worden in een meerdraadstelbuis in belangrijke mate be��nvloed door de goede positionering van de dradenframes.R�ontgen-straling uit het heelal dringt niet door de aardatmosfeer. Dit heeft een belangrijkeonsequentie voor de waarneming ervan: dit dient boven de atmosfeer te gebeuren. Dit kan tijdelijkopgelost worden m.b.v. stratosfeerballonnen of raketten, hetgeen in de jaren zestig tijdens het pre-satelliet tijdperk gebruikelijk was. Ehter, een meer permanente oplossing is de plaatsing van hetinstrument in een satelliet. In het laatste geval moet bij het ontwerp rekening worden gehouden,dat het instrument enige jaren zonder tehnish onderhoud moet blijven funtioneren.De afbeelding van R�ontgen-straling m.b.v. shaduwmaskeramera'sDe klassieke optishe onderdelen die gebruikt worden om een afbeelding te maken zijn de lensen spiegel. Het toepassingsgebied van met name de spiegel is groot: van radiostraling, via infra-roodstraling en zihtbaar liht, tot en met UV-straling. Bij de energierijke R�ontgen-straling is hetgebruik van spiegels niet meer zo gemakkelijk: R�ontgen-straling heeft een groot doordringingsver-mogen (waarvan dankbaar gebruik wordt gemaakt in de geneeskunde). Daarom reeteert dezestraling slehts bij een zeer geringe invalshoek op het spiegelend oppervlak (kleiner dan ongeveer�e�en graad). Van de parabolish gevormde spiegel wordt dan niet de 'kop', maar de ank van deparabool gebruikt. Dit legt nogal beperkingen op aan de toepasbaarheid: het beeldveld kan nooitgroter zijn dan ira �e�en graad en het prinipe werkt alleen voor de 'zahte' R�ontgen-straling (d.w.z.voor golengtes groter dan ira 2 �A)2. Bovendien zijn de tehnishe spei�aties van de spiegel zoveeleisend, dat zulke spiegels relatief duur in de produtie zijn.Wil men grotere beeldvelden re�eren en/of bij hardere R�ontgen-straling een afbeelding maken(d.w.z. voor golengtes kleiner dan 2 �A), dan moet een alternatief afbeeldend onept wordengebruikt. Zo'n onept werd in de jaren zestig ontwikkeld, door Dike en Ables. Het is gebaseerd opeen prinipe dat reeds in het begin van onze jaartelling door Aristoteles is beshreven: dat van deamera obsura. De amera obsura heeft in plaats van een lens een ondoorzihtige plaat met eenklein gaatje erin. Er komt geen reetie of breking aan te pas in zo'n amera; de bovengenoemdenadelen van spiegels en lenzen zijn dan ook niet van toepassing. De kwaliteit van de afbeeldingm.b.v. amera obsura wordt bepaald door de grootte van het gaatje t.o.v. de grootte van deondoorzihtige plaat: hoe kleiner het gaatje, hoe sherper het beeld. Dit brengt een nadeel voor deamera obsura met zih mee, dat vooral in astronomishe toepassingen groot is: een verhoging vande sherpte gaat ten koste van het lihtverzamelend vermogen. Welnu, Dike en Ables bedahtendat dit nadeel ondervangen kan worden door niet �e�en, maar meerdere gaatjes in de ondoorzihtigeplaat aan te brengen. De sherpte blijft dan hetzelfde, terwijl de lihtopbrengst stijgt. De plaat metgaatjes noemt men een masker.Het plaatsen van meerdere gaatjes blijft niet ongestraft: men verkrijgt niet meer �e�en direteafbeelding van het voorwerp, maar net zoveel als er gaatjes zijn, die allemaal over elkaar heen liggen.Als het aantal gaatjes groot is, wordt de afbeelding onherkenbaar. Dit wil ehter niet zeggen, dathet plaatsen van meerdere gaatjes het prinipe onbruikbaar maakt: het is immers bekend w�a�ar degaatjes geplaatst zijn, zodat in prinipe bekend is hoe de afbeelding van een willekeurig voorwerpin zijn werk gaat. Daarom is het mogelijk om uit de onherkenbare afbeelding het voorwerp tereonstrueren. Dit is een bewerkelijke opgave, die met behulp van een omputer uitgevoerdwordt. Aldus het prinipe van de shaduwmaskeramera, die samenvattend luidt dat men eengeodeerde afbeelding van het voorwerp '�lmt', die vervolgens met behulp van een omputer wordtgedeodeerd.In hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefshrift wordt een overziht gegeven van de eisen, die aan vershil-lende omponenten van een shaduwmaskeramera gesteld moeten worden om tot een optimalereonstrutie te komen. Belangrijk in dit opziht zijn de afbeeldende kwaliteit van de detetor,21 �A is �e�en tienmiljardste meter



160 Inleiding en samenvattinghet patroon van de gaatjes in het masker en het reonstrutie-algoritme. Bovendien worden tweevershillende types van shaduwmaskeramera's onderzoht, waarbij de voordelen en nadelen vanelk type aan bod komen.De doelstelling en het ontwerp van COMISBegin jaren tahtig aanvaardde de Stihting Ruimteonderzoek Nederland (SRON, toen nog GROC)een uitnodiging van het Ruimteonderzoeksinstituut (IKI) te Moskou om een R�ontgen-instrumentte ontwikkelen dat deel zou uitmaken van een R�ontgen-observatorium welk gekoppeld zou wordenaan een bemand ruimtestation. In dit projet, COMIS genaamd (afkorting van COded Mask Imag-ing Spetrometer, dat vrij vertaald kan worden met 'afbeeldende spetrometer met gebruik van eengeodeerd masker'), werd een derde partner gevonden in de Universiteit van Birmingham (Enge-land). De Nederlandse en Engelse partners werden verantwoordelijk gesteld voor de bouw van hetinstrument en de Russishe partner voor de lanering en het operationele gedeelte.De doelstelling van het COMIS projet is tweeledig: enerzijds riht het projet zih op destudie van die heldere R�ontgen-bronnen, die de sterkste mate van variabiliteit vertonen, d.w.z. diebronnen die gedurende slehts een bepaalde tijd R�ontgen-straling uitzenden. De tijd dat zo'n bron'aan' is varieert tussen enkele seonden (dit zijn de zgn. 'bursts', uitgezonden door 'bursters') enweken (deze bronnen heten 'transients'). Het is met name de bedoeling deze bronnen te bewaken,m.a.w. te bepalen waar zulke bronnen staan en wanneer ze 'aan' zijn. Anderzijds is COMIS eenproefprojet voor twee soortgelijke amera's, die in ontwikkeling zijn bij SRON-Utreht en geplaatstzullen worden in de Satellite per Astronomia a raggi X (SAX ), een samenwerkingsprojet tussenItali�e en Nederland. De ervaring opgedaan bij de ontwikkeling van de hardware en software voorCOMIS wordt gebruikt bij die van de SAX amera's.Het moge duidelijk zijn, dat, voor een bewakingstoestel, een groot beeldveld ruiaal is: dekans op detetie van een kortstondige R�ontgen-bron is dan het grootst. Bovendien verdient hetaanbeveling geseleteerde hemelgebieden te bewaken, spei�ek het galatish vlak (de 'melkweg'),omdat daar in het verleden de meeste kortstondige R�ontgen-bronnen zijn gevonden.Gekoppeld aan een groot beeldveld moet het sheidend vermogen van de amera voldoende zijnom een eenduidige identi�atie met een tegenhanger in een ander golengtegebied mogelijk te maken.Dit houdt in dat een R�ontgen-bron met een nauwkeurigheid van minstens 10 gelokaliseerd dient teworden.Deze spei�aties hebben het ontwerp van COMIS gediteerd. De invulling van het ontwerpwordt behandeld in hoofdstuk 4. Het beeldveld van COMIS is ruwweg 16� 16 vierkante graden ende hoekresolutie 2 boogminuten (de lokalisatienauwkeurigheid kan tot zo'n 10 maal zo goed zijn).Een aantal van 32,768 gaatjes van 1 � 1 mm2 is ge�etst in een 0.1 mm dikke roestvrij stalen plaatvolgens het patroon zoals getoond in Fig. 4.3. De gevoeligheid als funtie van fotonenergie is getoondin Fig. 6.2.b; het maximum ligt tussen golengtes van ruwweg 1 en 2 �A, waar de te onderzoekenobjeten de meeste straling uitzenden.Een essentieel onderdeel van het instrument is het reonstrutie-algoritme, waaraan hoofdstuk5 gewijd is. In de praktijk blijkt dat de keuze van het algoritme in belangrijke mate bepaaldwordt door een afweging tussen de optimale ruisonderdrukking en de minimale hoeveelheid ben-odigde rekentijd. Enkele ruisonderdrukkings-algoritmen worden ge��ntrodueerd, die voldoen aandeze afweging, waarbij de orrelatie tussen detetorbeeld en maskerpatroon als basis wordt gebruiktvoor de reonstrutie. Voor de overzihtelijkheid wordt het reonstrutie-algoritme ge��llustreerd meteen gesimuleerde waarneming in een appendix.COMIS werd, als deel van het 'R�ontgen'-observatorium in de 'Kvant '-module, in april 1987gekoppeld aan het ruimtestation 'Mir '. Helaas bleek al snel dat de detetor niet optimaal fun-tioneerde; na augustus moesten de waarnemingen gestopt worden. Ehter, mede dankzij de groteinspanningen van de Russishe kosmonauten aan boord van Mir, kon in oktober 1988 de detetor



Inleiding en samenvatting 161vervangen worden door een reserve exemplaar en werd het projet gered.In hoofdstuk 6 worden faetten van de alibratie van het instrument behandeld, die door deauteur zijn uitgevoerd. Het moeilijkste onderdeel van deze alibratie is dat van de zgn. puntuit-smeerfuntie, die aangeeft hoe een puntbron wordt afgebeeld. Deze funtie wordt in sterke matebe��nvloed door tamelijk onvoorspelbare bewegingen van het ruimtestation, welke niet op een on-afhankelijke manier gemeten kunnen worden. Bij de bepaling van intensiteiten van R�ontgen-bronnendient derhalve veel aandaht (.q. rekenwerk) besteed te worden aan dit gegeven.Wetenshappelijke resultaten van COMISIn deel II van dit proefshrift wordt ingegaan op de wetenshappelijke uitkomsten van het COMIS -projet. Allereerst wordt in hoofdstuk 7 een overziht gegeven van de waarnemingen. Gedurende deeerste 312 jaar na oktober 1988 heeft COMIS 12% van de hemel waargenomen, voornamelijk in derihting van het galatish entrum. 80% van deze waarnemingen zijn verriht in 1989. VijfenzestigR�ontgen-bronnen werden gedeteteerd. Dit zijn bijna allen R�ontgen-dubbelsterren. Ze tonen eenversheidenheid aan variabiliteit (vari�erend van pulsvormige tot onstante intensiteit) en spetra.Vier van deze bronnen waren nog niet eerder bekend. Het zijn objeten die slehts gedurendeeen aantal dagen deteteerbaar waren (zgn. 'transients') en dus preies objeten waar COMIS naarop zoek is.COMIS heeft 14 bursts gedeteteerd. Dit zijn kortstondige opvlammingen, die voor het eerstontdekt zijn m.b.v. de Astronomishe Nederlandse Satelliet (ANS ), slehts zo'n 10 seonden durenen te wijten zijn aan nuleaire explosies op neutronensterren. Zes van deze bursts waren afkomstigvan twee van de nieuw ontdekte bronnen.Een arhief werd aangelegd van het gedrag van de 65 bronnen, waarvan in hoofdstuk 7 een korteindruk wordt gegeven.In hoofdstuk 8 wordt een gebied van 6 � 6 vierkante graden rondom het galatish entrumnader bekeken. Dit gebied omhelst om zijn minst zo'n 20 R�ontgen-bronnen, waarvan tot enkelejaren geleden relatief weinig bekend was, omdat de dihte bevolking en hun vaak sterke variabiliteitvoor veel instrumenten een belemmering vormde voor nadere studies. Shaduwmaskeramera'shebben geen probleem met de dihte bevolking en zijn derhalve uitermate geshikt voor de studievan hun variabiliteit. In dit gebied bevinden zih 2 van de 4 door COMIS nieuw ontdekte bronnen,welke beide transient zijn. E�en van de bronnen staat op minder dan een graad van het galatishentrum en vertoonde bovendien tweemaal een burst. De bron is mogelijk dezelfde als �e�en van tweeburst bronnen, die in de jaren zeventig met de Amerikaanse SAS-3 satelliet gedeteteerd werden.In hoofdstuk 9 wordt een andere transient onder de loep genomen. Dit objet is uitermateinteressant, omdat het afgelopen jaar is aangetoond dat hij de sterkste kandidaat voor een galatishzwart gat is: via optishe metingen is gebleken, dat het ompate objet in deze R�ontgen-dubbelstereen massa van op zijn minst 6 zonnemassa's heeft. De bron was in het R�ontgen-gebied aktiefgedurende de periode mei tot september 1989. Het bijzondere van de bron is, dat hij een hardR�ontgen-spetrum heeft, dat bovendien sterk veranderlijk is op tijdshalen van minder dan �e�en dag.Dit is ongewoon bij heldere transients. COMIS heeft ruim vijftig waarnemingen verriht aan de bron.Een spetrale analyse van de resulterende data wijst erop dat de sterke variabiliteit van het R�ontgen-spetrum voor het grootste deel toe te shrijven is aan een variabele absorbtie door irumstellairmateriaal. Het spetrum van de bron is, voor zover meetbaar, onstant in vorm en neemt af inhelderheid. Er wordt gesuggereerd dat door de hoge (super-Eddington) lihtkraht de materie inde omgeving van het ompate objet sterk inhomogeen is geworden, waardoor variabiliteit in deabsorbtie optreedt. Deze variabiliteit neemt in de loop van de tijd af, waarshijnlijk doordat deomgeving van het ompate objet door aretie 'shoon geveegd' wordt.



162 Inleiding en samenvattingToekomst verwahtingenVooralsnog zijn er geen indiaties dat binnen korte tijd het COMIS projet eindigt. Er worden nog,weliswaar op onregelmatige basis, waarnemingen uitgevoerd. Het instrument funtioneert nog alsverwaht.Voor wat betreft reonstrutie-algoritmen, is er een gunstige ontwikkeling gaande in de snelheidvan omputers. Bij het ontwerp van het algoritme voor de deodering van COMIS data speeldede snelheid van de gebruikte omputer een grote rol en moest ervoor gewaakt worden, dat hetanalyseren van de data niet vele malen langer zou duren dan de meting op zihzelf. Deze beperkingzal in de toekomst van minder belang zijn, dankzij de introdutie van relatief goedkope maar snellerekenapparatuur.Met COMIS is aangetoond dat het gebruik van shaduwmaskeramera's als bewakingsinstru-menten van de utuerende R�ontgen-hemel wetenshappelijk nut heeft. De verwahtingen van detwee groothoekamera's voor de SAX -satelliet zijn hoog, omdat, in vergelijking tot COMIS , hetbeeldveld per amera ruim zes keer zo groot is en de waarneemfrequentie velen malen hoger zal zijn.Populaire literatuurJ.J.M. in 't Zand, R. Jager en F.H.P. Spaan: 1988, "COMIS, een R�ontgenamera aan boord vanMir", Zenit, deember 1988, p. 414G.K. Skinner: 1988, "Imaging with oded masks", Sienti� Amerian, augustus 1988, p. 66



Curriulum VitaeIk ben geboren op 13 oktober 1960 in Bunde, een dorp enkele kilometers ten noorden van Maas-triht. Van 1973 tot 1979 bezoht ik het Henri van Veldeke College in Maastriht. Aldaar werddoor mij in 1978 het eindexamen HAVO-b en in 1979 het eindexamen Atheneum-b met goed gevolgafgelegd. Daarna studeerde ik aan de Rijksuniversiteit Utreht. In juni 1983 behaalde ik hetkandidaats-examen sterrenkunde. In de daarop volgende dotoraal-fase verrihtte ik onder anderetwee onderzoeken. Het groot onderzoek, op het Sterrekundig Instituut te Utreht en onder leid-ing van Dr. J.R.W. Heintze, behelste een studie van de ontat-dubbelster AW UMa met behulpvan fotometrishe waarnemingen verriht vanaf de Nederlandse Sterrewaht Zwitserland; het kleinonderzoek, onder leiding van Dr. A.J.F. den Boggende en uitgevoerd op het Laboratorium voorRuimteonderzoek in Utreht, betrof voornamelijk een theoretishe studie naar het potentieel vanspetrale metingen met behulp van reetie-tralies, zoals die gepland zijn voor de R�ontgen-satelliet'XMM ' rond de eeuwwisseling. In juni 1987 sloot ik suesvol de dotoraal studie algemene ster-renkunde af, met bijvakken natuur- en wiskunde en met een onderwijs-aantekening voor natuur-en sterrenkunde. Op 1 augustus 1987 trad ik in dienst bij de Stihting Ruimteonderzoek Neder-land (SRON), op het Laboratorium voor Ruimteonderzoek te Utreht, om onderzoek te verrihtenop het gebied van metingen aan hemelse R�ontgen-bronnen met behulp van een shaduwmaskera-mera, waarvan de weerslag te vinden is in dit proefshrift. Ten bate van dit onderzoek braht ikwerkbezoeken aan het Spae Researh Institute te Moskou (Rusland) en aan de Universiteit vanBirmingham (Engeland). Verder bezoht ik internationale onferenties in Izmir (NATO-workshop'Timing Neutron Stars', april 1988), Helsinki (COSPAR-symposium 'Advanes and Perspetives inX-Ray and Gamma-Ray Astronomy', juli 1988), Bologna ('23rd ESLAB Symposium on Two Topisin X-Ray Astronomy', september 1989) en Den Haag (COSPAR-meeting 'Highlights in X-Ray andGamma-Ray Astronomy with the Most Reent Missions', juli 1990).
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NawoordZo eenvoudig als het prinipe van de shaduwmaskeramera klinkt, zoveel haken en ogen zitteneraan als het om de praktijk gaat. Dit is de ervaring van het COMIS projet. Daarom ontwikkeldemijn onderzoek zih onverwaht in de rihting van de instrumentele kant (zowel hard- als software).Daar ben ik niet rouwig om geweest; het was interessant werk (hoewel het niet altijd van een leiendakje ging) en een uitdaging om uit eht 'ruwe' gegevens datgene eruit te halen waarvan je eensterk vermoeden hebt dat het erin zit. Ik hoop dat mijn onderzoek zijn vruhten zal afwerpen bijde ontwikkeling van de hard- en software van de groothoekamera's voor SAX (de betere broertjesvan COMIS ).Nu is voor mij het hoofdstuk COMIS bijna afgesloten. Hoewel het interessant was, stemt mijdat niet helemaal ongelukkig. Het heeft lang genoeg geduurd.Het onderhavige proefshrift is tot stand gekomen mede door de onontbeerlijke medewerking van eenaantal mensen. In de eerste allereerste plaats dank ik mijn promotor, Johan Bleeker. Ondanks dathij een druk bezet man is, vond hij veel tijd om mijn werk kritish op de wetenshappelijke inhoud tetoetsen en mij weer op gang te helpen als ik op een dood punt zat. Ik zal niet gauw onze verhelderendedisussies vergeten, zoals bijvoorbeeld over het fatsoenlijk bepalen van betrouwbaarheidsintervallen!Ik prijs mij zeer gelukkig hem als promotor te hebben gehad.Verder had ik een prettige begeleider in mijn o-promotor, John Heise. Hij stond altijd klaar ommijn dagelijkse 'sense' en 'no-sense' vragen te beantwoorden en idee�en naar voren te brengen, waarik zelf nooit op gekomen zou zijn. Mijn dank daarvoor.De mensen van het Utrehtse 'COMIS -team', die verantwoordelijk waren voor de operationelefase, ben ik bijzondere dank vershuldigd. Met name geldt dat voor Jaap Shuurmans, die eenprahtige basis (en nog wel meer!) ontwikkelde voor de software. Bedankt Jaap, dat je ook geduldigde voortdurende stroom van vragen en verzoeken van mijn kant beantwoordde! Verder dank ik WimMels, waar ik altijd tereht kon voor (mijn) detetor-problemen, Rieks Jager voor de disussies overreonstrutiekwesties en andere varia, en Gerrit Wiersma voor het mij wijzer maken over de ruwedataverwerking. Bert Brinkman dank ik voor de onvermoeibare maar diplomatieke manier waarophij (samen met Gerry Skinner uit Birmingham) poogde waarnemingen en gegevens los te krijgen van'de Russen', met name gegevens die geen betrekking hadden op SN1987a! Dat was niet gemakkelijk!I would like to thank very muh Gerry Skinner, Honghao Pan, Matt Nottingham and TimPatterson of the Shool of Physis and Spae Researh of the University of Birmingham (UK) forthe extremely pleasant and onstrutive ooperation on the TTM projet, for the many instrutivedisussions, and for the hospitality during my visit in April 1990.I would also like to express my sinere thanks to Prof. R.A. Sunyaev of the Spae ResearhInstitute (IKI) of Mosow for his tremendous e�ort to keep TTM in operation, and to EugeneChurazov and Marat Gilfanov of IKI for a number of illuminating disussions and the hospitalityduring my visit to IKI in Otober 1988, when we saw the exiting resurretion of TTM.Bij de bouw van COMIS zijn vele mensen betrokken geweest. Deze mensen zijn voor mij tamelijk'onzihtbaar' gebleven. Graag wil ik op deze plaats diegenen binnen SRON bedanken, die betrokkenwaren bij de bouw van COMIS en zih onder andere de moeite getroost hebben om, na een on-165



166 Nawoordfortuinlijk begin, COMIS weer aan de praat te krijgen zodat onder andere dit onderzoek mogelijkwas.Mijn speiale dank gaat verder uit naar de omputerafdeling. Niet alleen hebben ze mij, alsvreemde eend in de bijt, meer dan een jaar lang gehuisvest, maar ik vond ook altijd grote berei-dwilligheid in de vervulling van mijn, soms grote, wensen met betrekking tot het gebruik van deMV.Iedereen van Integro, met name Rolf Mewe, dank ik voor de belangstelling die zij toonden inmijn werk. Mijn werk lag niet altijd diret in hun rihting, maar dat betekende niet dat ik me eenbuitenstaander voelde.De laatste jaren deelde ik de kamer met Jos van Ge�en. Allebei werkten we aan proefshriftenover totaal vershillende onderwerpen. Desalniettemin heerste er een stimulerende sfeer, die we sterkhielden met onze eigen, zeer produtieve, koÆeautomaat!Hans Braun dank ik voor de adviezen voor en de hulp bij het illustreren van dit proefshrift,Peter Blom voor de jarenlange verzorging van de dagelijkse gezamenlijke ohtendkoÆe en alle nietgenoemde ollega's op het lab voor de prettige werksfeer.Pa en Ma, jullie steunden mij bij de, niet helemaal normale, keuze sterrenkunde te gaan studeren.Dat ging toen zo vanzelfsprekend, dat ik me dat pas onlangs realiseerde. Voor die steun, en voorhet meeleven wil ik jullie opreht danken.Joke, jij hielp mij bij de laatste ontrole op het gebruik van de Engelse taal. Dank daarvoor. Ikprobeer in het vervolg het oneigenlijk gebruik van Engelse komma's te vermijden!Tot slot, lieve Ria, dat jij het al zolang met me hebt kunnen uithouden, ondanks het 'werk', enme hielp bij het begrijpelijk maken van de Nederlandse samenvatting vind ik ontzettend tof van je!Jouw kameraadshap is me zeer dierbaar.

Het drukwerk voor dit proefshrift werd gedeeltelijk �nanieel ondersteund door het Leids Kerkhoven-Bossha Fonds, waarvoor mijn hartelijke dank.


